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Vehicle exhaust emissions predicted based on the outputs of traffic flow models are
used directly to calculate traffic-related emissions, but also indirectly as input to ‘air
quality - human exposure’ models. Both of which inform transport and environmental
policies aimed at achieving sustainable mobility. To be effective, these must be based on
robust modelling approaches that not only provide point-based emission predictions,
but also inform these with an interval of confidence that properly accounts for the
propagation of uncertainties and errors through the complex chain of models involved.
This research develops a data-driven methodological framework to probabilistic average
speed-based emission predictions using two widely deployed macroscopic traffic flow
models. These are the Cell Transmission Model (CTM), a discretised first-order LWR-
type model, and METANET, a discretised second-order Payne-type model. Studying
both allows quantitative comparison in their application to predicting emissions. While
this research discusses all potential sources of uncertainty in this modelling chain, it
focusses on those arising from the traffic flow modelling output. The methodology
starts with an ensemble-based optimisation approach to estimate both calibration and
validation prediction errors in the traffic flow model, and then proposes a Monte Carlo
sampling approach to propagate these to emission predictions. This allows predicting
emissions alongside their upper and lower bounds for any time period and road network,
at different levels of detail. To ensure transferability of findings, this methodology has
been tested on three motorway road networks, one of which operates under Variable
Speed Limits (VSL). This permits the quantitative assessment of VSL-modified traffic
flow models. In the results of this research, emissions of Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx)
and uncertainty associated with their prediction are specifically reported for each road
network under study. Finally, this research argues that the methodological framework
developed can (and should) be applied to any other (relatively) simple or complex
integrated ‘traffic flow - emission’ modelling chain used as part of policy and decision
making process.
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Introduction
In their popular book on uncertainty, Morgan et al. (1992) argued that dealing with
uncertainty in policy-focussed research has become fashionable but also noted that do-
ing so is indeed essential. Policy-focussed research where uncertainty is being studied,
includes, but not limited to, climate systems (Palmer, 2000, for example), hydrological
systems (Zappa et al., 2011, for example), geographical systems (Evans, 2012, for ex-
ample), and waste management systems (Clavreul et al., 2012, for example). Morgan
et al. (1992) argued that similar to physical sciences where estimates of uncertainty al-
ways accompany experimental results, quantitative-policy analyses or decision-support
modelling systems need to do the same for three system-independent reasons. Firstly,
dealing with uncertainty helps identify important factors of disagreement in any prob-
lem, and anticipate the unexpected and plan accordingly. Secondly, it helps decision
makers assess whether results obtained from different entities are actually different or
not, and make decisions accordingly. Thirdly, it provides greater confidence in appro-
priately using any work done at any point in time.
The vehicle exhaust emission modelling system is an example of a decision-support
modelling system. It predicts exhaust emissions of all vehicles driving on a road net-
work during a period of time. These predictions are used to feed in traffic-related
emission inventories i.e. the total emissions of each traffic-related air pollutant to the
atmosphere. Emission inventories are required to be reported to fulfil national and
international obligations of, for example, the National Emission Ceilings Directive or
the Convention on Long-range Trans-boundary Air Pollution (European Environment
Agency, 2016). They are also used as input to physical air quality models giving rise
to ‘emission - air quality’ modelling chain (Namdeo et al., 2002; Borrego et al., 2003,
2004, for example). While emission models represent what comes out directly from a
particular source such as vehicle exhaust, air quality models represent the final outcome
of emissions from all available sources after being exposed to dispersion and chemical
transformation (McCubbin & Delucchi, 1999; Mayer, 1999). Such outcome is required
for a number of national and international directives such as the UK Environment Act
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(Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, 2011) and the European Ambi-
ent Air Quality Directive (European Commission, 2016). Any (expected) violation of
such directives or acts implies that adequate policy measures need to be devised at an
appropriate scale i.e. local, national, or regional. These can be source-related measures
such as improving vehicle exhaust emission standards, road network-related measures
such as optimising traffic management systems, or receptor-related measures such as
developing technology-based emission dispersion systems or even information systems.
Testing any of these measures before implementation as an evidence of expected com-
pliance, relies primarily on emission modelling. Other than their use to directly inform
policy, outputs of air quality models are also used to predict human exposure levels
(Gulliver & Briggs, 2005; L. Zhang et al., 2013, for example). The latter relies both on
air quality and on human activity itself, hence the difference between the two. As such,
a complex ‘emission - air quality - human exposure’ modelling chain arises, founded
upon the modelling of emissions.
Emission models depend primarily on emission factors and traffic activity data.
Emission factors specify the rate at which emissions are generated, typically per unit
activity, and are developed based on emission measurements of sample driven vehicles
- the source being the vehicle exhaust. The detail level of emission factors determines
the relevant detail level of traffic activity data. This can range from second-by-second
individual vehicle dynamics to aggregate traffic dynamics or even static traffic data.
Given the spatiotemporal and predictive power limitations of direct traffic activity
measurements, emission models typically rely on the outputs of traffic flow models.
Such models provide the basis for testing of potential future policy measures at the
source or road network level. As such, a more complex ‘traffic flow - emission - air
quality - human exposure’ modelling chain arises, founded upon the ‘traffic flow -
emission’ sub-modelling chain. In fact, the traffic flow models themselves rely on input
data that may come not from direct traffic activity measurements, but from traffic
assignment models that distributes traffic demand on a road network accounting for
the route choice of individual drivers. This gives rise to an even more complex ‘traffic
assignment - traffic flow - emission - air quality - human exposure’ modelling chain.
The above-mentioned complex modelling chain introduces where emission models
are situated and how emission predictions are able to inform transport and environmen-
tal policy. Therefore, this modelling system is not an exception to the best practices
highlighted in Morgan et al. (1992) to dealing with its uncertainty as a rule to better
under understand the system under study and ultimately to better inform policy. The
goal of this research is to explore uncertainty in the initial sources of such complex
modelling chain, particularly, in the ‘traffic flow - emission’ sub-modelling chain; traffic
assignment is outside the scope of this research and direct measurement data are ob-
tained as input. The following three sections provide more details on specific research
aims and objectives (§ 1.1), more details on specific research contributions to current
knowledge (§ 1.2), and lastly a summary of the structure of this research (§ 1.3).
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1.1 Research aim and objectives
In order to explore uncertainty in the ‘traffic flow - emission’ modelling chain, it is first
necessary to select models for both the traffic flow and emission components. A basic
outline is included in this section to allow understanding of the aims and objectives of
this research. Various approaches have been developed so far to integrate traffic flow
and emission models, depending on the detail level desired in emission predictions.
Macroscopic traffic flow models, which represent traffic as a continuum and consider
only aggregate traffic behaviour, have recently been integrated with different type of
emission models in an attempt to improve on the low-fidelity of static traffic flow models
while avoiding the high costs associated with microscopic traffic flow models in terms
of their computation, input requirements, and parameter calibration and validation.
Research studies have developed methodologies for the direct integration of macroscopic
traffic flow models with average speed-based emission models. This research focusses
on this integration approach for three main reasons.
1. There exist two widely used macroscopic traffic flow models which vary in struc-
ture, input, and parameters, although they produce similar spatiotemporal resolu-
tion of traffic flow outputs. These are the first-order LWR-type models (Lighthill
& Whitham, 1955a, 1955b; Richards, 1956) and second-order Payne-type models
(Payne, 1971). Both of which have been integrated with average speed-based
emission models. Critical comparison of these models typically focusses on theo-
retical issues. Their performance has rarely been compared quantitatively using
real traffic data. Also, their influence on uncertainty in emission predictions has
not been investigated and compared before.
2. Unlike other traffic flow models, real traffic data (albeit not without their own
limitations) sufficient for the calibration, validation, and the quantification of
uncertainty in the outcome of macroscopic traffic flow models is widely collected
both in space and in time and is generally easily accessible.
3. Direct integration of macroscopic traffic flow models with average speed-based
emission models provides an initial ground for developing a research methodology
to exploring uncertainty in emission predictions, which can further be expanded
to more complex integration approaches.
The second key methodological aspect that needs to be determined is an adequate
approach to dealing with uncertainty, which primarily depends on how one needs to in-
form policy (Morgan et al., 1992). Uncertainty can be investigated through sensitivity
analysis which enables identifying sensitive inputs to emission models or through un-
certainty analysis (better referred to as uncertainty contribution analysis in Clavreul
et al. (2012)) which enables investigating where uncertainty in emission predictions
originates from. In addition to that, one of the most powerful tools to informing policy
is uncertainty propagation which allows for quantifying uncertainty in emission pre-
dictions given the uncertainty in its inputs. As such, uncertainty propagation enables
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predicting emissions in a probabilistic manner. The sources of uncertainty in the ‘traffic
flow - emission’ modelling chain is sufficiently large that reporting probabilistic-based
emission predictions rather than point-based emission predictions is essential. One of
the early attempts to doing so is that of Kini and Frey (1997). Their work however was
focussed on uncertainty in emission factors rather than traffic flow modelling outputs.
This research focusses on uncertainty propagation as a tool to exploring uncertainty in
the ‘traffic flow - emission’ modelling chain, while recognising the different possibilities
to doing so.
Having identified the two main aspects, the main aim of this research is to quantify
uncertainty in emission predictions given the uncertainty in the predictions of macro-
scopic traffic flow models. In order to achieve that, this research has two main objectives
set out as follows.
1. To develop a data-driven methodological framework that enables quantifying and
propagating uncertainty in the outputs of macroscopic traffic flow models to emis-
sion predictions. The framework needs to be applicable to macroscopic traffic flow
models and any road traffic network with sufficient real traffic data.
2. To apply the developed methodological framework on multiple real road networks
in order to ensure applicability and transferability of the framework as well as
to allow rigorous quantitative comparison of results amongst the utilised macro-
scopic traffic flow models.
1.2 Research contributions
This research makes four original contributions to existing knowledge. One of the crit-
ical issues in macroscopic traffic flow models, or in fact any traffic flow model, is the
calibration and validation of their parameters against real traffic data. The complexity
of the calibration problem leads to difficulties in finding the ‘global’ optimal solution,
reflecting uncertainty around the model parameters. This uncertainty can be a result
of not only limitations in the optimisation algorithms but also uncertainty in the model
structure and model input. Efforts have been focussed on developing new optimisation
algorithms or tailoring existing ones to illustrate the possibility of getting a ‘single’ good
solution for a typical time period with good performance of the models against real
traffic data. Good performance is normally assessed using single-valued quantitative
and/or qualitative measures. The first contribution to current knowledge is developing
an ensemble-based approach to the optimisation problem using available real traffic
data combined with statistical testing. This allows to better understand the landscape
of all possible good solutions on different time periods and to select ‘good’ solutions
objectively. The ensemble of ‘good’ solutions ultimately allows better estimation of un-
certainty in the traffic flow model outputs, mainly traffic density and speed, in terms of
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prediction errors. The latter can be based on calibration outputs (i.e. given optimal pa-
rameters) or validation outputs (i.e. non-optimal parameters). Calibration prediction
errors allow to understand uncertainty of current scenarios, whereas validation errors
allow to understand uncertainty in future scenarios, although not completely, due to
additional sources in model structure and input that can arise in future scenarios. The
second contribution directly follows which is the use of a novel method to propagate the
quantified uncertainty in the traffic flow model outputs to emission predictions. The
method entails the use of both bivariate probability error distributions of traffic den-
sity and speed with a grid-based Monte Carlo simulation method. The use of the first
reflects the dependence of the two error distributions. The use of the second grid-based
approach reflects the dependence of error values on predicted traffic variables.
The first and second contributions constitute the main elements of the developed
methodological framework that can be applied to different macroscopic traffic flow
models and any average speed-based emission model. As such, the third contribution
is the application of the methodology to real road networks using CTM, a widely used
first-order LWR-type model, and METANET, a widely used second-order Payne-type
model. This allows a rigorous quantitative comparison of the two models not only of
their influence on uncertainty in emission predictions but also of their performance as
traffic flow models. In doing so, the first phases of the developed methodological frame-
work are shown to be useful as a stand-alone approach applicable to other applications
of macroscopic traffic flow models, for instance quantifying uncertainty in travel time
prediction.
The fourth and last contribution is the application of the developed methodologi-
cal framework to three road networks, one of which is operated under Variable Speed
Limits (VSL). This investigation includes two structures of CTM and two structures
of METANET: for each model the first is the original, and the second is a modified
structure applicable to VSL (from current literature). This research provides a com-
parison between using the original structure and the modified structure on the same
road network. It also draws conclusions on the complexity of the problem where a
modified model structure alongside the uncertainty in the model parameters hinders a
better understanding of the influence of VSL on traffic dynamics through traffic flow
models.
1.3 Thesis structure
The rest of this thesis is divided into five chapters, the content of each is briefly de-
scribed here. Figure 1.1 below illustrates how these chapters are interlinked.
 Chapter 2 introduces the main developments in the fields of traffic flow modelling
and emission modelling. A description of macroscopic traffic flow models and their
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two most controversial sub-categories, the first-order LWR-type and second-order
Payne-type models, is emphasised. This allows better understanding of currently
available integration approaches of macroscopic traffic flow models and emission
models, which are also reviewed in the chapter. The chapter ends by introducing
the concept of uncertainty in decision-support modelling systems and how it has
been dealt with in emission predictions. The aim of this chapter is to provide a
critical review of relevant studies and to identify gaps that justify the need to the
original contributions of this research described earlier. This eventually justifies
the main elements of the research methodology.
 Chapter 3 focusses entirely on the research methodology which is divided into
three steps. The first sets out the mathematical preliminaries of selected macro-
scopic traffic flow models, emission model, and their integration approach. The
second discusses the sources of uncertainty in the resulting modelling chain and
identifying those which are to be focussed upon. The third and most impor-
tant step describes a five-phase data-driven methodological framework towards
a probabilistic-based emission predictions. The framework consists of a data
preparation preliminary phase and four main phases (Phases I, II, III, and IV).
 Chapter 4 is dedicated entirely to the data preparation preliminary phase. It
describes in detail the sources and the general extraction and pre-processing of
necessary data. It then describes the road networks and time periods selected for
this research, for which their corresponding data are extracted and pre-processed.
The chapter ends also by providing a summary of the final data sets as a necessary
background to the discussion of results obtained for the four main phases.
 Chapter 5 presents and discusses the results of each phase of the methodological
framework in four separate sections: the ensemble-based optimisation phase, the
prediction error estimation phase, the grid-based Monte Carlo sampling phase,
and the final uncertainty propagation phase. The latter presents the probabilistic-
based surfaces of emission predictions for each studied road network. The chapter
ends by providing an example of how these can be used to calculate probabilistic-
based emission predictions of a particular traffic flow modelling scenario.
 Chapter 6 summarises the results obtained, expands on the limitations of this
research, particularly of each phase of the developed methodological framework.
The chapter ends by recommendations of possible future work in the domain of
uncertainty in the complex five-step modelling chain introduced earlier.
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Figure 1.1: Thesis structure.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a summary and critical review of literature on the subjects
introduced earlier in Chapter 1. The purpose of this chapter is to both highlight the
current state of knowledge as well as to identify gaps which are considered the main
motivation behind the research methodology developed in Chapter 3. This chapter
attempts to provide:
 necessary background of traffic flow modelling with emphasis on the macroscopic
modelling category, particularly the debate between its different classes (first-
order and higher-order), and current estimation methods of their parameters;
 necessary background of vehicle exhaust emission modelling, with particular em-
phasis on vehicle exhaust emission measurements upon which the models are
developed, and the models’ traffic-related input;
 an overview of current integration approaches of traffic flow and emission models
with particular emphasis on those based upon macroscopic traffic flow models;
and
 necessary background of the concept of uncertainty in terms of its definition
and its different dimensions, with a focus on the studies who have dealt with
uncertainty in the context of emission predictions.
Developments in the fields of traffic flow and emission modelling are addressed in
§ 2.2 and § 2.3, respectively. They provide the necessary background to understanding
the integration approaches of the two fields developed so far (§ 2.4), and to broadly
identifying the sources of uncertainty in the different modelling components (§ 2.5).
By reviewing the integration approaches in § 2.4, the choice of a particular integration
approach to be focussed upon in this research is justified. The chapter concludes with
a summary of findings and gaps motivating the research methodology in § 2.6. It is
important here to note that while the selected traffic flow and emission models are
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introduced in this chapter, the mathematical preliminaries behind these are provided
as part of the research methodology (§ 3.2).
2.2 Developments in traffic flow modelling
Based upon certain concepts or so-called fundamentals, traffic flow models are mathe-
matical equations which provide a description of the complex traffic system comprising
vehicles, drivers, and roadways (H. Zhang, 1998; Treiber & Kesting, 2013). This is
made up to a certain level of accuracy and precision in comparison to the real world.
The mathematical equations define the traffic flow model structure, input, and parame-
ters; the last two typically need to be determined in accordance to the road network and
time period under study. Fundamentals of traffic flow are developed mainly through
quantitative observations/data of one or more components of traffic such as:
 trajectory data using cameras and global positioning systems; and
 cross-sectional data collected using (single or dual) loop detectors or radar sensors.
Examples of traffic flow fundamentals are time-space trajectory of vehicles; traffic
density, speed, and flow characteristics and their relationships; and spatiotemporal
dynamics of traffic state (e.g. Leutzbach (1988) or Hoogendoorn and Knoop (2013), for
a background on traffic flow fundamentals). While Bruce Greenshields and colleagues
have initiated the work with traffic data and the fundamentals of traffic flow in the 1930s
(Greenshields et al., 1934), major breakthrough in the field of traffic flow modelling took
place between 1950 and 1960, mainly by Louis Pipes (Pipes, 1953), Michael Lighthill
and Gerald Whitham (Lighthill & Whitham, 1955a, 1955b) (their first paper develops
the theory with respect to flood movement while the second with respect to traffic flow),
Paul Richards (Richards, 1956), and Ilya Prigogine and Frank Andrews (Prigogine &
Andrews, 1960). There exist two main aspects to the field of traffic flow modelling:
1. The development of a traffic flow model and its verification - a process to check
if the developed model performs as expected qualitatively and quantitatively.
2. The calibration (or optimisation) and validation of the model parameters using
real traffic data.
Based on the performance of the calibration and validation models against real traf-
fic data, one can determine if such models can be directly used in further applications,
need further improvement/modification before any model application, or perhaps even
considered as not viable. Often times, however, the performance of a model needs to
be tested through its application. For instance, applying a traffic flow model for travel
time reduction policy assessment might require only the replication of congestion phe-
nomenon but its application for emission reduction policy assessment might require
also the close approximation of both low and high average traffic speeds. This also
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implies that performance measures are very much dependent on the application of a
traffic flow model.
The number of traffic flow models developed since the 1950s to date is sufficiently
large that it became difficult to keep track of each one. Review studies typically attempt
to refer to developed models by categorising them. Such categorisation is typical of
mathematical modelling. The large number of models also makes it more difficult for
the two aspects (verification or calibration and validation) to be addressed. This section
starts by the categorisation of traffic flow models to date based on most recent reviews
while providing a description of the broad categories i.e. definitions, advantages, and
disadvantages/limitations. This is considered the first step to justifying the selection
of macroscopic traffic flow models. This is followed by a focussed review of literature
concerning the calibration and validation of macroscopic traffic flow models.
2.2.1 Categorisation of (dynamic) models
Traffic flow models have been categorised differently in literature depending on the
criterion being used. Treiber and Kesting (2013) highlighted seven possible criteria one
can use, depending on the purpose of the study. These are aggregation level, mathe-
matical structure, conceptual foundation, randomness, identical versus heterogeneous
drivers and vehicles, constant versus variable driving behaviour, and single-lane versus
multi-lane models. Most commonly referred to criterion in literature is the aggrega-
tion level. Following this, the three microscopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic model
categories arise.
Given the large number of models developed by researchers from engineering, math-
ematics, operations research, and physics (Helbing, 2001), many have focussed on
reviewing particular categories of models. This is often limited to certain, key sub-
categories. For instance, Papageorgiou (1998) focussed only on reviewing the macro-
scopic category of models while highlighting the qualitative issues of most commonly
used sub-categories: first-order and second-order models. H. Zhang (2001) focussed
on the same but rather highlighted the commonalities between certain sub-categories
of macroscopic models, mainly, the first-order and second-order models. Brackstone
and McDonald (1999) focussed on the microscopic category of models and reviewed
a number of historical models under the car-following sub-category by assessing their
availability and validity. Orosz et al. (2010) focussed on the description of the dynam-
ical processes of two categories of models which, according to them, have shaped the
traffic flow modelling research: continuum-based macroscopic models and car-following
microscopic models.
More comprehensive reviews have also been made, for instance by Hoogendoorn and
Bovy (2001), Helbing (2001), Bellomo et al. (2002), Maerivoet and De Moor (2005),
Bellomo and Dogbe (2011), and Treiber and Kesting (2013). Perhaps the most recent
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and comprehensive is that of van Wageningen-Kessels (2013) and van Wageningen-
Kessels et al. (2015) who provided not only a classical review of models and their
mathematical literature but also a historical overview of the main highlights in the
field. Their historical review was summarised in a ‘genealogical tree’ of traffic flow
models. The tree is characterised by ‘nodes’ under each category which refer to major
developments (based on publications) of models and ‘links’ which represent connections
between different models.
The tree highlighted the fact that all the developed dynamic models were estab-
lished based on the fundamental diagram. The fundamental diagram describes the the-
oretical relationship of two aggregate traffic variables: traffic speed-density diagram,
flow-density diagram, or speed-flow diagram. Different shapes have been proposed
throughout the years. Amongst others are the parabolic traffic density-flow relationship
(Greenshields et al., 1935) and the triangular and trapezoidal relationship (Daganzo,
1994, 1995a). M. Li (2008) and Carey and Bowers (2012) provide an extensive review
of the different relationships proposed.
Fundamental diagrams can by themselves be used as static models. Static models
are also referred to as ‘whole-link’ models in Wilson (2008) since they do not consider
within-link traffic structure, as opposed to dynamic models. Most often, traffic speed
versus flow relationship is transformed to travel time versus flow relationship on a
link. These can be used as cost functions in the traffic assignment step of transport
models. Transport models typically consist of four sub-models: trip-generation, trip
distribution, mode choice, and traffic assignment. As opposed to traffic flow modelling,
transport modelling does not use readily available traffic demand data but are rather
modelled internally and iteratively (e.g. de Dios Ortu´zar and Willumsen (2011) for
more details on transport modelling). Traffic demand data is considered the main
input to any traffic flow model. This study deals with scenarios where traffic demand
is extracted using real traffic data. While transport modelling is outside the scope of
this research, it is noteworthy to highlight the difference. In many cases, static models
(and also dynamic models) are embedded in transport models to predict emissions,
examples of which are provided in § 2.4.
The development of dynamic traffic flow models has often followed the broad fam-
ilies of microscopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic i.e. the aggregation level criterion.
Since this categorisation can also be followed in the field of vehicle exhaust emission
modelling, these three categories of dynamic models are introduced next.
2.2.1.1 Microscopic models
The term ‘microscopic’ refers, in general, to entities individually identified (Bellomo
& Dogbe, 2011). Microscopic traffic flow models describe the dynamics (i.e. position,
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speed, and acceleration) of individual vehicles with respect to time under the influ-
ence of surrounding vehicles. They are thus considered the most detailed and least
aggregated. As such, their modelling structure is a large system of Ordinary Differen-
tial Equations (ODEs), i.e. involving functions dependent on a single variable: time.
The solution of the system provides a detailed description of traffic conditions on a
predefined road network.
In the genealogical tree of van Wageningen-Kessels et al. (2015), there are 25 nodes
(models) under this category which have different modelling structures . These nodes
(models) mainly correspond to two sub-categories of microscopic models: car-following,
first developed by (Pipes, 1953), and Cellular-Automata, first developed by Cremer and
Ludwig (1986). Car-following models can further be distinguished to safe-distance mod-
els (Gipps, 1981; Newell, 1961, 2002, for example), stimulus-response models (Helly,
1959, for example), and action point models (Brackstone & McDonald, 1999, for exam-
ple). These models adhere to the ‘follow-the-leader’ concept but with different assump-
tions on the process of which a vehicle (follower) follows another vehicle (leader). Thus,
they are referred to as longitudinal car-following models. van Wageningen-Kessels et al.
(2015) noted that the lateral lane-changing models were not included in their historical
review. Recent review of lane-changing microscopic models by Rahman et al. (2013)
showed that since the 1980s, 11 further nodes appeared under this category of models.
It starts with the lane-changing model proposed by Gipps (1986).
The detailed output of individual vehicle dynamics (also referred to as vehicle tra-
jectories) is advantageous in some aspects. It has been applied in fields which require
such information such as the evaluation of in-vehicle measures - for instance, driver
assistance systems in Kesting et al. (2008), or roadside measures - for instance, traf-
fic control in Yang and Koutsopoulos (1996). Conceptually, microscopic traffic flow
models also allow the derivation of macroscopic quantities. However, this category of
models suffers from a number of limitations, listed as follows:
 the large system of equations implies high computational and monetary cost
required for data collection as well as model development and simulation;
 detailed input required for the road network and vehicle characteristics as well
as for the calibration and validation - although this can be advantageous as it
implies they can take into account the influence of multiple vehicle classes and
lanes; and
 the large number of parameters, corresponding to individual driving behaviour,
implies a challenging and demanding calibration and validation process.
This limits their application to small road stretches/road networks. Their applica-
tion is also limited to oﬄine rather than online as a result of the absence of an explicit
analytical relation between the model input and output as suggested by Hoogendoorn
and Bovy (2001). Traffic-related online applications are often targeted to real-time
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traffic state estimation and traffic control. Most importantly, their calibration and val-
idation become often based on aggregate quantities, which can be easily observed and
measured in comparison to individual vehicle dynamics. As a result, while the output
level of detail is high, it becomes much harder to determine if such detail is reliable
or not. Although recent studies have been proposed on the calibration and validation
of microscopic traffic flow models using sampled vehicle trajectory data, Ossen and
Hoogendoorn (2008) suggested that the process is far from trivial.
2.2.1.2 Mesoscopic models
Mesoscopic models are also referred to as ‘statistical descriptions’ in Bellomo and Dogbe
(2011). They provide a description of traffic flow at a medium level of detail. They
somehow fill the gap between the least detailed macroscopic (as will be described next)
and most detailed microscopic models. Mesoscopic traffic flow models describe traffic
behaviour at an aggregate level using, for instance, probability distributions of traffic
variables whereby the behavioural rules are defined individually.
The tree of van Wageningen-Kessels et al. (2015) has 11 nodes of mesoscopic traffic
flow models with the earliest classical models being the gas-kinetic model proposed
by Prigogine and Andrews (1960). In their model, speed distributions are described
at small segments and time intervals by taking into account the acceleration and in-
teraction dynamics between vehicles. A number of models were then developed and
extensions of the classical gas-kinetic model have been proposed. While such models
are less detailed and less parameterised in comparison to microscopic traffic flow mod-
els, mesoscopic models such as the gas-kinetic ones have also been criticised for having
too many variables. This limits their applicability to: oﬄine applications, and cross
sections and stretches rather than motorway/urban networks (Hoogendoorn & Bovy,
2001). Nonetheless, the main reason of not using any model under this category in this
study is their scarce integration with emission models, as will be noticed in § 2.4.
2.2.1.3 Macroscopic models
The term ‘macroscopic’ refers, in general, to averaged gross quantities (Bellomo &
Dogbe, 2011). Macroscopic traffic flow models provide a description of traffic flow
dynamics at an aggregate level yet at a high spatiotemporal resolution. Thus, individual
vehicles/drivers are not modelled. They require aggregate input quantities and they
output the dynamics of aggregate quantities as variables (such as traffic density) in
both space and time. They are considered the least detailed amongst other dynamic
model categories. However, they are normally able to describe collective phenomena
of traffic flow such as the evolution of traffic congestion on a road network during a
particular time period, which is useful in many applications. Their modelling structure
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is typically a system of Partial Differential Equations (PDEs), i.e. involving functions
dependent on more than one variable: space and time.
Macroscopic models of traffic flow have first been derived in analogy to continuum
models of fluids. So they are sometimes referred to as ‘continuum’ models or ‘hydrody-
namic’ models. Darbha et al. (2008) or Tyagi et al. (2009) criticised such an analogy
of traffic to fluid. This is on the basis that the notion of ‘density’ in fluids corresponds
to a sufficiently large number of molecules at length scales of interest (of the order
of 1023) which is definitely not the case in traffic. Papageorgiou (1998) argued that
there is hardly any hope for macroscopic traffic flow models to reach levels in other
domains such as Newtonian Physics or thermodynamics. So, one needs not to seek such
descriptive details in the assessment of this category of models but rather their quanti-
tative and qualitative descriptive power of real-traffic data and real-traffic phenomena,
depending on the application.
The tree of van Wageningen-Kessels et al. (2015) has 19 nodes (models) with differ-
ent modelling structures under this category. All of which emerged as a modification
of the basic Lighthill, W hitham, and Richards (LWR) model. Main sub-categories
are the first-order LWR-type models and second-order Payne-type models described
below. While higher-order models have also been proposed such as the third-order
Helbing-type models (Helbing, 1996, for example), LWR-type and Payne-type models
have received more attention in literature and in their real-world application. The
foundation of both LWR-type models and Payne-type models is the conservation law
of vehicles along with the assumption that the three traffic variables are related by
q = ρ× u (flow = density × speed), such that:
∂ρ
∂t
= −∂q
∂x
or
∂ρ
∂t
= −∂ρu
∂x
(2.1)
In physical systems, the conservation law is also referred to as the mass or mate-
rial balance. It basically means that nothing is created or destroyed spontaneously.
Equation 2.1 describes the dynamics (or the temporal evolution) of traffic density ρ
as a function of traffic flow differences or gradients. The equation illustrates that the
change in traffic density during time interval ∂t is equal to the change in traffic flow
over distance ∂x. A macroscopic traffic flow model is then defined by specifying how to
calculate traffic flow or speed i.e. by specifying another independent model equation.
Papageorgiou (1998) noted that the conservation equation is perhaps the only accurate
physical law available for traffic flow, and all other equations reflect either idealisations
and analogies or approximations of real data.
First-order LWR-type models: The LWR model was described in two seminal
papers by Lighthill and Whitham (1955b) and Richards (1956). It makes the simplest
assumption of traffic flow or speed: they satisfy the equilibrium (or steady-state) re-
lationship i.e. they are static functions of traffic density. As such, the equation above
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turns into,
∂ρ
∂t
= −∂q
e(ρ)
∂x
or
∂ρ
∂t
= −∂ρu
e(ρ)
∂x
(2.2)
where qe(ρ) or ue(ρ) represent the equilibrium traffic flow-density or traffic speed-
density relationships, respectively. The LWR model and its variations (or extensions)
are often referred to as LWR-type models or first-order macroscopic traffic flow mod-
els. Variations of the LWR model can be in terms of: the model structure itself (i.e.
targeting a particular aspect such as the fundamental diagram shape or deficiency such
as heterogeneity of drivers or multiple lanes); or in terms of scale of representation
(i.e. whether it is continuous or discrete). In real applications, a space-time discre-
tised LWR-type model needs to be used. By breaking down a road segment into short
enough cells and a time period into small enough time steps, it becomes then possible
to describe the space-time dynamics of traffic density at each cell and time step rather
than continuously at all locations and all time instants. Depending on the problem,
the length of cells and time steps can be set to (for example) to 100 metres each and
1 second, respectively. This implies that the discretised model would output aggregate
quantities of traffic variables at each 100 metres cell and each 1 second time step.
Daganzo (1994, 1995a) was the first to propose a discretised first-order model,
referred to as C ell T ransmission M odel (CTM), as an approximation of the LWR
model. Discretised models such as CTM or its variations make the simulation of traffic
flow simpler and more efficient, allowing their generalisation to both motorway and
urban road networks. This is mainly a result of:
 a simple model structure;
 few parameters involved which are only those of the fundamental diagram; and
 few input requirements which are mainly the simplified characteristics of a road
network as well as boundary and initial conditions (at a resolution similar to the
discretisation used).
The simplicity of this type of models is accompanied with a number of drawbacks
which have induced a lot of debate. These drawbacks originate primarily from the
assumption of equilibrium traffic speed-density relationship which implies that:
 traffic speed adjust instantaneously to changes in traffic density without consider-
ing any delay. This can lead to unbounded or infinite accelerations. While some
have proposed modifications to the LWR model itself to bound the acceleration
(Lebacque, 1997, 2002, 2003, for example), the main development to resolve this
issue was the rise of higher-order models which are described below; and
 non-equilibrium (or variations around the equilibrium traffic speed) conditions
observed in real-life traffic are not taken into account. These are normally a result
of traffic flow instabilities and traffic hysteresis. Traffic flow instabilities such as
start-stop waves and capacity-drop can occur as a result of on-ramp merging or
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lane-drops. Traffic hysteresis can occur as a result of different vehicle acceleration
and deceleration processes. Of course many of the variations or extensions of LWR
have targeted this drawback in different ways. For instance, Wong and Wong
(2002) proposed a multi-class model and argued that their model can predict
phenomena such as capacity-drop and traffic hysteresis. Other studies have also
proposed stochastic LWR models, to explain the random variations behind the
non-equilibrium conditions, occurring due to factors such as weather and lighting
conditions or percentage of heavy duty vehicles (Sumalee et al., 2011; Ngoduy,
2011, for example). However, a common attempt to resolving these issues is also
through the development and use of higher order-models.
Despite the above-mentioned limitations of first-order LWR-type models, they have
been commonly used in a number of fields. While the main interest of this research
is their application in the emission modelling field (which is to be expanded upon in
§ 2.4), examples of other applications are:
 traffic control optimisation on motorways such as ramp metering (Sun et al., 2003;
Gomes & Horowitz, 2006; Gomes et al., 2008), Variable Message Signs (VMS)
(Shang & Huang, 2007), and VSL for capacity improvements (Hadiuzzaman &
Qiu, 2013) or collision risks and injury severity reductions (Chiou et al., 2012;
Z. Li et al., 2015);
 traffic signal optimisation on urban roads (Lo, 1999; Feldman & Maher, 2002);
and
 evacuation planning (Ben-Tal et al., 2011; Kimms & Maassen, 2011).
Second-order Payne-type models: Higher-order models have also been devel-
oped such as the second-order Payne-type models with two equations describing the
dynamics of both traffic density and speed. These have been first proposed by Payne
(1971) who suggested replacing the equilibrium traffic speed with an equation describ-
ing its dynamics (acceleration equation), as follows:
∂u
∂t
=
ue(ρ)− u
τ
− u∂u
∂x
− η∂ρ
τρ∂x
(2.3)
Equation 2.3 above essentially makes the following three assumptions:
1. Traffic speed tends to relax to equilibrium traffic speed represented by the fun-
damental diagram. This is referred to as relaxation and involves the relaxation
term τ . It is represented by the first term on the right side.
2. Traffic speed at the upstream tends to travel downstream (ahead) at the same
speed. This is referred to as convection. It is represented by the second term on
the right side.
3. Traffic speed tends to anticipate to downstream traffic conditions. This is referred
to as anticipation and involves the anticipation term η. It is represented by the
third term on the right side.
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Many variations around the basic Payne model have been developed giving rise
to the generation of second-order Payne-type models (Phillips, 1979; Kuhne, 1991;
Kerner et al., 1996, for example). The main difference amongst these models is the
acceleration equation, particularly the assumptions taken into account which lead to
non-equilibrium traffic conditions. This means that parameters (number and repre-
sentation) are dependent on the model itself. Variations around the original Payne
model are made also to tackle certain aspects such as the fundamental diagram shape
or certain deficiencies such as heterogeneity of drivers or multiple lanes.
Similar to LWR-type models, real-world implementation of second-order models
requires their space-time discretisation. First discretised model was developed by Payne
(1979) which was based on his original continuum-based model i.e. the acceleration
equation term remained the same. Papageorgiou et al. (1989, 1990) also proposed a
discretised Payne-type model but with the addition of two terms to the acceleration
equation which account for: the influence of merging at on-ramps, and the influence of
lane-changing at lane-drop areas. The reason behind these extensions was to resolve
the poor model performance of the original model in some cases at on-ramps and
lane-drop areas (Papageorgiou, 1998). This discretised model was also developed into
a commercial software referred to as M ode´le d’E´coulement de T rafic sur Autoroute
NETworks (METANET) (Messner & Papageorgiou, 1990).
With the introduction of an acceleration equation, the main argument against LWR-
type models (i.e. the equilibrium traffic speed-density relationship) is resolved. How-
ever, this was at the expense of higher complexity in terms of model structure i.e.
system of two dynamic equations instead of one, input required, and the number and
physical meaning of parameters. Payne’s model has also been criticised for a number of
reasons on a rather theoretical basis. For instance, Daganzo (1995b) and Aw and Ras-
cle (2000) demonstrated the possibility of getting negative speeds in certain scenarios
as a result of the anticipation term and possibly the relaxation term. Del Castillo et
al. (1994), Daganzo (1995b), and Aw and Rascle (2000) also showed that information
in Payne’s model can flow faster than the vehicles themselves, proposing the model is
flawed. While some models were proposed to resolve the issue for second-order mod-
els (Aw & Rascle, 2000, for example), Papageorgiou (1998) argued that this is not a
physical contradiction as long as the speed of information is lower than a maximum in-
dividual vehicle speed since traffic flow (particularly on motorways) consists of vehicles
and lanes with systematically different average speeds.
Second-order Payne-type models have gained a lot of attention in the traffic control
field (Van den Berg et al., 2003; Hegyi et al., 2005a, 2005b; van den Berg et al.,
2007; Carlson et al., 2010; Groot et al., 2011a) but also they have been used for
incident detection purposes (Willsky et al., 1980, for example). Most importantly is
their application in the emission modelling field which is to be expanded upon in § 2.4.
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Papageorgiou (1998) argued that macroscopic traffic flow models are, to a large
extent, empirical models. This means that sufficient quantitative accuracy of any model
needs to be determined through the calibration and validation of a model’s parameters
with real data. Depending on the application, the outputs’ comparison with real data
needs to be the ultimate indication of their usefulness. Regardless of the order of
macroscopic traffic flow models, they have three attractive properties:
1. Simple model structure implying relatively lower computational time and low
cost of development, calibration, and simulation.
2. Few input data required in terms of the road network characteristics and initial
and boundary conditions which can be relatively easy to measure and obtain.
3. Few parameters to be calibrated based on data of aggregate quantities which are
relatively easy to measure and obtain.
Going back to the scope of this work, the limitations of microscopic and mesoscopic
models as well as static models illustrate the attractiveness of macroscopic ones. These
are dynamic models taking into account within-link traffic conditions as opposed to
static models. They are also simpler in terms of structure, input, and parameterisation
as opposed to other dynamic models.
It is argued here that the methodological framework developed in this study based
on macroscopic traffic flow models is transferable to other modelling categories, in
terms of the general headlines/phases. In fact, it is argued that the methodological
framework (with suitable modifications) needs to be applied inherently in any integra-
tion approach, as part of policy and decision making process. While macroscopic traffic
flow models (which have gained a lot of attention in the emission prediction field as
will be described in § 2.4) are to be focussed upon here, other model categories are also
used for emission prediction. Nonetheless, there exist two main reasons to focussing on
macroscopic traffic flow models.
1. The interesting debate between first-order and second-order models. It is argued
here, that by studying uncertainties and errors in emission predictions using each
of the first-order and second-order macroscopic traffic flow models, new insights
can be found on their advantages and disadvantages of their use, both in isolation
(i.e. before their application to predicting emissions), and in their application to
predicting emissions.
2. The availability of necessary (and large amount of) data to studying uncertainties
and errors arising from macroscopic traffic flow models.
As such, the following section delves more into the most critical aspect to the use of
macroscopic traffic flow models: calibration and validation of model parameters. For
a detailed review on calibration and validation of microscopic traffic flow models, the
reader is referred to Daamen et al. (2014).
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2.2.2 Calibration and validation of macroscopic models
Upon the use of any selected macroscopic traffic flow model, input and parameters
need to be determined. The model can then be simulated and its outputs can be
extracted. While model input can be extracted for a current scenario based on real
data, parameters need to be determined through a calibration process, as a first step; a
current scenario reflects both the road network and the time period. This is primarily
because different road networks can exhibit different driving styles, different classes of
vehicles, and different traffic management policies (Treiber & Kesting, 2013). Even for
the same road network, different time periods can exhibit different driving behaviour
and different vehicle characteristics (Treiber & Kesting, 2013). This implies that default
parameters cannot be applied to all scenarios. They need to be adjusted (or optimised)
to best fit the data of current scenarios while avoiding the issue of overfitting which
prevents their use on scenarios where calibration cannot be performed.
Model calibration refers to the process of finding parameter values which produce
the optimal fit between a model’s prediction and corresponding real measurements. In
the context of macroscopic traffic flow models, the optimal fit needs to reproduce aggre-
gate traffic quantities: traffic density, flow, and/or speed. The calibration process can
be either undertaken manually (i.e. trial and error) or using calibration methods (i.e.
optimisation algorithms). Manual calibration does not guarantee finding an optimal
solution (i.e. optimal parameter values). Here, the focus is on the use of calibration
methods. Model calibration requires the following:
 obtaining real measurements for a current scenario for which the model has to be
simulated and then compared against - in a perfect scenario, real traffic measure-
ments would be of similar space-time resolution to that of the model’s prediction;
 determining the optimisation algorithm;
 determining the model prediction output on which the comparison with real mea-
surements needs to be based - this can utilise a single traffic variable or more;
and
 determining the goodness-of-fit measure on which the comparison is to be based
upon - this is referred to as the objective function, or sometimes Performance
Index (PI).
Depending on the optimisation algorithm, the objective function is evaluated mul-
tiple times until the algorithm converges to an optimal solution which minimises the
objective function. The optimal parameters obtained are referred to here as ‘calibrated
parameters’. The outputs of a model simulation based on these parameters (and the
same input on which the calibration was based upon) are referred to as ‘calibration
model outputs’.
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The calibration of macroscopic traffic flow models is a non-linear optimisation prob-
lem. Depending on the traffic data, the mathematical properties of the selected objec-
tive function can be (Treiber & Kesting, 2013):
 smooth and unimodal i.e. the function is differentiable with a single global opti-
mum which can be found using gradient-based optimisation algorithms;
 smooth but multi-minimal i.e. the function does not have a single global opti-
mum and it typically requires derivative-free methods to find a ‘good’ minimum
solution; or
 fluctuating and multi-minimal i.e. the function is not smooth and have multiple
minimum solutions (or multiple local solutions) which can be either ‘false’ or
‘good’ minimum solutions. It typically requires derivative-free methods to find a
‘good’ minimum solution for such problems.
As such, there is not a single method that can solve all non-linear optimisation
problems but rather the method depends on the problem in hand. Calibrating macro-
scopic traffic flow models to minimise the difference between its outputs and measure-
ments from loop detectors normally generates a fluctuating and multi-minimal surface
(Treiber & Kesting, 2013). This phenomenon has been demonstrated, for example, in
Ngoduy and Maher (2012) for a second-order model. Figure 2.1 below shows a fluctu-
ating and multi-minimal surface of the objective function used in Ngoduy and Maher
(2012) when all parameters of a second-order Payne-type model (Treiber et al., 1999),
except two, are fixed.
In the case of fluctuating and multi-minimal objective function surface, Treiber
and Kesting (2013) (and others as will be demonstrated in the review) suggest that
the best calibration methods are heuristic derivative-free ones to avoid ‘false’ minimum
Figure 2.1: Fitting surface of the total relative mean squared errors of the predicted and
measured speed and density objective function (referred to here as Performance Index or PI)
based on a second-order Payne-type model (Treiber et al., 1999). The model has five parameters:
two of which are varied in these simulations and the others are held fixed. Left side figure shows
simulation results based on synthetic traffic data. Right side figure shows simulation results
based on real traffic data. These are Fig. 1 in Ngoduy and Maher (2012).
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solutions. Even with such methods, a ‘good’ minimum depends on the initial param-
eter estimates (referred to as initial guesses or initial points), that the optimisation
algorithm starts its iterations with.
The main purpose of obtaining calibrated parameters is to use them for predicting
future scenarios. Even when such parameters are optimal for a current scenario, it does
not mean they can automatically be used for future scenarios (with a change in time
periods and/or road network characteristics). This can be a result of, for instance,
different driver and driving behaviour, different vehicles and vehicle fleet compositions,
and different traffic conditions overall. This can also be a result of model structure
deficiencies which the calibrated parameters have accommodated for or over fitted on.
Validation is thus used to test the reliability of such parameters in predicting traffic
flow using data that has not been used for the calibration. Efforts in the calibration
and validation of macroscopic traffic flow models are quite limited. Studies which meet
the following three criteria are reviewed.
1. Calibration and validation made using real networks and real traffic data only.
2. Calibration and validation studies which have either used existing calibration
algorithms or developed new ones.
3. Calibration and validation of models targeted to oﬄine rather than online appli-
cations.
Table 2.1 below provides a summary of the review of both types of models. They
summarise eight aspects of each study:
1. The model type used: first-order or second-order.
2. The calibration approach used: ‘1’ indicates the fundamental diagram-based
method and ‘2’ indicates the model-based method.
3. The optimisation algorithm(s) used: Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP),
N elder-M ead (N-M), Least Squares (LS), kernel-based C ross Entropy M ethod
(CEM), Genetic Algorithms (GA), C uckoo Search (CS), or Particle Swarm Opti-
isation (PSO).
4. The objective function used: Squared E rror (SE), M ean Squared E rror (MSE),
or Root M ean Squared E rror (RMSE). Some studies have used weighted errors,
especially when more than one traffic variable is included, but that was dropped
for convenience.
5. The number of real road networks employed.
6. The number of time periods used for calibration and for validation, separately.
7. The number of solutions reported per model type, calibration approach, opti-
misation algorithm, and/or real road network. Although, some studies who use
multiple calibration time periods do not report the final solutions of all time
periods, they just mention that they do use multiple time periods.
8. The criteria used for assessing the calibration and/or validation performance: ‘1’
indicates qualitative assessment and ‘2’ indicates quantitative assessment.
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CTM, a discretised LWR-type model introduced earlier, is the most commonly de-
ployed first-order model in the reviewed studies of Table 2.1. There exist two main
approaches to the calibration of its (only) fundamental diagram-related parameters:
conventional fundamental diagram-based or model-based. These have been best high-
lighted in a recent study by Zhong et al. (2015) who compared the calibration and
validation performance of both. The first approach does not consider traffic dynam-
ics. It is merely a calibration problem of the assumed fundamental diagram equation
on the traffic flow-density data available for a road network and time period. It does
not involve the simulation of the traffic flow model itself. Once the optimal parame-
ters of the fundamental diagram are obtained, they are used for the simulation of the
first-order macroscopic traffic flow model. Alternatively, the second approach consid-
ers traffic dynamics and calibrates the parameters through the simulation of the model
itself. Zhong et al. (2015) concluded that a better model performance is obtained,
during both calibration and validation, when using the model-based approach. Using
the conventional method does not guarantee that the solution obtained is an optimal
solution when it is used in the context of a dynamic traffic flow model. In addition to
Zhong et al. (2015) who have deployed a gradient-based SQP algorithm to minimise
their objective function, Spiliopoulou et al. (2014) have also followed the model-based
calibration approach but have used N-M heuristic derivative-free search algorithm. A
number of other studies have followed the conventional method as is shown in Table 2.1
(Mun˜oz et al., 2004; Dervisoglu et al., 2009; Gkiotsalitis & Chow, 2014). The typi-
cal calibration algorithm used is the non-linear LS to obtain the best fit of the traffic
flow-density data.
Overall, the number of studies suggests limited efforts into the calibration of widely
used models in transport-related applications. Studies involving model-based calibra-
tion, the most adequate approach to such complex non-linear optimisation problem, are
even scarcer. It is worth mentioning here two of the earliest attempts to calibrate two
first-order models by W. Lin and Ahanotu (1995) and Hurdle and Son (2000). Both of
which calibrated the fundamental diagram parameters (without any validation against
other time periods) in a rather ‘crude fashion’. For instance, W. Lin and Ahanotu
(1995) calibrated only one parameter (backward wave speed) using traffic measure-
ments while making assumptions on other parameters. They used their ‘calibrated’
parameters for CTM model simulation. Alternatively, Hurdle and Son (2000) made
manual adjustment of one parameter (maximum traffic flow) to get good performance
in the simulation of a simplified variant of the LWR model, referred to as Newell’s model
(Newell, 1993a, 1993c, 1993b). However, unlike any other calibration and validation
study reviewed in this section, Hurdle and Son (2000) were the only ones who presented
an analysis of individual errors in predicted and measured traffic density. They showed
both the distribution of individual errors obtained for a road network and time period,
and the relationship between the individual errors and their corresponding measure-
ments. An illustrative example is provided in Figure 2.2 below. This is of importance
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Figure 2.2: Analysis of individual errors in predicted and measured traffic density based on
Newell’s model (Newell, 1993a, 1993c, 1993b). Left side figure shows a histogram of individual
errors. This is Fig. 11 in Hurdle and Son (2000). Right side figure shows the relationship
between individual errors and their corresponding measurements. This is Fig. 12 in Hurdle
and Son (2000).
since this research also considers analysing individual errors rather than a single-valued
error term. The study of Hurdle and Son (2000) was also followed by that of Ni et al.
(2004) who proposed a systematic approach to validating the model’s accuracy (defined
as zero prediction error mean) and precision (defined as small enough prediction error
variance), using a statistical inference approach. Although their study did not report
any calibration effort, it also motivates part of this research to use statistical testing in
identifying ‘good’ parameter solutions.
Since second-order models involve parameters other than those of the fundamental
diagram, the most commonly used calibration approach is model-based. The only
exception is a study by Frejo et al. (2012) who used both to calibrate the parameters
of the second-order model, METANET. Frejo et al. (2012) first calibrated the assumed
fundamental diagram parameters (comparing three different shapes in the same study)
using an SQP algorithm to minimise their objective function. This was followed by
model-based calibration using an SQP algorithm to calibrate both the fundamental
diagram and other parameters. The parameters obtained from the first calibration
exercise were fed as initial guesses for the second step optimisation algorithm. Frejo
et al. (2012) did not comment on the use of a gradient-based versus derivative-free
methods.
Other model-based calibration studies have used different derivative-free algorithms
and objective functions to calibrate the parameters of second-order models, as shown
in Table 2.1. The models vary from one study to another in terms of the speed dynam-
ics equation and the fundamental diagram assumed. Recently, the METANET model
has gained popularity (Kotsialos et al., 2002; Poole & Kotsialos, 2012; Spiliopoulou
et al., 2014, 2015; Poole & Kotsialos, 2016). Both Cremer and Papageorgiou (1981)
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and Sanwal et al. (1996) used the derivative-free Complex Method of Box (Box, 1965)
to calibrate their second-order model parameters. Cremer and Papageorgiou (1981)
argued that gradient-based methods tend to find false optimum and require higher
computation cost as a result of gradient computations. Kotsialos et al. (2002) also
used the same algorithm to find a solution which can be used for a large network.
They approached the problem by dividing their network into four stretches and apply-
ing the algorithm on each separately. This was followed by fine-tuning the results for
the entire road network simulation. Alternatively, Ngoduy and Maher (2012) proposed
a kernel-based CEM necessary to solve their continuous multi-extremal optimisation
problem. They argued that their method can find the global optimal solution using a
test scenario and that it provides good calibration results for real-world traffic dynam-
ics. GA, CS, PSO algorithms have also been proposed as heuristic search methods for
a similar problem, in two papers by Poole and Kotsialos (2012, 2016). While Poole
and Kotsialos (2012) tested the performance of a GA algorithm on a single road net-
work, Poole and Kotsialos (2016) tested and compared the performance of ten different
GA, CS, and PSO algorithms on two road networks. They showed the superiority of
two PSO implementations in comparison to others. This was accompanied by a study
for Spiliopoulou et al. (2015) who tested and compared three algorithms: GA, CEM,
and N-M. Their study reported a single solution for each calibration algorithm tested.
The results showed similar parameter values, albeit not exactly the same. They also
demonstrated the superiority of N-M in terms of computational time. Spiliopoulou et
al. (2015) also highlighted the need to rerun the calibration several times with differ-
ent initial guesses before selecting a good solution. However, a systematic approach
to selecting such a solution has not been proposed. Spiliopoulou et al. (2014) also
previously published a paper comparing the use of N-M algorithm for the calibration
of the first-order CTM model and second-order METANET model. This is one of the
studies which systematically compared both models in terms of their calibration and
validation performance using real data. In each of these studies, a single fundamental
diagram was assumed for their selected road network, except for Poole and Kotsialos
(2016) who suggested an objective function where an automatic assignment of differ-
ent fundamental diagrams along the discretised sections of their road networks, where
necessary, is achieved. Irrespective of the model type used, the four following points
have been observed.
1. Validation is almost always performed when using a model-based calibration ap-
proach but not when using the fundamental diagram-based approach.
2. All studies, except for Sanwal et al. (1996) and Poole and Kotsialos (2016), used
a single road network to test their calibration and validation methodologies, ne-
glecting the transferability of their methods to other road networks.
3. Except for a study by Hurdle and Son (2000), calibration and/or validation per-
formance has always been assessed using:
 qualitative methods such as visual inspection of measured and predicted
time series data and/or space-time contour plots of measured and predicted
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data; and/or
 quantitative methods using single-valued goodness-of-measures such as total
percentage error or total mean absolute error.
Both of which are not rigorous enough to assess the validity of a model for further
applications. Qualitative methods are often subjective. Single-valued quantita-
tive measures fail to consider the distribution and the variability of errors in
traffic variables.
4. A single solution has been reported whether the parameters involved are distin-
guished amongst cells or not. This indicates that even when studies acknowledge
the solution obtained might not be a global solution but rather a ‘good’ local so-
lution, studies do not exactly identify how many calibration runs were conducted
to get to the solution, what criteria were followed to report a solution amongst
other ‘good’ solutions, and why a single ‘good’ solution is reported if multiple
runs can result with more than one ‘good’ solution.
2.3 Developments in vehicle exhaust emission modelling
Vehicle exhaust emission modelling is the process of estimating or predicting emissions
of vehicle exhaust air pollutants for a particular road network and time period. Exam-
ples of vehicle exhaust air pollutants include C arbon M onoxide (CO), H ydrocarbon
(HC), Ox ides of N itrogen (NOx), and Particulate Matter. Emission models (in terms
of structure, input, and parameterisation) are determined by emission factors and road
traffic activity data. Emission factors specify the rate at which emissions are generated
(Barth et al., 1996) typically as mass of an air pollutant per unit distance (e.g. grams
per vehicle kilometre), mass per unit time (e.g. grams per second), or mass per unit
fuel consumed (e.g. grams per kilograms of fuel consumed). They are parameterised
functions typically derived for each air pollutant and vehicle category. However, they
can also be derived for single vehicles or the entire vehicle fleet (Franco et al., 2013).
As such, when they are derived for each vehicle category, necessary road traffic activity
data needs to be specified for each vehicle category. When they are derived for single
vehicles or the entire vehicle fleet, necessary road traffic activity data needs to be spec-
ified for single vehicles or the entire vehicle fleet. Depending on the emission model, a
vehicle category can be defined by its class (e.g. passenger car, light duty vehicle, heavy
duty vehicle...), fuel type (e.g. petrol, diesel, hybrid...), engine size, and emission con-
trol technology or standard (e.g. Euro 1, 2... for European vehicles). The dependent
variables of emission factors’ functions are often driving conditions-related (e.g. speed,
acceleration, engine load...), and ambient and road conditions-related. These define the
detail level of emission factors. Consequently, the required detail level of road traffic
activity data is determined. For instance, functions developed based on second-by-
second vehicle speed and acceleration data are highly detailed implying highly detailed
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emission factors and emission models, and consequently highly detailed input require-
ments. Alternatively, functions developed based on trip-based vehicle speed data are
relatively less detailed implying less detailed emission factors and emission models.
Functions of emission factors are developed (or updated), calibrated, and validated
based on emission measurement data, typically for a sample of vehicles (not necessarily
from a single source). Emission measurement data are collected based on different
measurement techniques that keep developing with technological advancements. These
are either laboratory-based or real-world-based; each of which has its own advantages
and disadvantages, as will be discussed in § 2.3.1. Measurement data are also collected
by different institutions in different countries and during different time periods. This
implies that measurements are:
 updated regularly (e.g. more vehicles, more air pollutants, different and more
realistic measurement techniques...); and
 dependent on local conditions and thus cannot be totally generalised (Johnson et
al., 2000).
This also implies that values of emission factors (even of the same detail level)
are dependent on where, when, and how the data used for their development were
measured. More importantly, emission factors (and their detail level) are not normally
calibrated by independent users unless they have access to measurement data (which
is not always the case) or are able to collect their own (which is often time consuming
and costly). As a result, while users can broadly highlight the uncertainty arising from
measurement data, it is difficult to quantitatively study uncertainty arising from the
calibration of emission factors and consequently, emission models. This is, of course,
different from macroscopic traffic flow models for which their parameters need to be
calibrated and validated (or at least assumed) by users.
Four factors that influence the emission factors’ functions to be developed are:
1. The spatiotemporal resolution and detail level of emission measurements available
for their development, calibration, and validation. Noting that, the more detailed
they are, the more measurements they typically need.
2. The application or reason of development. This determines the spatiotemporal
resolution of emission estimates or predictions. For instance, emission factors can
be used for vehicle category-approval tests or as part of emission models. In the
first case, emission factors are normally constants, comparable to vehicle-category
emission standards. In the second case, the assessment of local or in-vehicle traffic
management schemes requires a more detailed functional form in comparison to
the assessment of regional traffic management schemes.
3. The development method used. This can be, for example, a simple averaging over
all driving conditions, statistical modelling, clustering analysis, or even complex
machine learning algorithms.
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4. The availability of road traffic activity data necessary for either highly parame-
terised or low parameterised emission factors.
This indirectly means that there is not a single emission factor or emission model
that gives definitive estimates for all places and times. The fact that emission factors
(and their detail level) vary depending on several factors has given rise to numerous
emission models. As such, emission models are often categorised. This section starts
first by a brief review of currently available measurement techniques that any emission
model is based upon. This is also followed with a brief review of the different categories
developed so far. The review provides a background to the possible traffic flow and
emission modelling integration approaches discussed in § 2.4.
2.3.1 Emission measurements
Emission measurement techniques are broadly categorised based on the location of
measurements. These are either in laboratory controlled environment, or in real-world
ambient environment. The first gives rise to laboratory-based emission measurements
and the second gives rise to real-world-based emission measurements.
Laboratory-based emission measurements are performed under controlled
conditions on either engine or chassis dynamometer facilities. Test operators hold
control over the driving cycle being followed as well as over environmental conditions
and other test-related conditions/parameters (Franco et al., 2013). A driving cycle is
is mainly a laboratory-based terminology; it is a pre-defined speed profile over a time
period typically representing different road type driving conditions. Official driving
cycles mainly reflect country or region-specific driving pattern characteristics. Exam-
ples include the USA Federal Test Procedure (FTP) series of driving cycles and the
New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) series of driving cycles. A comprehensive list
of driving cycles can be found in Barlow et al. (2009). In 2011, global driving cycles
started to emerge aiming at a more dynamic, realistic, and global test procedures such
as the Worldwide harmonised Light vehicles Test Cycle (WLTC). Given ‘continuous
measurements’ throughout a driving cycle, the output of a laboratory-based measure-
ment technique is high-resolution emissions time-aligned with high-resolution driving
characteristics (based on the driving cycle) and associated with vehicle characteristics
(e.g. engine/vehicle type, size, standard, fuel type...). This indicates that there is a
wide range of possibilities of the detail level emission factors can have for each vehicle
category.
Laboratory-based techniques remain the most widely used technology for emission
measurement and emission model development, as suggested by many such as Yu et
al. (2009) and Smit and McBroom (2009). In fact, Franco et al. (2013) suggested that
such measurements are expected to remain the major source of data used in emission
models for the upcoming years. This is mainly as a result of:
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 controlled conditions, standardisation, and reproducibility of laboratory testing;
and
 complete emission measurements over a range of driving behaviour, for each en-
gine/vehicle available in the market, and for relevant vehicle exhaust air pollu-
tants.
However, such techniques have their own limitations (St-Denis et al., 1994; Barth
et al., 1996; Yu et al., 2009; Ropkins et al., 2009; Smit et al., 2010; Franco et al., 2013).
These are summarised below:
 equipment is costly and the test itself is too expensive to conduct and repeat
which implies a relatively limited number of vehicles get tested giving rise to
sampling bias;
 reluctance of high-emitter owners to provide their vehicles to testing, deliberate
screening out of high-emitter vehicles, and/or deliberate testing of new or well-
maintained vehicles which do not represent the maintenance conditions of the
on-road vehicle fleet are all factors giving rise to sampling bias; and perhaps
most importantly
 driving cycles and controlled conditions do not necessarily reflect real-world driv-
ing behaviour as well as ambient and road conditions. All of which are essential
parameters to explaining vehicle emissions.
The development of more realistic driving cycles can partly resolve the last is-
sue. However, recent research has shown evidence of the use of new and complex
defeat devices in Volkswagen (VW) vehicles, giving rise to the VW Emission Scan-
dal. Such devices “detect laboratory-based conditions and switch on emission control
technologies which are otherwise, under real-world driving conditions, bypassed, dis-
abled, or rendered inoperative” (US EPA, 2015). This adds up to the limitations of
controlled laboratory-based measurement techniques that facilitate vehicle tampering
acts, whether these are deliberate or by mistake/error. It also offsets the development
of more realistic driving cycles.
Real-world-based emission measurements can further be distinguished into
‘in-situ’ and ‘in-vehicle’ (Ropkins et al., 2009). ‘In-situ’ measurements involve deploying
measurement equipment at fixed roadside points with emissions of passing vehicles
throughout a period of time being measured. They are typically obtained from Remote
Sensing Devices (RSD) (referred to as across-road measurements in Ropkins et al.
(2009)) (Bishop et al., 1989; Stedman, 1989; Guenther et al., 1991; FEAT, 2017, for
more details on RSD), road tunnels, and inverse dispersion. The latter exists but is not
widely used (Ropkins et al., 2009). RSD offers a better technology to laboratory testing
in terms of considering real-world driving conditions and ambient conditions. It also
permits for direct measurements from a large vehicle sample in a relatively short period
of time. Characteristics of each passing vehicle can also be obtained based on video or
camera recordings of license plates (at the time of data collection) cross checked with
vehicle registration data. The technology has its own limitations as suggested by many
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(Guo et al., 2007; Ropkins et al., 2009; Smit et al., 2010; Franco et al., 2013). These
are summarised below:
 conversion assumptions need to be made as the RSD does not directly measure
emission factors;
 emission measurements are spatially limited since RSD cannot perform measure-
ments over the entire driving cycle of a particular vehicle but rather measures
emissions at a single point of time (when the vehicle passes the equipment) - this
implies that limited amount of data (driving conditions) is collected for any one
vehicle as opposed to laboratory-based driving cycle tests;
 drivers decelerating (or changing their driving behaviour) when passing the equip-
ment can induce measurement bias; and
 emissions cannot normally be measured at all times of the year since RSD is a fair
weather technology (i.e. water sensitive). This can induce sampling bias since
weather can have an influence on driving behaviour (and ultimately emissions
produced).
Alternatively, road tunnel measurements are used to derive emission factors based
on measured concentration levels given the advantage of being a relatively controlled
environment. Using road tunnels involve calculating the difference in pollutants’ con-
centration levels at the entrance and exit bores and correlating it with traffic flow,
vehicle classes, tunnel features, wind conditions, and measured tunnel air flow. Road
tunnels also allow measuring emissions from a large sample of on-road vehicles which
represent real-world operation conditions at the location of the tunnel (El-Fadel &
Hashisho, 2000). Despite that, this technique has its own limitations (John et al.,
1999; El-Fadel & Hashisho, 2000; Corsmeier et al., 2005; Smit et al., 2010; Franco et
al., 2013). These are as follows:
 fluctuating traffic flow parameters within the tunnels are normally restricted to
short time periods;
 emission factors are indirectly calculated and so unaccounted external factors
(e.g. the occurrence of ‘piston effect’ or the ventilation process within the tunnel
which reduce the aerodynamics drag and thus reduce emissions substantially) can
play a role in the concentration measurements increasing the level of uncertainty
in the calculated emission factors; and
 emission factors derived from such measurements are restricted to aggregate levels
as individual driving conditions are not incorporated in the measurements.
‘In-vehicle’ measurements involve deploying equipment, mainly Portable Emission
M easurement System (PEMS), in instrumented vehicles with emissions being measured
(typically of the same vehicles but can also be of nearby vehicles) as vehicles are driven
with road traffic. PEMS measurements are analogous to laboratory-based ones. This
means that they can be used to develop emission factors of different detail levels.
At the same time, PEMS enables data collection under real-world conditions at any
location travelled by the vehicle and under any weather condition as opposed to other
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measurement techniques (Frey, Unal, Rouphail, & Colyar, 2003). Being a relatively new
technology, PEMS has been questioned in terms of detection limits, data quality and
accuracy, size and weight, and labour time and cost (Yu et al., 2009; Smit et al., 2010).
Nevertheless, considering the potential of such system in developing, calibrating, and
validating emission factors’ functions, new and improved systems are regularly being
developed and deployed.
Generally, real-world-based measurements are not standardised and reproducible
in comparison to laboratory-based ones. While this can be a limitation, it reflects the
complexity of vehicle exhaust emission performance in real-world scenarios. Nonethe-
less, measurements based on both are being used in the development and calibration of
emission factors used for emission modelling. The categories of which are highlighted
below.
2.3.2 Categorisation of models
A number of studies has been made to review and categorise existing emission models
as well as to identify the advantages and disadvantages of each (Barth et al., 1996;
Esteves-Booth et al., 2002; Boulter et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2009; Smit et al., 2010;
L. Wismans et al., 2011; L. J. J. Wismans, 2012; Shorshani et al., 2015). While
different criteria can be used as the base for categorisation, most commonly used ones
are the the main input variables and/or scale of representation; both of which are also
relevant to their integration with traffic flow models (since traffic variables and their
scale of representation are their main inputs).
Table 2.2: summary of emission model categories and their respective modelling components
Model Main Input Scale of Emission Factor Model
Type Variable Representation Detail Level Example
Aggregated Road type Static Per road NAEI1
Traffic situation Distribution Static Per traffic situation HBEFA2
of traffic situation
Average speed Average speed Dynamic Per average speed COPERT3
per trip/link macroscopic
Driving mode Distribution Dynamic Per driving mode MOVES4
of driving modes mesoscopic
Instantaneous Second-by-second Dynamic Per speed- PHEM5
speed-acceleration microscopic acceleration
profiles value
1 N ational Atmospheric Emission I nventory (Department for Environment Food and Rural
Affairs, 2016).
2 HandBook Emission FActors for road transport (HBEFA) (HBEFA, 2015).
3 COmputer Programme to calculate Emissions from Road T ransport (COPERT)
(Ntziachristos et al., 2009).
4 MOtor Vehicle Emission Simulator (MOVES) (Frey, Unal, Chen, & Li, 2003).
6 Passenger car and Heavy duty vehicle Emission Model (PHEM) (Zallinger et al., 2008).
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Table 2.2 above summarises the five main categories based on the ‘main input
variable’ and their corresponding ‘scale of representation’ criterion. Each of these
categories is briefly described below. The description is not meant to give an exhaustive
review of currently available models. It rather attempts to draw upon aspects of interest
which are the traffic flow data input and the advantages and disadvantages of each
modelling category with particular emphasis on average speed-based emission model
category.
Aggregated models are the least detailed and most basic. Emission factors used
for such models are dependent only on the air pollutant, vehicle category, and road
type (e.g. urban, rural, or motorway). The simplicity of such models results in their
application to large (regional) road networks. This is at the expense of ignoring all the
observed variations in emission measurements throughout the driving cycle itself and
from one driving cycle to another. This of course prevents their use on a local level
and for the assessment of local measures. These issues are partially resolved, the more
complex and detailed the model is.
Traffic situation models are slightly less aggregated. Emission factors for such
models are dependent on the air pollutant, vehicle category, and traffic situation. A
traffic situation is a combination of road type, speed limit, as well as level of service
(e.g. free flowing, stop and go, saturated...). The definition of what traffic situation
encompasses is dependent on the model itself. Users need to be able to define each road
according to the criteria set out for the model, which are often based on qualitative
assessment of road traffic conditions. Boulter et al. (2007) suggested that the use of
qualitative description to identify traffic situation is not ideal and is open to many
different interpretations. Similar to aggregated emission model, they fail to directly
consider traffic and vehicle dynamics and have a low spatiotemporal resolution. This
restricts their use in assessing local measures or in-vehicle measures.
Average speed-based models are based on the concept that the average emission
factor for a certain air pollutant and vehicle category vary according to trip-based
average speed. These are typically constructed as follows, for a certain air pollutant
and vehicle category:
1. Emission measurements are collected for a number of driving cycles.
2. For each driving cycle, average emission level in grams per distance travelled is
calculated. Alternatively, a driving cycle can be divided in sub-cycles and their
corresponding average emissions are calculated.
3. For each driving cycle (or sub-cycle), an average speed is also calculated.
4. Statistical modelling is used so average speed-based emission factors’ functions
are obtained.
Hence, the main input for such models is the average speed per vehicle trip and the
distance travelled under each value. While the average speed input to this category
of models is often trip-based, it is normally more convenient to use link-based average
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speed. This is because link-based average speeds can be easily obtained from all traf-
fic flow models (or loop detector measurements) while trip-based average speeds are
restricted to microscopic traffic flow models (or only sample vehicle trajectory mea-
surements). Hence, link-based average speeds are commonly used. Bai et al. (2007)
studied the impact of this mismatch in the emission model requirements and available
data. They showed that using link-based average speeds can result in higher emissions
in comparison to trip-based ones, depending on the scenario. They also suggested that
greater care is needed in studying the impact of such mismatch.
The use of average speed emission models (especially using link-based ones) is sim-
ple and efficient. This allows their application on large road networks and long time
periods. They consider the dynamics of traffic in terms of trip-to-trip or link-to-link,
unlike the static aggregated and traffic situation emission models described earlier.
Hence, their scale of representation is dynamic macroscopic. Most importantly, in the
absence of direct activity data, any type of traffic flow models can produce the neces-
sary input requirements for emission calculations. However, the method suffers from
certain limitations which can be resolved by more detailed mesoscopic and microscopic
emission models described next. These limitations are mostly related to the model
structure itself i.e. to the use of average speed only to define the emission performance,
particularly:
 a single average speed can encompass different driving conditions of a vehicle
within a trip or of vehicles on a link, which can possibly lead to different emission
performance;
 the averaging does not allow considering high resolution individual-based emission
prediction;
 there is a general lack of understanding of the spatiotemporal resolution required
to define trip-based averaging (i.e. the length of vehicle trips on which the aggre-
gation is applied) or link-based averaging (i.e. the length of the link and the time
period used as the basis for aggregation). Only a recent study by Samaras et al.
(2014) showed the limitation of using COPERT (in particular) for predicting fuel
consumption using speeds averaged on less than 400 metres trips. They also noted
that such conclusion can be different for other vehicle exhaust air pollutants, and
similarly if other average speed-based models are used.
Driving mode models consider not only the average speed of a trip but also
different modes during a vehicle trip. Emission factors are typically developed for each
air pollutant, vehicle category, and driving mode in grams per second. Hence, the
main input for such models is the distribution of driving modes and the time spent in
each. Frey et al. (2002) and Frey, Unal, Rouphail, and Colyar (2003) argued that both
second-by-second laboratory-based measurements and real-world-based measurements
indicate that vehicle emissions are episodic in nature. They added that while previous
categories of models are used to developing regional road traffic emission estimates, they
lack the spatiotemporal resolution to properly characterise such microscopic episodic
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events. As such, they developed a new driving mode model using real-world-based
emission measurements data. Other studies have also proposed similar type of mod-
els such as Cernuschi et al. (1995), Frey, Unal, Chen, and Li (2003), and Zhu et al.
(2013)1. Different studies use different data (laboratory-based or real-world-based)
and different definitions of driving modes. This category of models improves upon the
static and dynamic macroscopic emission model by incorporating essential parameters
to the calculation of emissions, and improving the spatiotemporal resolution of calcu-
lated emissions. This is at the expense of higher detail level of input required for the
emission models. It also aggregates data to driving modes and thus it still lacks the
detail of the second-by-second instantaneous models.
Instantaneous models are the most detailed. They consider vehicle driving pat-
terns at the highest resolution. Speed-based instantaneous models relate emissions to
vehicle speed and acceleration during a driving cycle, typically on a second-by-second
basis. Emission factors in speed-based models are defined for different combinations
of instantaneous vehicle speed and accelerations. Alternatively, power-based instan-
taneous models relate emissions to engine power, in addition to vehicle speed and
acceleration. The main input requirement for such models is the speed and accelera-
tion profiles of individual vehicles. However, as the complexity of the model increases,
more input becomes required. Generally, instantaneous emission models produce high
spatiotemporal resolution of emissions. This is advantageous for the assessment of lo-
cal policy scenarios. However, this is at the expense of a complex modelling structure,
large input requirements, and highly parameterised model.
2.4 Emission predictions using traffic flow models
Road traffic activity data is the main input to emission models. While such input can
be obtained directly from traffic measurements, the most common approach until now
is the use of traffic flow models. The use of traffic measurements is often restricting in
terms of their predictive power, and in terms of their spatial and temporal availability.
They are used to estimate emissions of current scenarios or for real-time applications
(Nyhan et al., 2016, for example). Even then, certain assumptions have to be made to
allow their use for an entire road network and particular time period. The integration
of traffic flow models with emission models is referred to as a ‘modelling chain’ or
particularly, the ‘traffic flow - emission’ modelling chain.
The different categories of both traffic flow models and emission models described
earlier have given rise to various integration approaches leading to such modelling chain.
There exist two main considerations to the development of any integration approach.
These are the detail level of emission predictions required, and the compatibility of
1Developed an average speed-based emission model dependent on the driving mode. While not
entirely a driving mode model, driving modes were constructed based on emission measurement data.
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the interface between the output of traffic flow models and the traffic flow input of
emission models (Shorshani et al., 2015). Given the four categories of traffic flow
models described in § 2.2, emissions can be predicted using any of the below categories:
 static traffic flow models;
 dynamic microscopic traffic flow models;
 dynamic mesoscopic traffic flow models; and
 dynamic macroscopic traffic flow models.
Static and dynamic microscopic traffic flow models have been widely used for emis-
sion predictions. Static models are often integrated with average speed-based emission
models. This is a relatively straightforward approach since the average link-based traf-
fic flow and speed outputs of static models can directly be used as input in average
speed-based emission models. Static models are typically used within a transport mod-
elling framework (Namdeo et al., 2002; Borrego et al., 2003, 2004; Gulliver & Briggs,
2005; Mumovic et al., 2006; Nejadkoorki et al., 2008; Bandeira et al., 2011). The main
purpose of these studies is mapping emissions (Nejadkoorki et al., 2008), predicting air
quality levels (Namdeo et al., 2002; Borrego et al., 2003, 2004; Mumovic et al., 2006;
Bandeira et al., 2011), or even predicting exposure levels (Gulliver & Briggs, 2005). As
a result of their low detail level and low development cost, they are often applied to
large-scale road networks (Shorshani et al., 2015).
Alternatively, predicting emissions using dynamic microscopic traffic flow models
result in the most detailed, yet most costly. Microscopic traffic flow models can di-
rectly be integrated with (speed-based or power-based) instantaneous emission models.
Although in principle, they can be integrated with less detailed emission models. Both
Fontes et al. (2015) and Osorio and Nanduri (2015) provided a detailed review of stud-
ies which have followed such integration approach. Fontes et al. (2015) suggested that
studies which used microscopic traffic flow models are often limited to predicting emis-
sions with very few ones following up to predict air quality levels. They argued that this
is because of difficulties (or additional effort required) in deriving aggregate link-based
rather than vehicle-based emission predictions typically required by air quality models.
Osorio and Nanduri (2015) also commented on the complexity and computational in-
efficiency of such integration approach that limits their use to ‘what-if’ analysis rather
than optimisation problems (such as traffic control or signal optimisation problems
which consider environmental objectives).
Using mesoscopic traffic flow models to predict emissions is rarely achieved. Perhaps
the only example is that of Bai et al. (2007). They used a Dynamic T raffic Assignment
(DTA) framework relying on a mesoscopic traffic flow model. The nature of the outputs
of a mesoscopic traffic flow model allowed them to obtain both trip-based and link-based
average speeds. This served their purpose in deriving and comparing trip-based average
speed-based emissions with link-based average speed-based emissions.
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In the following two sections, a comprehensive review is provided on studies which
have focussed on the last approach which is emission predictions using dynamic macro-
scopic traffic flow models. Their use to predict emissions normally attempts to improve
on the low-fidelity of static models while avoiding the high costs and inefficiencies as-
sociated with microscopic ones. Based on § 2.2, the reviewed studies are divided into
those which deployed first-order LWR-type models (§ 2.4.1), and those which deployed
second-order Payne-type models (§ 2.4.2). Regardless of the dynamic macroscopic traf-
fic flow model used, the review focusses on three key points of interest:
1. The objective of predicting emissions using a macroscopic traffic flow model.
2. The calibration and validation efforts of the utilised macroscopic traffic flow
model.
3. The case study used to examine the integration approach (i.e. real/hypothetical
and urban/motorway/regional).
The first point allows to appreciate the wide range of applications which depend
primarily on the ‘traffic flow - emission’ modelling chain. The last two points allows
to understand to what extent research studies have taken into account the real-world
representation and application of their methodologies. Both of which illustrate the
motivation behind this study; the need to better understand uncertainties and errors
in the modelling chain.
2.4.1 Using first-order LWR-type models
Table 2.3 below summarises ten studies found to have integrated first-order LWR-type
models with emission models. In general, each study focusses on a single air pollutant
(e.g. CO, HC, NOx...) when presenting the methodology or the results. However, any
proposed methodology is typically applicable to other air pollutants. Once the category
of emission model is specified, it is only the functional form of emission factors which
would change with the change in the air pollutant. As shall be seen, this reflects the
fact that most of the reviewed studies have focussed on developing the methodology
rather than examining the performance of traffic flow and emission models with respect
to the real-world. The objective behind using first-order LWR-type models differs from
one study to another. One study by Zhou et al. (2015) was found to have used Newell’s
model, a simplified variant of the LWR model, for emission predictions. However, it is
clear that CTM is the most commonly used model for predicting emissions.
Two studies have used a multi-class CTM for predicting emissions. For instance,
Chiou et al. (2013) used a multi-class (passenger cars and motorcycles) model which
was developed and validated earlier in Chiou and Hsieh (2012) [this study was written
in Chinese and thus not reviewed here]. Also, Liu et al. (2014) used FASTLANE, a
software implementation of multi-class first-order LWR-type model (Van Lint et al.,
2008).
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There exist a ‘direct’ approach and an ‘indirect’ approach to predicting emissions
using first-order LWR-type models. The ‘direct’ approach is defined here when the
output of the traffic flow models used can directly be used as input for the selected
emission model. In the case of macroscopic traffic flow models, this is when they
are integrated with average speed-based emission models. However, this is under the
assumption that the emission model allows for high spatiotemporal resolution of link-
based average speeds as input.
Alternatively, the ‘indirect’ approach requires an intermediary step so that the
aggregate (yet high spatiotemporal) outputs of first-order LWR-type models can be
used as input to emission models. The ‘indirect’ approach is required when the emission
model is either a driving mode or an instantaneous one. A review of studies using the
‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ approach is provided here.
Perhaps the earliest study to directly predict space-time varying average speed-
based emissions using a first-order LWR-type model is that of J. Lin and Ge (2006).
They illustrated the possibility of using the ‘direct’ approach in order to predict not only
emissions but also air quality levels on urban road networks at a high spatiotemporal
resolution. To predict air quality levels, they used emission predictions as input to their
utilised dispersion (or air quality) model. Chiou et al. (2013) and Rehimi and Landolsi
(2013) used the same approach for the same purpose of predicting air quality levels
on urban road networks. However, the average speed-based emission model utilised
is dependent on the study. While Chiou et al. (2013) also studied the influence of
different signal timing plans on air quality levels, Rehimi and Landolsi (2013) studied
the influence of different wind scenarios on air quality levels. In addition, Rehimi and
Landolsi (2013) compared hourly air quality levels obtained from CTM with those
obtained when traffic dynamics were not considered (simply this meant that traffic is
equal to the traffic demand along the entire road). They suggested that during traffic
congestion, there are larger differences in air quality levels especially when the wind
is parallel to road traffic. Although, they referred to such differences as ‘errors’, this
can be problematic since a comparison with ‘ground-truth’ air quality levels is not
made. Each of these studies demonstrated their approach using a single hypothetical
road network. They also have not made any calibration or validation of the traffic flow
model i.e. the parameters were always pre-defined.
Samaranayake et al. (2014) developed the same ‘direct’ integration approach for
the real-time estimation of air quality levels on motorways. They demonstrated their
method through a prototype implementation for the San Francisco Bay Area in the
US. Although an example of results for a real network and real data is provided, the
calibration and validation process of the traffic flow model deployed was not provided.
They did mention, however, that their system aimed at using models which have been
technically validated and accepted by practitioners. This also implied that they did
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not attempt to derive acceleration or driving modes from the traffic flow model due to
difficulties in measuring and validating them in practice.
Aziz and Ukkusuri (2012) also integrated CTM with an average speed-based emis-
sion model but for a different purpose. They developed a DTA framework whereby
not only travel time but also emissions predicted by the CTM are to be minimised.
They also compared three different scenarios. These are DTA with total travel time
minimisation objective, DTA with total emissions minimisation objective, and DTA
with both total travel time and total emissions minimisation objective. By converting
total travel time and emissions to monetary values, they showed that including both
produces the minimum cost in comparison to the other two scenarios. In using such
DTA framework, they highlighted the possible use of their methodology to predicting
and assessing air quality levels at high spatiotemporal resolution, based on the optimal
solution. However, their framework was only applied to two hypothetical scenarios
without any real road networks or real traffic data. These are a small hypothetical net-
work, and another commonly used one referred to as the ‘Nguyen and Dupuis’ network
(Nguyen & Dupuis, 1984).
‘Indirect’ integration approaches have been developed in Zhu et al. (2013), L. Zhang
et al. (2013), Liu et al. (2014), and Han et al. (2016). Zhu et al. (2013) developed
their own average speed-based emission model using real-world-based emission mea-
surements. Their emission measurements were split into four different driving modes
before developing the emission model. This resulted in average speed-based emission
factors’ functions for each of the idling, cruising, acceleration, and deceleration driving
modes. As such, traffic outputs from the CTM needed to be split according to the driv-
ing mode before their utilisation as input to their average speed-based emission model.
In order to do so, Zhu et al. (2013) suggested that the time evolution of traffic speed on
each cell can be used as an indicator of the driving mode. L. Zhang et al. (2013) also
extracted driving modes from the CTM outputs. They directly used a driving mode
emission model developed by Frey et al. (2002) and Frey, Unal, Rouphail, and Colyar
(2003). One main difference between these two studies is their derivation method of
the driving mode from CTM output. While Zhu et al. (2013) used the time evolution
of traffic speed at each cell, L. Zhang et al. (2013) assumed that vehicles are moving
downstream in time and thus driving modes need to be determined by the difference
in traffic speed in space and time rather than only time. Liu et al. (2014) combined
both concepts together. They considered that acceleration (or deceleration) depend
on whether vehicles remain in the same location or move downstream with time. So
they distinguished between cross-cell and inter-cell acceleration. However, they used
traffic speed and acceleration directly with a speed-based instantaneous emission model
without converting the output to a driving mode. In each of the three studies, deriving
acceleration (or driving mode) based on a macroscopic traffic flow model implies that
these are not individual accelerations but rather for a number of vehicles (i.e. group of
vehicles is assumed to have the same driving mode).
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Perhaps the most complex integration approach is the one developed in Han et al.
(2016). They used a power-based emission model to calculate CTM-based emissions.
In addition to cell-based road gradients, they derived aggregate-based accelerations
from the CTM traffic speed outputs. However, they used multiple test simulations in
order to construct linear relationships between link occupancy and total power-based
emissions on a link. Han et al. (2016) suggested that using such relationships can
make it easier to incorporate emission objectives in signal optimisation in comparison
to the direct use of instantaneous emission predictions in the optimisation problem.
However, they acknowledged the uncertainty of using such an approximation because
of the inevitable variation around the linear fit. They thus included such uncertainty
within their robust optimisation framework.
The main issue in these four studies is neglecting the possibility of obtaining un-
bounded accelerations from first-order LWR-type models, especially when applied to
real road networks with real traffic data. This is also particularly critical when using
instantaneous emission models (Liu et al., 2014; Han et al., 2016). This issue might
not necessarily arise in the case of using driving modes instead of absolute acceleration
values.
Each of these four studies had different purposes. Zhu et al. (2013) calculated
both total delays and emissions of different air pollutants at a signalised intersection
using the CTM and compared the results with those obtained from a shockwave model,
point-queue model, and car-following model. They considered the car-following model
as the ‘ground-truth’. They concluded that CTM (unlike the shockwave and point-
queue models) provided close estimates to those based on the car-following model.
L. Zhang et al. (2013) used driving mode emission predictions to predict air quality
levels and human exposure. They formulated a bi-objective optimisation framework
to determine signal timings which minimise both traffic delay and the risk associated
with human exposure to traffic emissions. L. Zhang et al. (2013) argued that while
such framework can be developed based on microscopic traffic flow models, these are
computationally intensive especially for real networks. Han et al. (2016) also formulated
a bi-objective signal optimisation to simultaneously minimise traffic delay and linearised
instantaneous power-based emission predictions. Liu et al. (2014) used instantaneous
emission predictions for traffic control optimisation purposes. Their traffic control
represented both ramp metering and VSL strategies. Accordingly, a VSL version of
the utilised multi-class CTM was proposed. Their optimisation problem involved the
minimisation of both total travel time and emissions over a road network. Liu et al.
(2014) compared their optimal solution based on the multi-class CTM with the optimal
solution from uni-class CTM as well as the no-control scenario. They concluded that
further work can involve the comparison of such framework with one which utilises
a second-order Payne-type model instead. In each of these four studies, only test
networks have been used to demonstrate the developed methodology. This implied
that calibration and validation of the utilised first-order LWR-type models were not
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necessary. Although Zhu et al. (2013) used a real road network, their traffic data was
assumed.
In addition to that, Zhou et al. (2015) developed an integration methodology to
predict driving mode-based emissions using Newell’s model, similar to the one used in
Hurdle and Son (2000). They proposed its use with a simple linear car-following model
(Newell, 2002) to generate vehicle trajectories (i.e. vehicle speed and acceleration).
Vehicle trajectories then allowed them to calculate Vehicle Specific Power (VSP) to
be used as input to a driving mode emission model. Although they did not show any
calibration and validation efforts of the utilised traffic flow models, they did highlight
preliminary results of a validation exercise of their derived acceleration output (based on
vehicle trajectories). Their preliminary results showed the distribution of acceleration
values in comparison to a sample distribution of real-world acceleration data obtained
for one of the real road networks used as their case study.
2.4.2 Using second-order Payne-type models
Fewer studies have attempted to predict emissions using second-order Payne-type mod-
els in comparison to first-order LWR-type models. Table 2.4 below provides a summary
of the reviewed studies. Most commonly used second-order Payne-type model for emis-
sion prediction is METANET. It has been used to directly predict average speed-based
emissions (Csiko´s et al., 2014, 2015) and to indirectly predict instantaneous emissions
(Zegeye et al., 2009, 2010, 2011, 2013; Groot et al., 2011b, 2013; Liu et al., 2013).
The main purpose of the integration approach in Csiko´s et al. (2015) is the prediction
of air quality levels under different motorway traffic control scenarios. Their frame-
work has only been verified using a test network and through a sensitivity analysis.
The sensitivity analysis involved studying the effect of different ramp metering and
VSL input scenarios on air quality levels. In Csiko´s et al. (2014), a traffic control
(mainly of ramp metering) optimisation problem with environmental constraints has
been proposed using the same air quality modelling framework discussed in Csiko´s et
al. (2015).
Alternatively, a research group from Delft University of Technology has published
a number of papers aimed at developing a model-based motorway traffic and emission
control using either METANET (Zegeye et al., 2009), multi-class METANET (Liu et
al., 2013) originally developed in Deo et al. (2009), or piece-wise-affine approximation
of METANET (Groot et al., 2011b, 2013). The latter is used in order to deal with
the computational complexity of the original non-linear and non-convex model-based
control framework. Traffic control was in terms of ramp metering and VSL strategies.
This implied that their METANET model structure was modified to take the influence
of VSL into consideration.
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Zegeye et al. (2010, 2011) took a step further and included air quality levels in their
model-based control framework. The integration approach used for emission prediction
has been explained in details in Zegeye et al. (2013). Their indirect integration approach
involved deriving useful acceleration data from the aggregated traffic speed output of
METANET. These are then used as input to a speed-based instantaneous emission
model. Deriving acceleration data from a second-order model resolves the issue of
unbounded acceleration that could otherwise be obtained when using a first-order LWR-
type model. The main concept of their integration approach is that acceleration data
cannot be retrieved for individual vehicles but only for aggregate number of vehicles.
Zegeye et al. (2013) studied analytically the propagation of uncertainty from such an
approximation to emission predictions. They also particularly noted that the errors
induced by the traffic flow model itself are not included in their analysis.
Amongst all the above-mentioned studies, only Zegeye et al. (2013) attempted to
compare their integration approach with average speed-based emission predictions using
METANET traffic flow model, and speed-based instantaneous emission predictions
using a microscopic traffic flow model. Emission predictions from the microscopic traffic
flow model were considered as the ‘ground-truth’. Zegeye et al. (2013) showed that their
integration approach provides better emission predictions than those obtained from the
use of an average speed-based emission model for the case study considered. There exist
two main issues in such a conclusion, reflecting the complexity of the problem:
1. The microscopic traffic flow model and instantaneous emission model deployed
are not entirely free-of-errors, although they are often considered as the ‘ground-
truth’.
2. The average speed-based emission model is entirely different from the instanta-
neous emission model, not only in terms of the category of each emission model
but also in terms of measurement data used for their development. This means
that there are multiple factors playing a role in the obtained differences in emission
predictions between each of the two approaches and the assumed ‘ground-truth’.
Going back to the scope of this research, four points are highlighted here based on
the above review of both first-order LWR-type and second-order Payne-type models:
1. Numerous integration approaches have been developed for predicting emissions
using macroscopic traffic flow models; some of these approaches are direct ones,
and other are indirect (i.e. they require an intermediary step for the output of
the traffic flow model to match the input of the emission model).
2. Most commonly used macroscopic traffic flow models are the first-order CTM
and second-order METANET.
3. Average speed-based emission modelling is a typical category for models inte-
grated with both first-order CTM and second-order METANET without any
study-dependent intermediary steps.
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4. Emission predictions using traffic flow models are not only useful on their own
but also for various further applications such as traffic control optimisation, air
quality predictions, and exposure level prediction.
As indicated in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4, all the studies have focussed on developing
the integration approach itself and the possible applications. None of the studies have
attempted to calibrate and validate the parameters of the traffic flow models (or at
least reported such work). The main reason is their use of hypothetical networks and
thus assuming certain parameters was considered sufficient. Where real networks are
considered, calibration and validation process is typically referred to other studies. In
addition to that, many of the reviewed studies have used a VSL modified version of
first-order and second-order models. Although few studies have focussed on studying
the impact of VSL on traffic conditions, none of the reviewed studies in § 2.2.2 involved
the calibration and validation of such modification to the models. Since one of the
road networks selected in this study is VSL-operated, this will be expanded upon when
describing the mathematics behind selected traffic flow models in Chapter 3.
It is clear, that in any developed methodology, the results were limited to single-
valued emission predictions without any consideration of uncertainties and errors aris-
ing in the modelling chain that has been developed. Initial attempts to consider certain
sources of uncertainty has been made by Zegeye et al. (2013) and Han et al. (2016).
However, this was rather focussed on sources arising from their intermediary steps
to integrate a macroscopic traffic flow model with an emission model. Section § 2.5
expands more on the concept of uncertainty in emission predictions.
2.5 Uncertainty in emission predictions
Before highlighting the main work in the study of uncertainty in emission predictions,
it is essential to provide an overview of the concept of uncertainty. This section thus
starts by introducing the terminology and different dimensions of uncertainty followed
by a review of main studies which have contributed to the field.
Defining the concept of uncertainty is not entirely straightforward, as definitions of
relevant terminologies and concepts depend on the modelling system under study but
also on whether it is the point of view of modellers or policy makers (Walker et al., 2003).
In fact, Refsgaard et al. (2007) added that there is a philosophical aspect to it that
assists in such system or even study-dependent definitions. In an effort to determine
a common terminology and typology of the concept of uncertainty in a model-based
decision support system, Walker et al. (2003) defined uncertainty from the modeller’s
point of view (of interest to this study) as ‘any deviation from the unachievable ideal of
completely deterministic knowledge of the relevant system’. The ‘traffic flow - emission’
modelling chain is of course an example of a model-based decision support system. The
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latter is mainly defined as the use of models and their outcomes to support policy and
decision making. Based on their review, Walker et al. (2003) identified three dimensions
to the concept of uncertainty. These are the location, level, and nature of uncertainty.
The location of uncertainty is basically the source which can be categorised into five:
1. Context which reflects any ambiguity in the definition of the boundaries of the
system to be modelled.
2. Model structure uncertainty.
3. Model implementation or technical uncertainty.
4. Model input uncertainty.
5. Model parameter uncertainty which can be an exact, fixed, a priori, or calibrated
parameter.
The last four reflect any misspecification in the functional form, implementation, in-
put, or parameter. Walker et al. (2003) highlighted that uncertainty in model structure
and model parameters are not entirely independent. For instance, a simple model with
few parameters can have higher uncertainty in structure but not in parameters, while a
complex model with many parameters can have higher uncertainty in parameters but
not in structure. This can also be the case for model input where the uncertainty can
be higher with more complex and input-demanding models. The total uncertainty from
the different sources and their interactions gives rise to model outcome uncertainty. In
the case where the true outcome values are known, such uncertainty is referred to as
prediction error. This is mainly defined as the deviation of a predicted outcome from
a true value, and is of particular interest in this study. Of course, these sources can
arise in a single model but also in a chain of models. The additional complexity of a
modelling chain is that the sources of uncertainty in the first model are reflected in
the input uncertainty of the second model of the chain, and so forth, depending on
how many models are involved. An additional source of uncertainty that arise in a
modelling chain is the compatibility of the output of the first model with the input of
the second model, and so forth.
The other two dimensions of uncertainty are its level and nature. While the level
of uncertainty can range from the (hardly achievable) complete understanding to total
ignorance, the nature of uncertainty can be related either to lack of knowledge or to
inherent variability. Lack of knowledge is often referred to in literature as epistemo-
logical uncertainty, while inherent variability is sometimes referred to as aleatory (or
ontological) uncertainty.
In addition to these three dimensions, the fourth dimension which was not the
focus of Walker et al. (2003) is the tools available to studying uncertainty. Morgan et
al. (1992) suggested three tools to achieving that in a model-based decision support
system, each of which serves different purposes. As briefly highlighted in § 1.1, these
are:
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1. Sensitivity analysis which computes the effect of changes in the sources of uncer-
tainty on model predictions.
2. Uncertainty propagation which computes the uncertainty in the model outputs
induced by the uncertainty in its sources.
3. Uncertainty (contribution) analysis which compares the importance of the sources
of uncertainties in terms of their relative contributions to the model output un-
certainty.
Cullen and Frey (1999) highlighted three main purposes to sensitivity analysis and
uncertainty analysis. These are providing awareness about the inputs which influence
the results, promoting improved understanding and interpretation of the results and
the modelling system, and prioritising future research on aspects which needs further
investigation. Uncertainty propagation, however, is the main tool to probabilistic-
based modelling, which is the focus of this research. Probabilistic-based modelling is
expressed as probability distributions in both the sources and the modelling outcome.
Such tool allows evaluating uncertainty in the final outcome by identifying the possible
range of its value and possibly its extremes, depending on the deployed method (Cullen
& Frey, 1999). This ultimately leads to better targeting of data collection and further
research that can reduce the modelling outcome uncertainty (Cullen & Frey, 1999).
Dealing with uncertainty, in the context of emission modelling, has indeed been
recognised. For instance, the air pollutant emission inventory guidebook (European
Environment Agency, 2016) recommends that wherever possible, an estimate of un-
certainty associated with emission factors or activity needs to be reported; this is of
course not only for the vehicle exhaust emission source, but any other emission source
(such as industrial sources, agricultural sources...). While some efforts has been made
in using sensitivity analysis and uncertainty contribution analysis to better under-
stand uncertainty in vehicle exhaust emission predictions (Kioutsioukis & Tarantola,
2003; Kioutsioukis et al., 2010, and references therein), one of the early attempts to
probabilistic-based emission predictions is a study by Kini and Frey (1997), which is also
summarised in Cullen and Frey (1999) as a case study. Kini and Frey (1997) developed
a probabilistic version of an emission model referred to as MOBILE5 which enables the
propagation of model input uncertainty to the model outcome. MOBILE5 is a com-
monly used average speed-based emission model developed by the US Environment
Protection Agency (EPA) using laboratory-based emission measurements. The proba-
bilistic version allows expressing model input as probability distributions rather than
point-estimates. Using numerical simulation techniques such as Monte Carlo simu-
lation or Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS), a probability distribution of the model
outcomes can be obtained. Such powerful techniques allow for empirical multivariate
distributions and are not restricted to parametric univariate distributions. The main
disadvantage of such methods, however, is the sampling size and the implied model sim-
ulations required to study uncertainty. For probabilistic-based modelling, it is essential
to be able to quantify the uncertainty in model inputs to be propagated, preferably
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using quantitative analysis rather than qualitative judgment. Kini and Frey (1997) and
Frey and Zheng (2002) quantified the empirical distributions of inter-vehicle variabil-
ity and uncertainty in emission correction factors used in their emission model (e.g.
ambient temperature correction factor). Their quantification was based on laboratory
emission measurement data of LDVs only, which they have acknowledged its limitation
in terms of their real-world representativeness.
Alternatively, Ku¨hlwein and Friedrich (2000) highlighted that uncertainty in pre-
dicted emissions from road traffic using complex methods and models has largely been
unknown. They have thus focussed on studying the influence of model input uncer-
tainty on emission predictions of a traffic situation emission model referred to as IER.
Uncertain model input included traffic flow, driving pattern mix, fleet mix, emission
factors, and road gradients. However, their traffic data was not the output of a traffic
flow model but rather traffic count data. So, uncertainty in traffic data is basically
related to measurement errors and extrapolation errors from sample to annual data.
For uncertainty propagation, Ku¨hlwein and Friedrich (2000) proposed an approxima-
tion method based upon Taylor series expansion, which they referred to as ‘statistical
error propagation’ method. Their approximation was based on propagating the mean
and the variance (the second central moment) of each model input to calculate the
mean total error in emission predictions. More details on the method in the context
of uncertainty propagation can be found in Cullen and Frey (1999). Unlike numerical
simulation methods, the main disadvantage of such method is the assumption of in-
dependence between the model inputs which is often not the case. Also, they do not
allow for characterising the probability distribution of model outcome but only for its
mean (and possibly its central moments).
The above studies show that while probabilistic-based emission modelling has been
conducted, it is often based on a single model rather than a modelling chain. Traf-
fic data is thus based on measurements and expert assumptions rather than outputs
of a traffic flow model which leads to more complex interactions and possibly larger
uncertainty in the modelling outcome of emission predictions. Shorshani et al. (2015)
provided a comprehensive review of the ‘traffic flow - emission - air and water quality’
modelling chain whereby they highlighted the categories of traffic flow models, emission
models, and possible integration approaches between the two. This recent study also
highlighted the limitations and general sources of uncertainty in emission modelling
and traffic flow modelling. Shorshani et al. (2015) concluded that while uncertainty in
model outcomes have been investigated for isolated models (i.e. either emission models
or traffic flow models), its propagation throughout the modelling chain is yet to be
investigated.
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2.6 Summary
This section summarises the findings of this chapter in relation to the four points
introduced in § 2.1 and summarises the gaps which this research aims to contribute to.
To date, numerous mathematical models of traffic flow have been developed. In
addition to static models, mathematical models describing the dynamics of traffic flow
are often categorised under either the microscopic, mesoscopic, or macroscopic models.
These correspond to the detail level considered in the modelling structure. Generally,
the more detailed the model, the more input is required and the more parameters need
to be calibrated and, of course, validated. Under each category, many models are de-
veloped in an attempt to resolve certain issues found in other models. Macroscopic
traffic flow models are advantageous in terms of the input required for their simulation
and for the calibration of their parameters, which are relatively few. Although they
do not describe the dynamics of traffic at individual levels, they are characterised by
their high spatiotemporal resolution. While the concept behind macroscopic modelling
category (i.e. the analogy of traffic flow to fluids) has been challenged by few, the main
debate or controversy has been focussed around the superiority of its sub-categories:
first-order or higher-order models. While a lot of theoretical work has been seen around
the debate, limited efforts have targeted the issue quantitatively in relation with their
real-world performance. This is despite the availability of measurement data required
to do so (although not without its limitations), and their wide use in various applica-
tions. Examples of such applications are traffic control/signal optimisation, evacuation
planning, incident detection, and most importantly in this research, emission predic-
tion. As such, the interesting debate between the first-order and second-order traffic
flow models, the availability of traffic data for their calibration and validation, and
their application in emission prediction are considered the main reasons to selecting
macroscopic traffic flow models in this research.
Studies found on the calibration and validation of macroscopic traffic flow models
have been reviewed. Different studies typically use different models, different optimisa-
tion algorithms, and different case studies. Most commonly used models are the first-
order CTM and second-order METANET. Many optimisation algorithms have been
suggested, mostly heuristic search methods. These are preferable in solving non-linear
optimisation problems where real traffic data is used to avoid falling into a ‘false’ solu-
tion. However, even with the use of such methods, the solution most often depends on
the starting point. The solution is also not guaranteed to be a ‘global’ one, if it exists.
Normally, qualitative assessment such as visual inspection of results and/or quantita-
tive assessment using single-valued goodness-of-fit measures are used to demonstrate
the validity of the solution. Two of the main gaps found in this review motivates two
of the main contributions in this research. First, studies have often reported a single
solution selected based on non-rigorous assessment, despite the uncertainty around the
reported solution. As such, an ensemble-based approach to the optimisation problem
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with statistical inference is proposed in the research methodology. Second, studies
often focussed on a single non-VSL road network as their case studies. As such, the
research methodology is applied to three road networks, one of which is a VSL-operated
road network, in order to both ensure transferability of results and to compare between
the basic model structures of macroscopic traffic flow models and their VSL-modified
versions.
In order to better understand the application of macroscopic traffic flow models in
predicting emissions, emission models were reviewed. Emission models mainly depend
on emission factors and traffic data. The detail level of traffic data depends on the detail
level of emission factors. For instance, those developed for each trip-based average
speed are different from those developed for each second-by-second vehicle speed and
acceleration. As such, emission models normally fall under five different categories.
These are aggregated, traffic situation, average speed, driving mode, or instantaneous
emission models. Many models are developed under each category. Each model utilises
different emission factors. This is because they are dependent on the location, time,
and technique used to measure emissions of sample vehicles which form the basis of
their development, calibration, and validation.
Different studies have shown that there are different approaches to integrating the
outputs of macroscopic traffic flow models with emission models. These can be cate-
gorised to direct and indirect ones. Direct approaches imply compatibility between the
outputs of traffic flow models and the inputs of emission models. Indirect approaches
require an intermediary step for these to match. Commonly used models in the di-
rect approach are the CTM/METANET and average speed-based models, while those
used in the indirect one are the CTM/METANET and driving mode or instantaneous
models. While the integration approaches between macroscopic traffic flow models and
emission models are well-established, the main gap found in research studies is their
disregard to the uncertainty arising in their real-world application. Only two studies
attempted to study uncertainty arising from their intermediary steps rather from the
deployed traffic flow models. As such, all the reviewed studies develop methods which
can report point-based prediction of emissions at the resolution of the traffic flow model
used.
This has been also noted in § 2.5 which introduced the concept of uncertainty,
its definition and typology, and highlighted main studies which attempted to provide
probabilistic-based predictions of emission. A number of insights have been found
from this review. First, sources of uncertainty can generally be context-wise, model
structure, model implementation, model input, model parameters, and model out-
come (referred to as prediction error when the true values exist). The main tool to
probabilistic-based modelling is uncertainty propagation. In the context of emission
modelling, uncertainty propagation are often dealt with through numerical simula-
tion methods or approximation methods, such as Taylor series expansion. Numerical
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simulation methods are advantageous as they allow the use of empirical multivariate
distributions, but are also flexible in terms of the complexity and nonlinearity of the
models involved. It was found from the review of § 2.5 that uncertainty in emission pre-
dictions were often focussed on uncertainty in emission factors or direct measurements
of traffic data, rather than those obtained from traffic flow models, despite the common
integration of traffic flow models with emission models. As such, this gap motivates de-
veloping a research methodology which quantifies the uncertainty in macroscopic traffic
flow model outcomes and propagates these to emission predictions. Because the first-
order CTM, second-order METANET, and average speed-based emission models have
been found to be widely used in § 2.4, this research focusses on average speed-based
emission predictions using CTM and using METANET, separately. Starting with these
three models provide the basis to extending such work to more complex models and
more complex integration approaches.

Chapter 3
Research Methodology
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, the reasoning behind studying uncertainty in the modelling chain of two
widely used, yet debated, macroscopic traffic flow models with an average speed-based
emission model has been set. The present chapter develops a research methodology
to studying and comparing uncertainty in emission predictions using first-order CTM
and using second-order METANET models. The developed research methodology is
divided into three main steps, as illustrated in Figure 3.1 below. The first step sets out
the mathematical preliminaries of the modelling chain, as described in § 3.2. It builds
on the literature review provided for first-order LWR-type models and second-order
Payne-type models of § 2.2.1.3, and average speed-based emission models of § 2.3.2.
The outcome of the first step is a clear description of the final ‘traffic flow - emission’
modelling chain.
The second step, described in § 3.3, then follows by specifying the sources of un-
certainty in emission predictions based on the final modelling chain. It builds on the
literature review of Chapter 2. In this step, focussing on propagating uncertainty in
the model outcome of macroscopic traffic flow models is justified, while acknowledging
the existence of other sources of uncertainty. The third and final step, described in
§ 3.2 Mathematical 
preliminaries of the 
modelling chain 
§ 3.3 Sources  
of uncertainty in the 
modelling chain 
§ 3.4 Methodological 
framework to 
uncertainty propagation 
Final  
modelling chain 
Sources  
to focus upon 
Figure 3.1: The three main steps of the proposed research methodology.
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§ 3.4, develops the data-driven methodological framework to uncertainty propagation.
A summary of the chapter is provided in § 3.5.
3.2 Mathematical preliminaries
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Generally, given certain input data and model parameters, the main
outputs of a discretised macroscopic road traffic flow model is predicted
traffic flow (q) or traffic flow per lane (
¯
q), traffic speed (u), and traffic density (ρ) or
traffic density per lane (
¯
ρ). Each of these predicted outputs is a 2-D matrix capturing
the space-time dynamics of these variables at every pre-defined discretised cell of a
particular road network and every time step over a particular period of time. Cells and
time steps are defined as short segments (not necessarily of equal lengths) of a road
network link and short time periods (of equal lengths) within the entire time period.
Their lengths define the level of discretisation of the model. Let a road network be
denoted by r and a modelling time period be denoted by m, this can be summarised by
either Equations of 3.1 where Z comprises the five output matrices of traffic variables;
f is the model function which defines the model structure; I or I˜ is the model input
data which is either predicted (by for e.g. traffic assignment models) or measured,
respectively; and β is the model parameter vector. Typically, β is not known and
needs to be calibrated (or optimised) using certain measured traffic variables, denoted
here as Z˜. Notice that from now on, any predicted traffic variable X per lane is denoted
as
¯
X; and any measured traffic variable is denoted as X˜. This study focusses on using
measured traffic data for the calibration of β and for the preparation of input data.
Hence, it rather builds on Equation 3.1b.
Zr,m = (q,
¯
q, u, ρ,
¯
ρ)r,m = f(Ir,m, βr,m) (3.1a)
Zr,m = (q,
¯
q, u, ρ,
¯
ρ)r,m = f
[
I˜r,m, β(Z˜r,m)
]
(3.1b)
There are three components to be defined clearly in any such models: structure,
input, and parameters, as these are directly related to the sources of uncertainty. The
following sections define these for each of the CTM (§ 3.2.1) and METANET (§ 3.2.2).
It is worth noting here that since the implementation of models has been integrated
with a particular data source, scripts of each model have been written here in R (R
Core Team, 2015); a flow-diagram and a description of the developed functions for data
extraction and pre-processing, and traffic flow modelling are provided in Appendix A.
In § 3.2.3, the average speed-based emission model and its integration with the CTM
and METANET model outputs are then defined simultaneously. Since the outputs of
both CTM and METANET are the same in terms of their spatiotemporal resolution,
there is not any difference in their integration approach.
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3.2.1 First-order CTM
First-order LWR-type models were briefly described mathematically in their continuous
form. Here, a detailed description of the discretised first-order CTM is provided. The
original CTM model has been first developed by Daganzo (1994, 1995a) to describe the
space-time dynamics of occupancy (in terms of number of vehicles) rather than traffic
density. The original formulation also required the cell configuration of a road network
to have equal lengths. Mun˜oz et al. (2004) then proposed a modified CTM which
describes the dynamics of traffic density rather than occupancy in order to allow for
flexibility in the cell configuration of a road network, i.e. to accept uneven cell lengths.
This study uses the modified CTM (sometimes referred to as MCTM but this study
keeps referring to it as CTM since there is no substantial difference in the structure).
Under both the CTM and METANET models, a road network is partitioned into
short cells with number of lanes λi {i = 1, 2, ..., N} where i − 1 = 0 represents the
mainline origin and i + 1 = N + 1 represents the mainline destination of the road
network. Figure 3.2 below provides an example of a road network partitioned to N
cells, with the origin and destination mainline cells as cells 0 and N + 1, respectively.
Cell interfaces are denoted by i± 1/2. Using only two main recursive equations, CTM
allows for the calculation of traffic density at each cell i of length li {i = 1, 2, ..., N}, in
kilometres [km], and time step t {t = 1, 2, ..., T} of length Ts, in hours [h], where T is
the total number of time steps. These are the equation of conservation law of vehicles,
and the equation of fundamental diagram (i.e. traffic flow-density relationship).
CTM can be described as a combination of a link model and node model: a node
is located wherever there is a change in geometry of a road network, i.e. at on-ramps
𝑞4+1/2  𝑞3+1/2  𝑞2+1/2  𝑞1+1/2  𝑞0+1/2  
𝑞𝑁+1, 𝑢𝑁+1, 𝜌𝑁+1  …  𝑞1, 𝑢1, 𝜌1  
𝑞𝑁+1/2  
Figure 3.2: Example schematic of a two-lanes road network partitioned into N cells with
cell 0 (i − 1 = 0) representing the mainline origin and cell N+1 (i + 1 = N + 1) representing
the mainline destination. Vertical lines indicate cell interfaces (i ± 1/2). Thick vertical lines
represent the presence of a node. The road network has an on-ramp (i.e. merge node) at the
start of cell 2 (at cell interface 1 + 1/2) and an off-ramp (i.e. diverge node) at the end of cell 3
(at cell interface 2+1/2). Rectangles show typical locations of dual loop detector sites providing
measurements of traffic variables (Z˜). One can distinguish the number of a cell based on the
link number (in this example, 3 links). Here, cell numbers are distinguished for the entire road
network, for simplification.
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requiring merge nodes and off-ramps requiring diverge nodes; and a link connects such
nodes. The CTM model structure for cells (comprising a link) without any merge or
diverge nodes is described by Equation 3.2.
¯
ρi(t+ 1) =
¯
ρi(t) +
Ts
liλi
[
qi−1/2(t)− qi+1/2(t)
]
;
¯
ρi(0) =
¯
ρ˜i(0) (3.2a)
qi+1/2(t) = min
{
Si(t), Ri+1(t)
}
(3.2b)
Si(t) = min
{
uf
¯
ρi(t),
¯
Qmax
}
λi;S0(t) = d˜0(t) (3.2c)
Ri+1(t) = min
{
w
[
¯
ρmax −
¯
ρi+1(t)
]
,
¯
Qmax
}
λi+1;
¯
ρN+1(t) =
¯
ρ˜N+1(t) (3.2d)
such that (uf ,
¯
Qmax, w,
¯
ρmax) > 0;
0 ≤
¯
ρ ≤
¯
ρmax;
w ≤;uf ;
¯
Qmax ≤ ¯
ρmax
1/uf + 1/w
;
uf ≤ min(li)
Ts
.
The CTM parameter vector is limited to those defining the trapezium fundamental
diagram, as shown in Figure 3.3A below. While a triangular fundamental diagram was
first proposed by Daganzo (1994), this was then relaxed to a trapezium fundamental
diagram in Daganzo (1995a) which is the one considered in this study. The CTM
parameter vector is denoted by β = (uf ,
¯
Qmax, w,
¯
ρmax) and is comprised of: free-
flow traffic speed (uf ) in kilometres per hour [km h
-1]; maximum traffic flow per lane
(
¯
Qmax) in vehicles per hour [veh h
-1]; backward wave speed (w) in kilometres per
hour [km h-1]; and maximum traffic density per lane (
¯
ρmax) in vehicles per kilometre
[veh km-1]. The parameter vector can either be cell-specific or uniform across all cells.
While some studies have assumed cell-specific parameter vector (especially CTM-based
studies with reference to Table 2.1), it is assumed here to be uniform across all cells
for two main reasons (Spiliopoulou et al., 2014):
 for a simple road network, cells are assumed to share the same (static) infrastruc-
tural characteristics; and
 while flexibility, in terms of cell-specific parameters, can reflect real differences
between cells, it can also lead to fake results from the calibration of high numbers
of parameters based on limited data.
To initialise the recursive Equations of 3.2, model input data in the form of initial
conditions and boundary conditions is required and is assumed here to be based on
traffic measurements. For a simple road network (i.e. without any on-ramps and off-
ramps), this is: traffic density for each cell at time step 0,
¯
ρ˜i(0); traffic demand from
mainline origin cell 0, d˜0(t); and traffic density at mainline destination at each time
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Figure 3.3: Traffic flow per lane [veh h-1] as a function of traffic density per lane [veh km-1]
considered as [A] the CTM-basic fundamental diagram and [B] the CTM-vsl fundamental dia-
gram1.
step t,
¯
ρ˜N+1(t). Given these, Equation 3.2a shows that traffic density
¯
ρi(t) can be
calculated according to the conservation law of vehicles: in time interval [t, t+ 1], the
traffic density per lane depends on the inflow into cell i from cell i− 1 (or equivalently,
the traffic flow at cell interface i − 1/2), and the outflow from cell i to cell i + 1 (or
equivalently, the traffic flow at cell interface i + 1/2). These are denoted as qi−1/2(t),
and qi+1/2(t), respectively. Traffic inflow and outflow (or traffic flow at cell interfaces)
are calculated based on the fundamental diagram using Equation 3.2b: for cell interface
i+1/2, it is the sending capacity of the upstream cell i under free-flow traffic conditions
(Equation 3.2c) limited by the receiving capacity of the downstream cell i + 1 under
congested conditions (Equation 3.2d). In the case of q0+1/2(t) (i.e. traffic outflow
from mainline origin), it is the input traffic demand at cell 0 limited by the receiving
capacity of cell i = 1 of the road network. The advantage behind assuming traffic flow
measurements at origin cell 0 to be traffic demand (rather than actual traffic outflow)
is ensuring that traffic inflows into the first cell i = 1 does not exceed neither the
maximum traffic flow
¯
Qmax which is a model parameter (rather than pre-specified to
be the maximum measured traffic flow) nor the receiving capacity of cell i = 1. Another
advantage is ensuring flexibility in traffic conditions implied by the traffic demand i.e.
it would not be necessary to impose traffic demand with free-flow condition at all
times. Such advantages, however, can cause the boundary condition at the origin to
not necessarily match the actual traffic inflows into cell i = 1 as a result of uncertainty
in the input traffic demand (i.e. measurements), the parameter vector used, and/or
CTM model structure. In the case of qN+1/2(t) (i.e. traffic outflow from cell N to cell
N + 1), it is the sending capacity of the upstream cell N under free-flow conditions
1All figures in this research were plotted using R (R Core Team, 2015) and the Lattice package
(Sarkar, 2008), unless otherwise stated.
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limited by the receiving capacity of N + 1 under congested conditions. The latter is
determined by the estimated (from traffic flow and speed measurements) boundary
condition
¯
ρ˜N+1(t). If traffic density at the destination cell N + 1 is imposed, it is
also not necessary to ensure that it is in free-flow condition at all times. However,
the main disadvantage behind this approach is the accumulation of counting errors of
measurements as suggested by Papageorgiou et al. (1989).
The five conditions of Equation 3.2 represent four properties of the trapezium funda-
mental diagram plus the C ourant-F riedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition that the minimum
cell length needs to be longer than the free-flow distance to avoid instances when ve-
hicles cross multiple cells in a single time step leading to model instabilities (Daganzo,
1995a). Since, in this study, the minimum of cell lengths is pre-defined and uf is the
unknown parameter, the condition is set on uf rather than the minimum cell length.
The above formulation describes the dynamics of traffic density per lane for a simple
road network, i.e. without merge or diverge nodes. However, an on-ramp (i.e. merge
node) can be located at the upstream start of a cell and an off-ramp (i.e. diverge node)
can be located at the downstream end of a cell, as shown earlier in Figure 3.2. At
merge or diverge nodes, CTM formulation needs to be modified.
In the presence of an on-ramp at the start of cell i (i.e. at upstream cell interface
i − 1/2) with traffic demand d˜on,i−1/2(t), there exist two scenarios: the first is when
cell i can accommodate the entire mainline cell i − 1 outflow and on-ramp demand;
and the second is when the mainline cell i − 1 outflow and on-ramp demand exceed
the receiving capacity of cell i, in which case the priority is assumed to be given for
the on-ramp traffic demand and the remaining receiving capacity for the mainline
outflow. This assumption can however be changed to reflect the percentage priority
of the different entering links. In either scenarios, it is assumed that the on-ramp has
unlimited capacity or at least that on-ramp traffic demand is lower than its capacity.
The mainline outflow qi−1/2(t) and the on-ramp outflow qon,i−1/2(t) are modified based
on Equation 3.3, accordingly.
qi−1/2(t) =

Si−1(t), if Si−1(t) ≤ Ri(t)− d˜on,i−1/2(t)
max
{
0, Ri(t)− d˜on,i−1/2(t)
}
, otherwise
(3.3a)
qon,i−1/2(t) =
d˜on,i−1/2(t), if Si−1(t) ≤ Ri(t)− d˜on,i−1/2(t)Ri(t)− qi−1/2(t), otherwise (3.3b)
In the presence of an off-ramp at the end of cell i (i.e. at downstream cell interface
i+ 1/2), it is assumed that the off-ramp has unlimited capacity (Mun˜oz et al., 2004).
The traffic outflow is thus modified to Equation 3.4a where θ˜i+1/2(t) represents the
split ratio of the off-ramp. Also, the traffic outflow to the off-ramp is calculated based
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on Equation 3.4b.
qi+1/2(t) = min
{[
1− θ˜i+1/2(t)
]
Si(t), Ri+1(t)
}
(3.4a)
qoff,i+1/2(t) =
θ˜i+1/2(t)qi+1/2(t)
1− θ˜i+1/2(t)
(3.4b)
In the presence of both an on-ramp and off-ramp on cell i, Equation 3.2a needs to
be updated to take into account on-ramp inflows and off-ramp outflows at each time
step t, as shown in Equation 3.5.
¯
ρi(t+ 1) =
¯
ρi(t) +
Ts
liλi
[
qi−1/2(t) + qon,i−1/2(t)− qi+1/2(t)− qoff,i+1/2(t)
]
(3.5)
By calculating the traffic density per lane at each cell i and time step t, traffic speed
can be defined for each cell interface using traffic inflows and outflows (i.e. using traffic
flows at cell interfaces). However, such definition does not guarantee equilibrium traffic
speed i.e. the main assumption of first-order models, such as CTM. Since the CTM
model parameter vector is to be optimised using traffic measurements, equilibrium
traffic flow and speed are considered the best approximation of traffic measurements
by the CTM. This study is thus focussed on traffic speed at each cell rather than at
cell interfaces. It is worth noting here that some of the studies reviewed in § 2.2.2 and
§ 2.4.1 did use traffic speeds at cell interfaces for the CTM calibration (Spiliopoulou
et al., 2014) or for emission predictions (J. Lin & Ge, 2006; Aziz & Ukkusuri, 2012;
Rehimi & Landolsi, 2013). Equilibrium traffic flow and space-mean traffic speed at
each cell i and time step t are defined based on Equation 3.6, respectively.
qi(t) = min
{
uf
¯
ρi(t),
¯
Qmax, w
[
¯
ρmax −
¯
ρi(t)
]}
λi (3.6a)
ui(t) =
qi(t)
¯
ρi(t)λi
(3.6b)
Liu et al. (2014) have developed a multi-class LWR-type model extension. In their
extension, they have proposed using a queue model at the mainline and on-ramp origins
in order to ensure all the specified traffic demand at the origin(s) is entering the network
with time while not exceeding the receiving capacity constraints of the cells. The
same simple queue model is used here for similar purposes. The queue model for
an on-ramp origin located at cell interface i − 1/2 is given by Equation 3.7 where
hon,i−1/2(t) represents the queue length at time step t in vehicles. It is modified and
added to the traffic demand if it is higher than 0 at each time step of the modelling
time period. The updated traffic demand
´˜
don,i−1/2(t) needs to be used in Equation 3.3
instead of d˜on,i−1/2(t). Equation 3.7 is similarly applied for the mainline origin with
traffic demand, d˜0(t), traffic outflow, q1−1/2(t), and queue length, h1−1/2(t), instead.
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The updated traffic demand at the mainline origin needs to be used for the calculation
of S0(t) shown in Equation 3.2c.
hon,i−1/2(t+ 1) = hon,i−1/2(t) + Ts
[
´˜
don,i−1/2(t)− qon,i−1/2(t)
]
(3.7a)
´˜
don,i−1/2(t) = d˜on,i−1/2(t) +
hon,i−1/2(t)
Ts
;hon,i−1/2(0) = 0 (3.7b)
Few studies have extended the basic CTM model structure described above to take
into account the impact of VSL operation. For instance, Chiou et al. (2012) and
Z. Li et al. (2015) have proposed different methods to determining the optimal VSL
control strategy through CTM which can improve safety or reduce collision risks on
road networks. Hadiuzzaman and Qiu (2013) have also modified the CTM in order to
analyse when VSL control can be effective. The main modification is to assume that
VSL operation influences the demand part of the fundamental diagram, i.e. the free-
flow traffic speed (uf ) and the maximum traffic flow (
¯
Qmax), as shown in Figure 3.3B
above. In accordance to that, the sending and receiving capacities of cells i and i + 1
are calculated using Equation 3.8 instead. Such modification assumes 100% compliance
of road traffic to imposed speed limits; ensuring 100% compliance typically requires
strict enforcement of VSL (Chiou et al., 2012). The expected consequence of such
modification is a reduction of traffic outflows to downstream cells, for the congestion to
dissipate with time. The only additional input to CTM under VSL operation is a 2-D
matrix of speed limits for each cell i and time step t, denoted as u˜V SLi(t). In the absence
of a VSL, the free-flow traffic speed parameter is assumed. The maximum traffic flow
per lane
¯
QV SLi(t), however, can be calculated from the fundamental diagram. Since
the trapezium fundamental diagram is used here rather than the triangular one which
is the case for the above-mentioned studies, the minimum of the original
¯
Qmax and the
new
¯
QV SLi(t) is used to limit the sending or receiving capacities.
Si(t) = min
{
min
[
uf , u˜V SLi(t)
]
¯
ρi(t),min
[
¯
Qmax,
¯
QV SLi(t)
]}
λi (3.8a)
Ri+1(t) = min
{
w
[
¯
ρmax −
¯
ρi+1(t)
]
,min
[
¯
Qmax,
¯
QV SLi+1(t)
]}
λi+1 (3.8b)
such that
¯
QV SLi(t) = ¯
ρmax
1/u˜V SLi(t) + 1/w
.
Studies which have developed a VSL-modification of CTM have often focussed
on devising optimal VSL-control strategies. They focussed less on calibrating and
validating the modified CTM on a VSL operated network against real traffic and speed
limit data. This study takes advantage of a VSL-operated motorway in order to do so.
This is expanded upon in later sections.
This section have defined the structure, input, and parameter vector of CTM on a
road network with and without the operation of VSL. From now on, these are referred
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to as ‘CTM-basic’ and ‘CTM-vsl’, respectively. The main model output is the 2-D
matrix of traffic density per lane, from which the 2-D matrices of (equilibrium) traffic
flow and speed can be estimated. The predicted traffic density, ρi(t), and flow per
lane,
¯
qi(t), matrices can easily be calculated using the number of lanes of each cell
i. The general traffic flow modelling form described in Equation 3.1b is adjusted to
Equation 3.9 for f = CTM-basic and Equation 3.10 for f = CTM-vsl.
Zr,m = (q,
¯
q, u, ρ,
¯
ρ)r,m = f
[
I˜r,m, β(Z˜r,m)
]
= f
{[
¯
ρ˜i(0), d˜0(t),
¯
ρ˜N+1(t), d˜on,i−1/2(t), θ˜i+1/2(t)
]
r,m
,[
(uf ,
¯
Qmax, w,
¯
ρmax)(Z˜r,m)
]} (3.9)
Zr,m = (q,
¯
q, u, ρ,
¯
ρ)r,m = f
[
I˜r,m, β(Z˜r,m)
]
= f
{[
¯
ρ˜i(0), d˜0(t),
¯
ρ˜N+1(t), d˜on,i−1/2(t), θ˜i+1/2(t), u˜V SLi(t)
]
r,m
,[
(uf ,
¯
Qmax, w,
¯
ρmax)(Z˜r,m)
]} (3.10)
3.2.2 Second-order METANET
Second-order Payne-type models have also been briefly described mathematically in
their continuous form. Here, a detailed description of the discretised second-order
METANET is provided. Under the METANET model, the road network can be de-
scribed as that for the CTM, illustrated earlier in Figure 3.2. METANET allows the
calculation of traffic density per lane and speed at each cell i and time step t using three
main recursive equations, rather than two as is the case of the CTM. These are the
equation of conservation law of vehicles, the equation of traffic speed, and the equation
of fundamental diagram. The equation of traffic speed, of course, adds to the com-
plexity of the modelling process in comparison to the CTM. Especially that while the
conservation law of vehicles equation is based on physical principles, the traffic speed
equation is rather heuristic (Hegyi, 2004). The METANET model structure for cells
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without any merge or diverge nodes is described in Equation 3.11 and Equation 3.12.
¯
ρi(t+ 1) =
¯
ρi(t) +
Ts
liλi
[
qi−1(t)− qi(t)
]
;
¯
ρi(0) =
¯
ρ˜i(0) (3.11a)
¯
ρi(t+ 1) = min
{
¯
ρi(t+ 1),
¯
ρmax
}
(3.11b)
qi(t) =
¯
ρi(t)ui(t)λi (3.11c)
ui(t+ 1) = ui(t) +
Ts
τ
[
U [
¯
ρi(t)]− ui(t)
]
+
Ts
li
ui(t)
[
ui−1(t)− ui(t)
]
− Tsη
τli
¯
ρi+1(t)−
¯
ρi(t)
¯
ρi(t) + κ
;u0(t) = u˜0(t);
¯
ρN+1(t) =
¯
ρ˜N+1(t)
(3.11d)
ui(t+ 1) = max
{
umin, ui(t+ 1)
}
(3.11e)
such that (
¯
ρmax, τ, η, κ, umin) > 0.
To initialise the recursive Equations of 3.11, model input data in the form of initial
conditions and boundary conditions is required and is also assumed here to be based on
traffic measurements. In addition to those required as input to CTM, METANET re-
quires traffic speed at mainline origin cell 0 at each time step t, denoted as u˜0(t). Thus,
for a simple road network (i.e. without any on-ramps and off-ramps), the METANET
model input data is modified to I˜ =
[
¯
ρ˜i(0), d˜0(t), u˜0(t),
¯
ρ˜N+1(t)
]
. Given these, Equa-
tion 3.11a shows that the traffic density per lane can be updated according to the
conservation law of vehicles which involves the use of traffic inflows and outflows. As
described in Equation 3.11c, traffic inflows and outflows depend on the dynamics of
traffic speed, as opposed to the CTM. Hence, it is not necessary to distinguish between
traffic flow at cell interfaces and those within cells. Traffic speed equation depends
mainly on four terms, as shown in Equation 3.11d, and are described in order of ap-
pearance as follows:
 the average traffic speed at the previous time step;
 a relaxation term to take into account the tendency of traffic to relax (accelerate
or decelerate) to an equilibrium traffic speed (i.e. desired traffic speed);
 a convection term to take into account changes (increase or decrease) in traffic
speed due to traffic inflows and outflows; and
 an anticipation term to take into account changes (increase or decrease) in traffic
speed due downstream traffic conditions.
The equilibrium traffic speed, denoted as U [
¯
ρi(t)], of the relaxation term is defined
based on the original METANET fundamental diagram of Figure 3.4A below and takes
the exponential form of Equation 3.12a. This is considered the original METANET
traffic speed-density equation. Frejo et al. (2012) have suggested a simple modifica-
tion, since the exponential form can be replaced (Messner & Papageorgiou, 1990), if
necessary. Frejo et al. (2012) have fitted both (the original and their modified funda-
mental diagram) using traffic data measured on a US motorway and suggested that
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Figure 3.4: Traffic flow per lane [veh h-1] as a function of traffic density per lane [veh km-1]
considered as [A] the O-METANET-basic fundamental diagram where
¯
Qmax =
¯
ρcU [
¯
ρc] =
¯
ρcufe
−1/α; and [B] the M-METANET-basic fundamental diagram where
¯
Qmax =
¯
ρcuf .
their modified METANET traffic speed-density equation can reduce the fit error with-
out an increase in computational power; their conclusion, however, might as well be
case (or data)-specific. Equation 3.12b shows their modified METANET equilibrium
traffic speed-density relationship. Figure 3.4B above shows its corresponding funda-
mental diagram. The main modification is that under congested traffic conditions, the
fundamental diagram takes the exponential form whereas under free-flow traffic condi-
tions, the traffic flow is simply the product of traffic density and the free-flow traffic
speed parameter.
U [
¯
ρi(t)] = uf exp
[
−1
α
(
¯
ρi(t)
¯
ρc
)α]
(3.12a)
U [
¯
ρi(t)] = min
{
uf ,
uf
e−1/α
exp
[
−1
α
(
¯
ρi(t)
¯
ρc
)α]}
(3.12b)
such that (uf , α,
¯
ρc) > 0;
uf ≤ min(li)
Ts
.
From now on, METANET with the original fundamental diagram is referred to as
O-METANET, and METANET with the modified one is referred to as M-METANET.
In this study, the methodological framework is applied for the M-METANET. The
reason behind that is not because it might better fit traffic data but rather because of:
 the dependence of the free-flow traffic speed parameter of the fundamental dia-
gram on its congested parameters is reduced which implies desirable property to
the parameter optimisation problem - this has been particularly highlighted by
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Papageorgiou et al. (1990) who have mentioned that, for the original fundamental
diagram, the deterioration of one parameter may be partially compensated by the
modification of other parameters;
 below the critical density, the first derivative of the fundamental diagram is the
free-flow traffic speed parameter, uf (i.e. independent on traffic density) whereas
that of the original fundamental diagram, it is: uf
[
1 − (
¯
ρ/
¯
ρc
)α]
exp
[
−1
α
(
¯
ρ
¯
ρc
)α]
(i.e. dependent on traffic density). The definition and value of the free-flow
traffic speed parameter is thus comparable to that of the trapezium fundamental
diagram assumed in CTM.
In order to show an example of the above and a critical review of this assumption, a
comparison of the parameter optimisation results of O-METANET and M-METANET
is provided in § 5.2.
The equilibrium traffic speed-density equations (either original or modified) give
rise to three model parameters. These are:
 the free-flow traffic speed parameters, uf , in [km h
-1] which is subject to the CFL
condition;
 the critical traffic density per lane parameter,
¯
ρc, in [veh km
-1]; and
 additional unitless parameter α.
Papageorgiou et al. (1990) and Messner and Papageorgiou (1990) have also modified
the original Payne formulation in order to account for both the influence of lane-drop(s)
(or increase) and on-ramp(s) on average traffic speed by adding two terms presented in
Equation 3.13, respectively. ∆λi in Equation 3.13a represents the difference between
the number of lanes at cell i and cell i + 1, i.e. λi − λi+1. If it is a lane drop (i.e.
positive difference), this is assumed to cause a reduction in traffic speed. In the case of
a lane increase (i.e. negative difference), this is assumed to cause an increase in traffic
speed. If an on-ramp (i.e. a merge node) is located at the start of cell i, Equation 3.13b
suggests a reduction in traffic speed as a result of the merging phenomena depending
on the traffic flows from the on-ramp.
ui(t+ 1) = ui(t+ 1)− φTs∆λi
liλi
¯
ρi(t)u
2
i (t)
¯
ρc
(3.13a)
ui(t+ 1) = ui(t+ 1)− δTs
liλi
qon,i(t)ui(t)
¯
ρi(t) + κ
(3.13b)
such that (φ, δ) > 0.
Traffic flow at an on-ramp, qon,i(t), is typically assumed to depend on its traffic
demand, on-ramp capacity, and the maximum traffic flow that can enter the mainline
road network, as described in Equation 3.14a. For simplicity, on-ramp capacity is
assumed the same as the mainline. To ensure the entire traffic demand enters the
road network, a simple queue model is proposed, similar to that of the CTM (i.e.
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Equation 3.7a). This is similarly applied for the mainline origin traffic outflow, q0(t),
as shown in Equation 3.14b.
qon,i(t) = min
{
´˜
don,i(t), Con,i, Con,i¯
ρmax −
¯
ρi(t)
¯
ρmax −
¯
ρc
}
(3.14a)
q0(t) = min
{
´˜
d0(t), C0, C0¯
ρmax −
¯
ρ1(t)
¯
ρmax −
¯
ρc
}
(3.14b)
where Con,i =
¯
Qmaxλon,i;
C0 =
¯
Qmaxλ0;
¯
Qmax =
¯
ρcU [
¯
ρc].
Messner and Papageorgiou (1990) have also modified the original Payne formulation
to take into account the influence of upstream traffic speed in the convection term when
there is more than one upstream link; this is in the presence of an on-ramp where there is
two upstream links (the mainline and the on-ramp itself) rather than one. Accordingly,
ui−1(t) of the convection term of Equation 3.11d is modified to Equation 3.15 and is
referred to as the ‘virtual traffic speed’. Traffic speed at on-ramp(s) is assumed to be
input data from traffic measurements.
ui−1(t) =
ui−1(t)qi−1(t) + uon,i(t)qon,i(t)
qi−1(t) + qon,i(t)
;uon,i(t) = u˜on,i(t) (3.15)
Similar to the CTM, in the presence of off-ramps, unlimited capacity is assumed.
Equation 3.16a describes the influence of an off-ramp (i.e. a diverge node) at the
end of cell i on the mainline traffic outflow to cell i + 1 which is reduced at each
time step t based on the estimated (from traffic flow measurements) split ratios θ˜i(t).
Messner and Papageorgiou (1990) have also modified the original Payne formulation to
take into account the influence of downstream traffic density in the anticipation term
when there is more than one downstream cell; this is in the presence of an off-ramp
where there is two downstream cells (the mainline and the off-ramp itself) rather than
one. Accordingly,
¯
ρi+1(t) of the anticipation term of Equation 3.11d is modified to
Equation 3.16c and is referred to as ‘virtual traffic density’. Traffic density per lane at
off-ramp(s) is considered as input data from traffic measurements.
qi(t) =
[
1− θ˜i(t)
]
¯
ρi(t)ui(t)λi (3.16a)
qoff,i(t) = θ˜i(t)
¯
ρi(t)ui(t)λi (3.16b)
¯
ρi+1(t) = ¯
ρ2i+1(t) +
¯
ρ2off,i(t)
¯
ρi+1(t) +
¯
ρoff,i(t)
;
¯
ρoff,i(t) =
¯
ρ˜off,i(t) (3.16c)
In the presence of both an on-ramp and off-ramp on cell i, Equation 3.11a needs to
be updated to take into account on-ramp inflows and off-ramp outflows at each time
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step t, as shown in Equation 3.17.
¯
ρi(t+ 1) =
¯
ρi(t) +
Ts
liλi
[
qi−1(t) + qon,i(t)− qi(t)− qoff,i(t)
]
(3.17)
With that, the METANET model parameter vector β consists of: three parameters
related to the traffic speed-density equation (or the fundamental diagram) as described
earlier; and seven parameters related to the traffic speed and density equations. All of
which are positive parameters. These are described as follows:
 [τ, η, κ, φ, δ, umin] are the traffic speed equation parameters with τ being a relax-
ation time parameter in [h] (in case it is in seconds, then τ in the model equations
needs to be replaced by τ/3600); η being an anticipation parameter in [km2 h-1];
κ being a parameter added to avoid infinite value of the anticipation and on-ramp
merging terms when the traffic density per lane is very low, in [veh km-1]; φ and
δ being lane-drop and on-ramp merging unitless parameters; and umin being a
constraint parameter to avoid traffic speed less than the minimum value. In the
absence of lane-drops and/or on-ramps on the entire road network, φ and/or δ
are not included as parameters (and their corresponding terms are set to 0 for all
cells and time steps) in order to avoid unnecessary parameterisation.

¯
ρmax is used both as a constraint parameter for the traffic density equation to
avoid values higher than the maximum value (Poole & Kotsialos, 2016) and as a
constraint in the queue model equations.
Rather than considering umin and
¯
ρmax as model parameters, this study sets these
to specific values mainly to avoid unnecessary uncertainty around their values since they
are added to the METANET as constraints to traffic speed and density. Papageorgiou
et al. (1990) have suggested constraining traffic speed by a small enough value, for
e.g. umin = 1, rather than having it as parameter to be optimised as has been later
suggested in Poole and Kotsialos (2016). Poole and Kotsialos (2016) have suggested
¯
ρmax to be optimised but within a minimum and maximum bound (required by certain
optimisation algorithms). This study sets umin to 1 [km h
-1], and
¯
ρmax to 190 [veh
km-1] which is the maximum bound suggested in Poole and Kotsialos (2016).
There exist a debate on the impact of VSL on the METANET model formulation,
particularly on its fundamental diagram equation. One of which is the use of VSL-
specific fundamental diagram equations which assumes that speed limits: reduce traffic
speed and thus traffic flow during under-critical traffic density; and increase traffic
flow at over-critical traffic density (Alessandri et al., 1999; Papamichail et al., 2008;
Papageorgiou et al., 2008; Carlson et al., 2010, for example). The latter implies that
the speed limit can influence traffic states that have a lower traffic speed than the
imposed speed limit. According to Hegyi et al. (2005b), this is rather unrealistic and
exaggerates the influence of VSL. The alternative proposition is that the speed limits
only influence the desired traffic speed which are higher than the imposed ones. This can
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be expressed as the minimum of: equilibrium traffic speed based on experienced traffic
density; and traffic speed imposed by the speed limit. Nevertheless, Hegyi et al. (2005b)
have emphasised the importance of a more quantitative validation of the proposed VSL
model. Studies often focus on the influence of VSL on the fundamental diagram outside
the scope of a dynamic traffic flow model such as CTM or METANET. In this study,
the second approach is used which is similar to the assumption used for the CTM and
is also less parameterised in comparison to the first approach. It is important to note,
however, that here none of the alternatives are favoured. However, this study focusses
on the influence of the chosen approach on the model performance in comparison to
using the non-VSL model structure. This is made in an attempt to answer whether
the VSL-related assumptions can actually improve the model performance or not on
a VSL-operated road network. Such an assumption leads to Equation 3.18 which is a
modification of Equation 3.12. Their corresponding fundamental diagrams are shown
in Figure 3.5.
U [
¯
ρi(t)] = min
{
u˜V SLi(t), uf exp
[
−1
α
(
¯
ρi(t)
¯
ρc
)α]}
(3.18a)
U [
¯
ρi(t)] = min
{
u˜V SLi(t), uf ,
uf
e−1/α
exp
[
−1
α
(
¯
ρi(t)
¯
ρc
)α]}
(3.18b)
The VSL assumption also influences the maximum traffic flow,
¯
Qmax, required for
the calculation of traffic outflows from the mainline origin. As depicted in Figure 3.5,
in the presence of speed limit at cell i and time step t,
¯
QV SLi(t) can be calculated for
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Figure 3.5: Traffic flow per lane [veh h-1] as a function of traffic density per lane [veh km-1]
considered as [A] the O-METANET-vsl fundamental diagram; and [B] the M-METANET-vsl
fundamental diagram.
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the O-METANET and M-METANET as follows, respectively:
¯
QV SLi(t) =
¯
ρcu˜V SLi(t)
{
− α log
[ u˜V SLi(t)
uf
]}1/α
(3.19a)
¯
QV SLi(t) =
¯
ρcu˜V SLi(t)
{
− α log
[ u˜V SLi(t)e−1/α
uf
]}1/α
(3.19b)
This section has defined the structure, input, and parameter vector of METANET
on a road network: using the original or modified traffic speed-density equation; and
with and without the operation of VSL. From now on, these are referred to as: ‘O-
METANET-basic’; ‘M-METANET-basic’; ‘O-METANET-vsl’; and ‘M-METANET-
vsl’. The main model outputs are the 2-D matrices of traffic density per lane, speed,
and flow per lane. The predicted traffic density, ρi(t), and traffic flow per lane,
¯
qi(t),
matrices can then be calculated using the number of lanes of each cell i. The general
traffic flow modelling form described in Equation 3.1b is modified to Equation 3.20
for f = O-METANET-basic or M-METANET-basic, and Equation 3.21 for f = O-
METANET-vsl or M-METANET-vsl.
Zr,m = (q,
¯
q, u, ρ,
¯
ρ)r,m = f
[
I˜r,m, β(Z˜r,m)
]
= f
{[
¯
ρ˜i(0), d˜0(t),
¯
ρ˜N+1(t), u˜0(t), d˜on,i(t), u˜on,i(t), θ˜i(t),
¯
ρ˜off,i(t)
]
r,m
,[
(uf , α,
¯
ρc, τ, η, κ, φ, δ)(Z˜r,m)
]} (3.20)
Zr,m = (q,
¯
q, u, ρ,
¯
ρ)r,m = f
[
I˜r,m, β(Z˜r,m)
]
= f
{[
¯
ρ˜i(0), d˜0(t),
¯
ρ˜N+1(t), u˜0(t), d˜on,i(t), u˜on,i(t), θ˜i(t),
¯
ρ˜off,i(t), u˜V SLi(t)
]
r,m
,[
(uf , α,
¯
ρc, τ, η, κ, φ, δ)(Z˜r,m)
]}
(3.21)
3.2.3 Average speed-based emission predictions
The concept behind average speed-based emission models has been introduced briefly
in § 2.3.2. Here, such models are described in details in the context of their integration
with both CTM and METANET. The potential pitfalls of integrating high-resolution
cell-based traffic flow model outputs with average speed-based emission models which
give rise to additional uncertainty components are discussed in more details in the
second step of § 3.3. Those related to the emission model are quite general and are
not confined to a specific choice of an average speed-based emission model (i.e. its
emission factors). This section describes the integration approach followed by the
studies reviewed in § 2.4. The most comprehensive is that of Csiko´s et al. (2015).
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Given the traffic density, flow, and speed model outputs of CTM and METANET,
average speed-based emissions of an air pollutant a at each cell i of length li (and
number of lanes λi) and time step t of length Ts can be calculated, in principle, using
either Equations of 3.22. The total emissions over all cells and/or all time steps can
then be easily calculated using Equation 3.23. Equation 3.22a utilises as input: the
proportion of each vehicle category, γc; and both traffic flow model outputs of traffic
density,
¯
ρi(t), and speed, ui(t), to calculate emissions in grams produced in a particular
cell during a particular time step, Eai (t).
Eai (t) =
∑
c ¯
ρi(t)λiliγcui(t)Ts ef
a,c
[
ui(t), ω
a,c
]
(3.22a)
Eai (t) =
∑
c ¯
qi(t)λiliγcTs ef
a,c
[
ui(t), ω
a,c
]
(3.22b)
Eai =
∑
t
Eai (t) (3.23a)
Ea(t) =
∑
i
Eai (t) (3.23b)
Ea =
∑
i
∑
t
Eai (t) (3.23c)
Traffic density and speed of Equation 3.22a can be replaced by traffic flow to calcu-
late the same. When emissions are calculated with the same spatiotemporal resolution
of the model outputs, Equation 3.22a and Equation 3.22b must give the same result.
When the model outputs are aggregated, results will change to a certain degree; since
the multiplication of the separately aggregated traffic density and speed might not be
equal to the aggregated traffic flow. In such case, there is the question of which one to
use for predicting emissions. Since the developed methodological framework involves
the aggregation of the model outputs to match the spatiotemporal resolution of mea-
surements (in order to estimate errors), it is worth mentioning the two calculation
methods. One way to determine if there is a difference between the two is to com-
pare aggregated traffic density outputs with the aggregated flow divided by aggregated
speed outputs. Because the case studies of this research does not show any substantial
differences between the two, only traffic density, rather than flow, will be used from
now on i.e. Equation 3.22a. In § 5.3, an example comparison is provided to illustrate
the similarity.
The first part of Equation 3.22 (in red box) allows the calculation of total distance
(e.g. kilometres) travelled by vehicles of certain category in a certain cell during a
certain time step. Since neither CTM nor METANET are inherently multi-class traffic
flow models, their outputs do not take into consideration the different driving conditions
of each vehicle class. Given that only Passenger C ars (PCs) and Light Duty V ehicles
(LDVs) are subject to the N ational Speed Limits (NSL), traffic is assumed to be PCs
and LDVs only, and their corresponding emission factors are used. In addition, any
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traffic flow model does not distinguish between vehicles of different fuel types and
emission standards since it is not expected that they influence traffic conditions. All
of which (vehicle class, fuel type, and emission standard), make up a particular vehicle
category. Typically the vehicle class, fuel type, and emission standard of any vehicle can
be set either randomly or deterministically to reflect the percentage of each. The latter
are normally estimated using external vehicle data bases. Here, traffic density (or the
total vehicle distance travelled) at each cell and time step is divided in a deterministic
manner depending on the proportion of different fuel types and emission standards
of PCs and LDVs only. The proportion of other vehicle classes (mainly heavy duty
vehicles on motorway networks) are assumed to be either PCs or LDVs. This type of
data, referred to as the fleet mix data, are road network and time period-specific. So,
such input is to be explored in the data preparation Chapter 4.
The parameterisation of average speed-based emission models is embedded in the
second part: efa,c
[
ui(t), ω
a,c
]
or the emission factors used. This is the predicted
amount of a particular air pollutant a emitted by a vehicle of category c in grams
per distance travelled. Thus, total vehicular distance travelled is needed to calculate
the total emissions produced. Emission factors use average traffic speed ui(t) as input
and ωa,c as an air pollutant and vehicle category-specific parameter vector.
While average speed-based emission modelling structure is unique (i.e. as shown
in Equation 3.22), the underlying emission factors’ functions vary depending on the
exact model used, as described in § 2.3. Because the road networks in this study are
UK-based, COPERT emission factors (Ntziachristos et al., 2009) are used. COPERT is
developed based on European vehicles and is widely used in European countries (22 out
of 27 countries) (Ntziachristos et al., 2009), both in research and practice. COPERT is
mainly developed using laboratory-based driving cycles such as the Common Artemis
Driving Cycles (CADC). An example of COPERT(4v10) emission factors of NOx air
pollutant (a = NOx) for four different vehicle categories is provided in Figure 3.6. The
emission factors are functions of average speed; here this is assumed to be cell-based
average traffic speed. Minimum emission factors lie within an average speed between 60
and 80 [km h-1] for both Euro 4 and Euro 5 vehicles. The non-linearity of the functions
poses an interesting question regarding uncertainty propagation, particularly the fact
that the example functions have similar values at low and high average speeds. This will
be expanded upon in the results. Their corresponding emission factors’ functions are
provided as follows: Euro 4 and Euro 5 Diesel PCs; and Euro 4 and Euro 5 Diesel LDVs
(for illustration of what a function can represent). ωi {i = 1, 2, ..., 9} are parameters
set out by COPERT.
ef(u, ω) = (ω1 + ω2u+ ω3u
2)
ef(u, ω) = (ω1 + ω2u+ ω3u
2)(1− ω4)
ef(u, ω) = (ω5u
2 + ω6u+ ω7)(1− ω8)
ef(u, ω) = (ω5u
2 + ω6u+ ω7)(1− ω9)
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Figure 3.6: NOx COPERT(4v10) emission factors [g km
-1] as a function of average speed [km
h-1] for [A] Euro 4 and Euro 5 Diesel PCs; and [B] Euro 4 and Euro 5 Diesel LDVs. The range
of average speed at which the emission factors are developed do not include the grey shaded
areas which is [0, 10] [km h-1] for [A] and [0, 10] and [110, 130] [km h-1] for [B].
The average speed-based emission model can in itself be seen as a nested model
where its structure, input, and parameter vector depend on another model: emission
factors. Let Ear,m denote the 2-D matrix capturing the space-time dynamics of emission
predictions for air pollutant a, road network r, and time period m, such that:
Ear,m = g
a
[
(γ,
¯
ρ, u)r,m, ef
a(ur,m, ω
a)
]
(3.24)
where g refers to the general average speed-based emission model structure of Equa-
tion 3.22a. The first term represents the model input, and the second term represents
the parameter vector embedded in the emission factors’ functions of all vehicle cate-
gories. If the traffic inputs are replaced by the traffic flow model structure, the final
‘traffic flow - emission’ modelling chain can be summarised as follows:
Ear,m = g
a
{[
γr,m, f [I˜r,m, β(Z˜r,m)]
]
, efa
[
f [I˜r,m, β(Z˜r,m)], ω
a
]}
(3.25)
To summarise, the emission model structure g takes two forms. The form which
depends on traffic density will be used here. This shall be empirically justified in
§ 5.3. The traffic flow model structure f can take four forms: CTM-basic; CTM-vsl;
M-METANET-basic; or M-METANET-vsl.
It is perhaps important to note here that COPERT is only one approach to predict-
ing emissions based on either CTM or METANET. This approach has been selected
due to the dominant use of average speed-based emission models in the literature re-
viewed in § 2.4. Its dominant use is a result of its direct integration with CTM or
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METANET i.e. it does not require any major intermediary steps to predicting emis-
sions. This facilitates, as a first step, the development of a methodology to uncertainty
propagation. In addition to that, the wide availability of average traffic speed data
facilitates the development of a methodology that uses real data to quantifying un-
certainty. This is however at the expense of average speed-based model’s inability to
take into account variations in traffic speeds or individual driving behaviour that could
otherwise be considered in more detailed emission models. The use of the latter may
help reveal differences in uncertainty arising from the outputs of CTM in comparison
to METANET that might not be captured by using COPERT or average speed-based
emission models. By defining the final generic (average speed-based) modelling chain
here, the next section describes in details the sources of uncertainty in the final 2-D
emission prediction matrix, Ear,m and expands on those arising from the use of aver-
age speed-based emission models, in general, and COPERT, in particular. Potential
use of other emission model types and the implication of their use on the developed
methodology is further highlighted in Chapter 6.
3.3 Sources of uncertainty
§ 3.2 Mathematical 
preliminaries of the 
modelling chain 
§ 3.3 Sources  
of uncertainty in the 
modelling chain 
§ 3.4 Methodological 
framework to 
uncertainty propagation 
Final  
modelling chain 
Sources  
to focus upon 
By examining the modelling chain described earlier, sources of uncer-
tainty in emission predictions at each cell and time step (and ultimately
in total emission predictions) of a road network r and time period m can be categorised
into three, the levels of which depend on whether the modelling chain is to be applied
for current scenarios or future scenarios.
1. Those related to the average speed-based emission model, in general, and COP-
ERT, in specific.
2. Those related to the selected macroscopic traffic flow model.
3. Those related to the integration compatibility of selected macroscopic traffic flow
models and COPERT.
Figure 3.7 shows the potential sources arising from the three components of the
first two categories. These are the model structure, input, and parameter vectors of
the average speed-based emission model and macroscopic traffic flow model. Those
related to the emission model are described first below, noting that both the structure
and parameter vector are dependent on the selected air pollutant.
The emission model structure relies on the assumption that macroscopic traffic
behaviour in terms of cell-based traffic speed can predict emissions without considera-
tion of disaggregate vehicle dynamics. The limitations of such assumption which gave
rise to more detailed (instantaneous) emission models, are described in § 2.3.2. Un-
certainty in such structure is generic to average speed-based emission models, and not
only to COPERT.
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Figure 3.7: Flow chart describing the sources of uncertainty in average speed-based emission
predictions Ear,m of air pollutant a, road network r, and time period m, based on Equation 3.25.
The emission model input corresponds to both traffic data input and vehicle
fleet mix. Uncertainty in traffic data input is directly related to those from the selected
traffic flow models, described next separately. Vehicle fleet mix can be a source of
uncertainty mainly for two reasons, both of which are generic to average speed-based
emission models, and not only to COPERT:
 The first is the limited spatial and temporal resolution. For instance, fleet mix
data used in the UK with categorisation level matching that of COPERT are
aggregated spatially based on urban, rural, or motorway roads in and out of the
City of London, and temporally based on each year. These numbers thus neglect
motorway-to-motorway and link-to-link spatial differences as well as seasonal,
daily, and within day temporal differences.
 The second is a result of assumptions being made on the proportions of vehicles
other than PCs and LDVs.
The emission model parameter vector are nested within the emission factors’
functions. They are thus highly dependent on the uncertainty of the functions them-
selves, which are highly parameterised vehicle category-specific non-linear functions.
Uncertainty arising from these functions and their parameters are due to four main
reasons, which at least apply for the case of COPERT.
1. They are built based on laboratory measurement data rather than real-world-
based measurement data, the limitations of which are expanded upon in § 2.3.1.
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This induces measurement uncertainty in terms of possible inaccuracies with re-
spect to the real-world.
2. They are built based on limited measurement data. This also induces measure-
ment uncertainty in terms of potential sampling error.
3. They ignore inherent variability of emission levels of different vehicles (even under
the same category and driving cycle) and different trips (even for the same vehicle
and driving cycle) (Ntziachristos et al., 2009). Such inherent variability exists
even under more complex emission models.
4. The form of average speed-based functions and ultimately their parameters might
not necessarily be the best fit to available data.
In addition to the above, sources related to the macroscopic traffic flow model
depend on the selected model (i.e. CTM-basic, CTM-vsl, M-METANET-basic, or M-
METANET-basic). As reflected in Figure 3.7, uncertainty in traffic density and speed
predictions influences uncertainty in total distance travelled by each vehicle category
on each cell and time step. Uncertainty in traffic speed predictions also influences
uncertainty in emission factors, as they act as input. The three sources are described
below.
The traffic flow model structure describes traffic dynamics at an aggregate level
without taking into account vehicle dynamics, but also models traffic deterministically.
Deterministic modelling ignores inherent variability in traffic dynamics due to external
factors such as weather or infrastructure. In addition to that, given a particular model
structure, uncertainty arises due to:
 limitations of CTM-basic and CTM-vsl in describing traffic dynamics such as
multi-class, lane-changing phenomenon, heterogeneous driving behaviour, and
lane-drops and merging phenomena (J. Li et al., 2012). It also arises from the
assumptions of on-ramp merging, off-ramp capacity, and VSL impact on traffic
dynamics, described earlier; or
 limitations of M-METANET-basic and M-METANET-vsl in the equation of traf-
fic speed dynamics which is not entirely based on physical principles. Both are
also limited in describing multi-class dynamics and lane-changing phenomenon.
The macroscopic traffic flow model input is dependent on the selected model
i.e. if it is CTM-basic, CTM-vsl, M-METANET-basic, or M-METANET-basic, with
the M-METANET requiring more input than CTM. Model input uncertainty is a re-
sult of potential inaccuracies and imprecisions in traffic measurement data. J. Li et al.
(2012) suggested that while these can contribute to uncertainty in traffic flow model
predictions, they are generally controllable and less dominant in comparison to uncer-
tainty in the model parameter vector. However, this can only apply to current scenarios
where real measurement data exist as input. Modelling of future scenarios often in-
volves using modelled input (such as traffic demand) rather than direct measurement
data. Also, in real-world applications, measurement data does not entirely match the
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requirements of macroscopic traffic flow models, particularly in terms of the spatiotem-
poral resolution. For instance, measurement data are often of 30 seconds or one minute
resolution, whereas input data required is at a resolution of modelling time step, which
can in principle be one second. Accordingly, the resulting assumption creates additional
uncertainty, even when the measurement data themselves are accurate and precise (i.e.
error-free). One can argue, however, that these are model implementation uncertainty,
rather than model input.
The traffic flow model parameter vector is also dependent on the selected
model. The additional complexity of METANET implies additional parameters. As
such, while the complexity might reduce model structure uncertainty, the latter arises
in the additional parameters. This is basically due to difficulties in finding the ‘global’
solution to the optimisation problem. As has been described in § 2.2.2, such difficulties
gave rise to multiple optimisation algorithms, multiple objective functions, and multiple
performance assessment indicators. Of course, this is related to current scenarios, where
an optimisation problem can be formulated. In the case of future scenarios, an optimal
solution (even if it is not the ‘global’ one) cannot be determined due to lack of data,
resulting in using previously calibrated parameter vectors on the same road network
but for earlier time periods.
The above-mentioned sources are described separately for each model type. How-
ever, in this modelling chain, ‘compatibility’ uncertainty also arises. This is due to two
reasons. First, macroscopic traffic flow models produce high spatiotemporal outputs
yet aggregate for each cell. This induces uncertainty since COPERT is built based
on trip-based average speeds, which implies longer distances than a cell and longer
trip time than the time step of macroscopic traffic flow models. Second, in an ideal
scenario, traffic density and speed predictions for each class of vehicles is obtained and
is compatible with its corresponding emission factor. When using a uni-class model,
predictions average out the contribution of each vehicle class. This means, even when
they are assumed to correspond to either PCs or LDVs, there exist uncertainty in traffic
speed assigned to them due to their aggregation in the first place.
Depending on interactions between the different sources described above, accumu-
lated uncertainty from the traffic flow model structure, input, and parameter vector
reflects the uncertainty in traffic flow model predictions (i.e. model outcome uncer-
tainty). The accumulated uncertainty from the emission model structure, input, and
parameter vector, including traffic flow model predictions, reflects the uncertainty in
emission predictions. The latter cannot be transformed to prediction errors due to un-
availability of the ‘true’ value of emissions, neither for current nor for future scenarios.
However, the availability of real traffic data which allows the calculation of prediction
errors of traffic flow models implies that the uncertainty in its outputs can be used to
better understand those in emission predictions. Since traffic flow model predictions
are the most recurring sources of uncertainty, as shown in Figure 3.7, the research
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methodology of the next section focusses on quantifying the prediction errors of traffic
flow models and propagating these to average speed-based emission predictions.
3.4 Five-phase methodological framework
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In a typical scenario where uncertainty is not taken into account at
all, traffic density and speed are predicted for a given road network
and time period, and then fed into the emission model to obtain the 2-D emission
prediction matrix. The main purpose here is to quantify uncertainty of each emission
prediction value of the 2-D matrix in terms of a probability distribution. Based on
the probability distribution obtained for each emission prediction value, the final most
useful measure to uncertainty is its confidence interval at a specific confidence level. In
order to do so for CTM and METANET-based emission predictions, this research has
developed a data-driven methodological framework comprising one preliminary phase:
data preparation, and four main phases: ensemble-based optimisation; prediction error
estimation; grid-based Monte Carlo sampling; and uncertainty propagation.
 Optimisation algorithm selection 
 Objective function selection 
𝐽(𝛽𝑟,𝑚)  
 Ensemble number selection 
𝑒  
 Ensemble parameter optimisation 
𝛽 𝑒 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚  
 Top-solutions selection 
𝛽 𝑒
′
𝑍 𝑟,𝑚 | χ, 𝜉  
 Road networks selection and 
characterisation 𝑟  
 Time periods selection 𝑚  
 Macroscopic traffic flow models 
selection and spatiotemporal 
configuration  
𝑓  
 Data sets extraction and pre-
processing  
𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛾𝑟,𝑚  
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Figure 3.8: Five-phase data-driven methodological framework to uncertainty propagation
from macroscopic road traffic flow models to average speed-based emission predictions. [c and
v] in Phases III and IV are dropped for convenience.
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Figure 3.8 provides a summary of key steps and notations arising in each of the
five phases, and thus used as an icon in the following sections. The preliminary phase
along with the first two phases are developed in order to quantify uncertainty in traffic
flow model outputs. The last two phases are developed in order to propagate these to
emission predictions. The following sections provide the rationale behind each phase
and a detailed description of each step. Here, it is important to note that each of these
phases are independent of which macroscopic traffic flow model structure is selected
(i.e. f).
3.4.1 Preliminary Phase: Data preparation
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The ‘data preparation’ preliminary phase follows directly from the de-
scription of CTM and METANET. Data preparation involves as a first
step the selection and characterisation of a road network(s) and the se-
lection of time periods to be studied for each road network. While the application
of the methodological framework is not dependent on the number of road networks,
multiple road networks are selected due to several reasons. These are as follows:
 to ensure transferability of results in the proposed methodological framework to
other road networks - this is unlike most of the calibration and validation reviewed
studies which have often focussed on a single road network;
 to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed methodological frame-
work which can either be road network-dependent or road network-independent;
 to ensure that both VSL-related traffic flow models as well as non-VSL related
traffic flow models are tested;
 to test whether CTM-vsl and M-METANET-vsl model structures improve the
performance of the basic ones given a VSL-operated road network.
This is directly followed by the selection of time periods. For the purposes of this
study, multiple time periods for each road network is required for two main reasons.
1. It allows both calibrating each selected traffic flow model and validating them
against other time periods. This eventually means the ability to capturing cal-
ibration and validation prediction error distributions, separately, and studying
their influence on emission predictions. This will be expanded upon in Phase II,
§ 3.4.3.
2. It allows capturing prediction error distributions based on different traffic and
ambient conditions (i.e. not restricted to a single day) of a road network. This
implies the possibility of developing probabilistic-based emission predictions for
each road network rather than each time period of a road network. This will be
expanded upon in Phase II, § 3.4.3.
The selection and spatiotemporal configuration of macroscopic traffic flow models
f follows directly, particularly, after identifying whether VSL is under operation or not
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on selected road networks and time periods. The last step is data sets’ extraction and
any necessary pre-processing for each road network and time period. Data sets to be
extracted need to include:
 traffic data required for the simulation (i.e. input data) of either CTM-basic
and M-METANET-basic, or CTM-vsl and M-METANET-vsl, depending on VSL
operation;
 traffic data required for the calibration of the selected traffic flow model param-
eter vectors; and
 fleet mix data required for the prediction of emissions.
Let R denote the total number of selected road networks and Mr denote the total
number of selected time periods of road network r such that the pre-processed extracted
data sets can be summarised by:{
I˜r,m, Z˜r,m = (q˜,
¯
q˜, u˜, ρ˜,
¯
ρ˜)r,m, γr,m; r = 1, 2, ..., R;R ≥ 1;m = 1, 2, ...,Mr;Mr > 1
}
where I˜r,m is measured input data dependent on the selected traffic flow model, with
reference to Equation 3.9, 3.10, 3.20, or 3.21; Z˜r,m is measured traffic flow, flow per
lane, speed, and estimated traffic density and density per lane data at all measurement
sites located within the mainline boundaries required for parameter calibration; and
γr,m is the fleet mix data of road network r and time period m. As will be explained
in Chapter 4, traffic density is not directly measured by loop detectors but rather
estimated based on measurements of traffic flow and speed.
3.4.2 Phase I: Ensemble-based optimisation
 Optimisation algorithm selection 
 Objective function selection 
𝐽(𝛽𝑟,𝑚)  
 Ensemble number selection 
𝑒  
 Ensemble parameter optimisation 
𝛽 𝑒 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚  
 Top-solutions selection 
𝛽 𝑒
′
𝑍 𝑟,𝑚 | χ, 𝜉  
 Road networks selection and 
characterisation 𝑟  
 Time periods selection 𝑚  
 Macroscopic traffic flow models 
selection and spatiotemporal 
configuration  
𝑓  
 Data sets extraction and pre-
processing  
𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛾𝑟,𝑚  
Preliminary Phase: 
Data preparation    
Phase I: 
Ensemble-based optimisation 
 
CALIBRATION: 
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑐 𝜌 , 𝑢  =
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚
 
 
VALIDATION:  
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑛, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑣 𝜌 , 𝑢 =
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛
 
Phase II: 
Prediction error estimation 
 Bivariate gridding 
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
 
 Grid-based error evaluation 
𝜀𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Bivariate kernel density estimation   
𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Monte Carlo sampling of size 𝑠  
from 𝜺 𝒓 𝝆 , 𝒖 
𝒋,𝒌
 
Phase III: 
Grid-based Monte Carlo sampling 
 Point-based emission prediction 
𝐸𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
, …   
 Probabilistic-based  
emission prediction 
 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎  𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
− 𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
, …    
 Confidence interval calculation 
𝐶𝐼𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,2.5
𝑎 , 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,97.5%
𝑎  
Phase IV: 
Uncertainty propagation 
Once traffic data sets required are prepared, an optimisation problem
can be formulated and the parameter vector β for each road network r
and time period m can be calibrated. However, there exist two issues
that need to be tackled. Both are a result of the complexity and non-linearity of
the optimisation problem, demonstrated earlier in § 2.2.2, which implies that a single
‘global’ solution is hard to obtain, if it exists. The first is to develop a systematic
approach to the optimisation problem where the effort to reaching a ‘good’ solution
are clearly set out. The second is to develop a rigorous approach to selecting a ‘good’
solution. These two issues are tackled through the ensemble-based optimisation phase,
where a pre-defined number of optimisation runs (an ensemble) is performed and a
statistical approach is used to selecting ‘good’ solutions. This phase allows to possibly
get an ensemble of parameter vectors (rather than a single ‘good’ solution), each of
which satisfies certain statistical criteria. However, one can treat this ensemble of
parameter vectors in two ways. The first is to arbitrary select one and use it to estimate
prediction errors. In selecting only one parameter vector from the ensemble one loses
a lot of information on:
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 the range and distribution of possible individual parameters;
 the joint variability of each two parameters (i.e. their covariance);
 the uncertainty around the particular choice of a parameter vector; and
 the possible relationship between prediction errors and predicted traffic variables
themselves when data points are reduced to those from a single solution.
To avoid this, this phase makes use of each parameter vector in the ensemble.
Perhaps, it is important to refer interested readers here to a study found to have
developed an ensemble-based optimisation framework by Golaz et al. (2007) in the
context of climate models, particularly, the modelling of clouds. Although developed
in a different context and for different purpose, their framework was also motivated by
the complexity of their optimisation problem.
In the context of this work, the ensemble-based optimisation phase includes five
main steps, described next. These are determining a derivative-free optimisation algo-
rithm, an objective function, and a number of optimisation runs forming an ensemble.
This is followed by an ensemble parameter optimisation and top-solutions selection.
There exist a number of optimisation algorithms to select from. Algorithms range
in complexity, computational cost, and data requirements. Here, despite the recognised
deficiencies of the unconstrained N-M algorithm (i.e. Nelder-Mead, also referred to as
downhill simplex) in terms of its possibility of falling to a ‘false’ minimum and its
dependence on the initial parameter set, N-M is selected for four main reasons.
1. It is an off-the-shelf derivative-free method which implies it is simple and straight-
forward to use.
2. It is a relatively fast algorithm.
3. It does not require parameter bounds which are otherwise required, especially
when using evolutionary methods such as GA. This is advantageous for the fol-
lowing reasons.
 It allows the parameter vector space to be explored and any potential ‘good’
solution to be obtained. Although not using parameter bounds might al-
low the optimisation algorithm to explore ‘unexpected’ values, it is argued
here that these are either disregarded after the application of the statisti-
cal approach or otherwise, if selected, can reveal information on the model
structure.
 It avoids making misleading assumptions. Although bounds on physical val-
ues are often based on previous observations, bounds on parameters such as
those in the METANET model (other than the fundamental diagram ones)
are often based on judgments/assumptions, which is disadvantageous/re-
strictive especially within an ensemble-based optimisation framework.
4. It has been shown by Spiliopoulou et al. (2015) that its results are comparable
with those from more complex methods such as GA and CEM.
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Detailed description of the method can be found in Nelder and Mead (1965), Powell
(1998), or Ngoduy et al. (2004). Briefly, N-M searches for an unconstrained minimum
of an objective function without the need to calculate its derivative (this is referred
to as a direct search method). The algorithm starts with an initial simplex of size
k ≥ n + 1, where n is the number of parameters. A simplex is defined as a (k − 1)-
dimensional geometrical shape with k vertices; each vertex corresponds to an objective
function value of a parameter vector. The algorithm then iteratively performs a number
of transformations (referred to as reflection, contraction, expansion, and shrinking) in
order to find a better simplex which reduces the objective function values at its vertices.
This iterative process terminates if two convergence criteria are met. The criteria are
defined based on the specific implementation, which in this study is that of Bihorel and
Baudin (2015). These are set as follows.
1. The size of the simplex is lower than a certain tolerance level. This is defined as
the maximum length of the vector from each vertex of the simplex to the first
vertex of the simplex. The tolerance level is set here to 0.1.
2. The absolute difference of the highest and lowest objective function values in the
simplex is lower than a certain tolerance level. The tolerance level is set here to
10−4.
Different studies have used different objective functions in terms of what traffic
variable they use or the statistic to be minimised. In this research, the mean of the sum
of absolute errors of measured versus predicted traffic speed, shown in Equation 3.26, is
used where N˜ is the number of dual loop detectors (excluding the origin and destination
ones); T˜ is the number of measurement time steps; u˜i˜(t˜) is the measured traffic speed
at loop detector i˜ and measurement time step t˜; and u¯i˜(t˜) is the space-time aggregated
predicted traffic speed at loop detector i˜ and measurement time step t˜. Notice that
from now on, any aggregated predicted traffic variable X is denoted as X¯.
J(βr,m) =
1
N˜
1
T˜
N˜∑
i˜=1
T˜∑
t˜=1
[|u¯i˜(t˜)− u˜i˜(t˜)|r,m] (3.26)
Traffic speed is chosen in the objective function because it is directly measured by
dual loop detectors unlike density which is estimated; and because traffic flow is rel-
atively easier to predict in comparison to traffic speed as a result of the conservation
equation (Spiliopoulou et al., 2014). N˜ is used since those at origin and destination
are not predicted by the model. Similarly, those at time t˜ = 0 are excluded as they
are only predicted by CTM but not METANET. Perhaps the main assumption here,
and, in fact, in the entire methodological framework is the spatiotemporal aggregation
of the macroscopic traffic flow model outputs to match the resolution of the measure-
ments, which in most cases are more aggregate. Temporally, traffic speed predictions
are time-averaged to match the resolution of measurement data. Spatially, only cells
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where measurement sites (i.e. dual loop detectors) exists are included in the objective
function.
The last requirement for the optimisation is satisfying the CFL and additional
parameter vector conditions of the CTM (four fundamental diagram properties) and
METANET (positive parameters) set out earlier. Since parameter vector bounds are
not set for N-M, penalty terms are added to the objective function which produces a
high value if any of the conditions are violated; this ensures that all conditions are
satisfied.
In defining the optimisation algorithm and objective function, the three ensemble-
based-related steps follow. Given a traffic flow model, the approach entails running
the algorithm multiple times, resulting in a set of optimal parameter vectors. Let E
denote the number of optimisation runs, with βˆe(Z˜r,m) being the optimal parameter
vector obtained from run e, such that{
βˆe(Z˜r,m) = argminJ(β
e
r,m); e = 1, 2, ..., E;E  1
}
Each run is initialised with a randomly sampled vector βe, as required by the opti-
misation algorithm to initialise the simplex, within which each parameter is drawn from
a pre-defined distribution. These distributions as well as the number of optimisation
runs E are considered as phase inputs to be specified. Generally, the distributions can
be based either on previous studies/subjective judgment or preferably on real traffic
data, when parameters are physical/observable. As will be described empirically in
§ 5.2, this study makes use of real traffic data in order to infer the initial distribution of
each parameter related to the fundamental diagram. In the case where the parameters
are unobservable (five parameters in METANET), distributions are assumed similar to
those suggested in previous studies.
Some of the optimisation runs might result in poor solutions. In an attempt to
improve the model assessment process and disregard poor solutions automatically, this
study proposes the following. First, objective function values obtained from all optimi-
sation runs are stored and ordered. Those below a threshold percentile χ of all objective
function values are kept, and their parameter vectors are extracted. Second, for each
remaining parameter vector (i.e. a total of χ × E), the model is simulated and the
time-averaged predicted traffic density per lane and speed at measurement locations
are obtained. Two statistical hypothesis tests are proposed here and applied to pre-
dicted versus measured traffic variables. Both of which are non-parametric in order to
avoid making assumptions of underlying distributions obtained from each optimisation
run. These are as follows.
1. The non-parametric Mann-Whitney (Bauer, 1972) to test whether or not the
distribution of a predicted traffic variable differs from that of a measured traffic
variable by a location shift at a pre-defined significance level ξ (significance level
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is normally denoted as α but this has been used earlier for the METANET fun-
damental diagram). The null hypothesis here is that the true location shift is 0.
So, if the resulting p-value is lower than ξ, then the null hypothesis is rejected
and the true location shift is not equal to 0. If the resulting p-value is higher
than ξ, then the null hypothesis, that the true location shift is 0, is not rejected.
2. The non-parametric Fligner-Killeen (Conover et al., 1981) to test whether or not
the variances of a predicted and measured traffic variable differ at a pre-defined
significance level ξ. The null hypothesis here is that the variances are the same.
So, if the resulting p-value is higher than ξ, then the null hypothesis, that the
variances are the same, is not rejected.
The corresponding parameter vector βˆe(Z˜r,m) is selected as a top-solution if one or
both of the following two conditions is satisfied:
1. Both null hypotheses are not rejected based on the predicted and measured traffic
density per lane. This is referred to as Condition 1 or C1 from now on.
2. Both null hypotheses are not rejected based on the predicted and measured traffic
speed. This is referred to as Condition 2 or C2 from now on.
The above ensures that the difference in distribution and variance in at least one
traffic variable (traffic density per lane or speed) is not statistically significant. Re-
quiring the predictions to satisfy both conditions simultaneously turned out to be too
demanding, especially for the case of CTM which only captures the dynamics of traffic
density and assumes steady-state traffic speed-density conditions. This will be illus-
trated in § 5.2. Hence, satisfying one condition is assumed here to be enough.
Let E′ denote the number of top-solutions such that,{
βˆe
′
(Z˜r,m)|(χ, ξ); e′ = 1, 2, ..., E′;E′ < E; 0 < χ < 100%; 0 < ξ < 1
}
By obtaining the top-solutions for each road network r, time period m, and traffic
flow model f , the second ‘prediction error estimation’ phase can be undertaken.
To summarise, this ‘ensemble-based optimisation’ phase requires six inputs: opti-
misation algorithm, objective function, distribution of initial parameters required for
the optimisation algorithm, ensemble number E, threshold percentile χ, and signifi-
cance level ξ. While the first two are determined and explained in detail here, the last
four inputs are to be set out in the results § 5.2. Keeping in mind that this phase is
not restricted to the choice of the first two inputs. The outputs of this phase are the
top-solutions and are the main input to the next phase.
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3.4.3 Phase II: Prediction error estimation
 Optimisation algorithm selection 
 Objective function selection 
𝐽(𝛽𝑟,𝑚)  
 Ensemble number selection 
𝑒  
 Ensemble parameter optimisation 
𝛽 𝑒 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚  
 Top-solutions selection 
𝛽 𝑒
′
𝑍 𝑟,𝑚 | χ, 𝜉  
 Road networks selection and 
characterisation 𝑟  
 Time periods selection 𝑚  
 Macroscopic traffic flow models 
selection and spatiotemporal 
configuration  
𝑓  
 Data sets extraction and pre-
processing  
𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛾𝑟,𝑚  
Preliminary Phase: 
Data preparation    
Phase I: 
Ensemble-based optimisation 
 
CALIBRATION: 
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑐 𝜌 , 𝑢  =
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚
 
 
VALIDATION:  
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑛, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑣 𝜌 , 𝑢 =
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛
 
Phase II: 
Prediction error estimation 
 Bivariate gridding 
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
 
 Grid-based error evaluation 
𝜀𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Bivariate kernel density estimation   
𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Monte Carlo sampling of size 𝑠  
from 𝜺 𝒓 𝝆 , 𝒖 
𝒋,𝒌
 
Phase III: 
Grid-based Monte Carlo sampling 
 Point-based emission prediction 
𝐸𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
, …   
 Probabilistic-based  
emission prediction 
 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎  𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
− 𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
, …    
 Confidence interval calculation 
𝐶𝐼𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,2.5
𝑎 , 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,97.5%
𝑎  
Phase IV: 
Uncertainty propagation 
The outputs (or predictions) of simulating the top-solutions of road
network r, time period m, and traffic flow model f using the input data
of road network r and time period m are referred to as the calibration
traffic flow model outputs. However, the outputs of simulating those using the input
data of road network r and time period n {n = 1, 2, ...,Mr − 1;n 6= m} are referred to
as the validation traffic flow model outputs. For instance, if r = 1, then
 f
[
I˜1,1, βˆ
e′(Z˜1,1)
]
gives the calibration outputs for time period m = 1; and
 f
[
I˜1,2, βˆ
e′(Z˜1,1)
]
gives the validation outputs of time period n = 2 given a top-
solution e′ from time period m = 1.
As such, the ‘prediction error estimation’ phase is divided into two sub-phases:
‘calibration’ and ‘validation’ prediction error estimation. The concept behind doing so
here and in subsequent phases is to distinguish between:
1. uncertainty in emission predictions for a current scenario, when one can optimise
the traffic flow model given the availability of traffic data; and
2. uncertainty in emission predictions for a future scenario, when one cannot opti-
mise the traffic flow model given the absence of traffic data.
As a result, it is assumed here that validation outputs and their corresponding pre-
diction errors are best approximation to uncertainty in emission predictions for future
scenarios. Although it is acknowledged that additional uncertainty in traffic flow model
structure and input in future scenarios can arise. This additional uncertainty can be
a result of known changes yet unknown impacts, or even a result of both unknown
changes and unknown impacts. For instance, a future scenario can incorporate a po-
tential change in infrastructure (e.g. additional on-ramp). This is a known change
incorporated in the modelling scenario, but there is additional uncertainty in for exam-
ple the on-ramp input data and in expected impact on traffic dynamics. Alternatively,
a future scenario might not incorporate a change in infrastructure, yet there is a pos-
sibility that it does happen but neither the planner nor the modeller can anticipate
its happening. Validation errors here do not take these additional uncertainties into
account.
Estimating prediction errors involves three main steps: model simulation, spa-
tiotemporal aggregation, and error estimation. Given the top-solutions βˆe
′
(Z˜r,m), let
(
¯
ρ, u)e
′
r,m|m and (
¯
ρ, u)e
′
r,n|m denote the calibration and validation traffic density and speed
outputs at all cells i and all time steps t respectively, such that,{
(
¯
ρ, u)e
′
r,m|m = f
[
I˜r,m, βˆ
e′(Z˜r,m)
]}
{
(
¯
ρ, u)e
′
r,n|m = f
[
I˜r,n, βˆ
e′(Z˜r,m)
]
;n = 1, 2, ...,Mr − 1;n 6= m
}
As a result of typically higher spatiotemporal resolution in comparison to real mea-
surements explained earlier, predicted outputs on cells where measurement sites exist
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are extracted and time-averaged to match the temporal resolution of real measure-
ments. Let (¯
¯
ρ, u¯)e
′
r,m|m and (¯
¯
ρ, u¯)e
′
r,n|m denote the aggregated predicted traffic density
and speed outputs required for the estimation of calibration and validation errors re-
spectively, such that,{
(¯
¯
ρ, u¯)e
′
r,m|m = f¯
[
I˜r,m, βˆ
e′(Z˜r,m)
]}
{
(¯
¯
ρ, u¯)e
′
r,n|m = f¯
[
I˜r,n, βˆ
e′(Z˜r,m)
]}
In principle, prediction errors of each traffic variable can be estimated based on the
calibration and validation outputs, separately, given a top-solution for time period m
and road network r. It is argued here that while such errors account for the total accu-
mulated uncertainty in the simulated traffic flow model, it assumes a particular choice
of top-solution and time period. However, this choice amongst other potential top-
solutions and other time periods, is typically unknown, and the different top-solutions
and time periods might lead (but not necessarily) to different prediction errors in cali-
bration and/or validation. Hence, it is argued here that using a single prediction error
distribution for all top-solutions and time periods on a road network, takes into account
this additional uncertainty in the parameter and time period choice to modelling traffic
flow on a typical day. The influence of this argument on the uncertainty in emission
predictions is discussed in Phase III, § 3.4.4.
Given the measurements of traffic variables, let the 2-D matrices of the two cali-
bration error distributions and two validation error distributions of road network r be
denoted as εcr(¯
¯
ρ, u¯) and εvr(¯
¯
ρ, u¯) respectively, such that,{
εcr(¯
¯
ρ, u¯) = (¯
¯
ρ, u¯)e
′
r,m|m − (
¯
ρ˜, u˜)r,m; ∀e′,m
}
{
εvr(¯
¯
ρ, u¯) = (¯
¯
ρ, u¯)e
′
r,n|m − (
¯
ρ˜, u˜)r,n; ∀e′,m, n
}
As a result of the dependence of traffic speed on density and the consequent depen-
dence of traffic speed errors on density errors, as will be illustrated empirically in § 5.3,
the above are treated as two bivariate traffic speed-density error distributions corre-
sponding to two bivariate traffic speed-density predictions (calibration and validation).
These are the outputs of this phase and the main input to the next ‘grid-based Monte
Carlo sampling’ phase.
3.4.4 Phase III: Grid-based Monte Carlo sampling
 Optimisation algorithm selection 
 Objective function selection 
𝐽(𝛽𝑟,𝑚)  
 Ensemble number selection 
𝑒  
 Ensemble parameter optimisation 
𝛽 𝑒 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚  
 Top-solutions selection 
𝛽 𝑒
′
𝑍 𝑟,𝑚 | χ, 𝜉  
 Road networks selection and 
characterisation 𝑟  
 Time periods selection 𝑚  
 Macroscopic traffic flow models 
selection and spatiotemporal 
configuration  
𝑓  
 Data sets extraction and pre-
processing  
𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛾𝑟,𝑚  
Preliminary Phase: 
Data preparation    
Phase I: 
Ensemble-based optimisation 
 
CALIBRATION: 
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑐 𝜌 , 𝑢  =
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚
 
 
VALIDATION:  
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑛, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑣 𝜌 , 𝑢 =
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛
 
Phase II: 
Prediction error estimation 
 Bivariate gridding 
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
 
 Grid-based error evaluation 
𝜀𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Bivariate kernel density estimation   
𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Monte Carlo sampling of size 𝑠  
from 𝜺 𝒓 𝝆 , 𝒖 
𝒋,𝒌
 
Phase III: 
Grid-based Monte Carlo sampling 
 Point-based emission prediction 
𝐸𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
, …   
 Probabilistic-based  
emission prediction 
 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎  𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
− 𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
, …    
 Confidence interval calculation 
𝐶𝐼𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,2.5
𝑎 , 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,97.5%
𝑎  
Phase IV: 
Uncertainty propagation 
Given the traffic flow model outputs and their prediction errors, uncer-
tainty in emission predictions can be determined for every road network
r, time period m, and top-solution e′. However, in considering a single
bivariate error distribution for all top-solutions and time periods, uncertainty in emis-
sion predictions does not have to be restricted to the specific traffic speed and density
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outputs of an (unknown) choice of a top-solution and time period, but rather on where
these points lie in the feasible prediction region. Doing so takes advantage of the pop-
ulation of prediction points and their errors obtained earlier across all its time periods
(one main reason why Mr ≥ 1 is recommended) and its top-solutions (one main rea-
son behind the ensemble-based optimisation approach). The following describes four
steps of the first phase to achieving this. These are bivariate gridding, grid-based error
evaluation, bivariate kernel density estimation, and Monte Carlo sampling.
The resulting error distributions vary across the feasible region of traffic speed-
density predictions; errors occurring at high speed free-flow conditions are systemati-
cally different from those associated with highly congested, low speed conditions. This
will be empirically demonstrated in § 5.4. Therefore, it is not appropriate to associate
the entire bivariate error distribution with the entire feasible prediction region. Al-
ternatively, a bivariate error distribution of traffic speed-density could be associated
with each traffic speed-density point, but estimating this would require incredibly high
data density throughout the feasible prediction region. Hence, a grid-based approach
is instead proposed here, which allows to efficiently take into account such variation
across the feasible prediction region. A grid-based approach entails dividing the feasible
prediction region into small enough grids in each direction (traffic speed and density).
Let (¯
¯
ρ, u¯)r,j,k define the [j, k] grid square of traffic speed-density prediction region of
road network r. The bivariate error distribution associated with the [j, k] grid square
can easily be evaluated from the outputs of Phase II. These are considered the first two
steps of this phase. Let this be denoted as,{
εr(¯
¯
ρ, u¯)j,k; j = 1, 2, ..., J ; k = 1, 2, ...,K
}
where J is the number of grids in traffic density and K is number of grids in speed.
Both can, but not necessarily, be equal. Also, both are phase input to be specified
during implementation.
While in principle, bivariate sampling can directly be undertaken from the grid-
based error distributions, a bivariate kernel density estimation for each grid square is
proposed in order to smooth the original data and calculate its bivariate probability
density function. At the same time, an analytical approximation of each distribution
(for example, a bivariate normal) would not be needed and in fact, is not recommended
since it makes huge assumptions on the underlying distributions of bivariate errors in
each [j, k] grid square, the total of which can be large depending on the feasible region
and the choice of J and K. Given that, let the estimated bivariate kernel density be
denoted as,{
εˆr(¯
¯
ρ, u¯)j,k
}
The most useful method to propagating the bivariate empirical error distributions
to emission predictions in the final phase is through numerical simulation. This is
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because of the complexity of the emission model in terms of its non-linear vehicle
category-specific emission factors’ functions which prevents the use of analytical or
approximation methods. Several numerical simulation methods are available (Cullen
& Frey, 1999). The well-established Monte Carlo simulation is proposed here. The
first step to Monte Carlo simulation is sampling. The second step is the simulation and
is described in the next phase. Using the estimated bivariate kernel density of each
grid square, a Monte Carlo random sample of the bivariate error distribution with size
s can be generated and associated with the corresponding gridded bivariate predicted
speed-density region. The sample size s depends on the confidence level required and
is determined in the next ‘uncertainty propagation’ phase.
This is considered the final step of Phase III. Its only input is the gridding variables
J and K, which will be set out in § 5.4. By applying the above step on the bivariate
calibration errors and validation errors of each road network, separately, the main
outputs of this phase are s-sample points from each of,{
εˆcr(¯
¯
ρ, u¯)j,k
}
{
εˆvr(¯
¯
ρ, u¯)j,k
}
3.4.5 Phase IV: Uncertainty propagation
 Optimisation algorithm selection 
 Objective function selection 
𝐽(𝛽𝑟,𝑚)  
 Ensemble number selection 
𝑒  
 Ensemble parameter optimisation 
𝛽 𝑒 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚  
 Top-solutions selection 
𝛽 𝑒
′
𝑍 𝑟,𝑚 | χ, 𝜉  
 Road networks selection and 
characterisation 𝑟  
 Time periods selection 𝑚  
 Macroscopic traffic flow models 
selection and spatiotemporal 
configuration  
𝑓  
 Data sets extraction and pre-
processing  
𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛾𝑟,𝑚  
Preliminary Phase: 
Data preparation    
Phase I: 
Ensemble-based optimisation 
 
CALIBRATION: 
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑐 𝜌 , 𝑢  =
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚
 
 
VALIDATION:  
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑛, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑣 𝜌 , 𝑢 =
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛
 
Phase II: 
Prediction error estimation 
 Bivariate gridding 
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
 
 Grid-based error evaluation 
𝜀𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Bivariate kernel density estimation   
𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Monte Carlo sampling of size 𝑠  
from 𝜺 𝒓 𝝆 , 𝒖 
𝒋,𝒌
 
Phase III: 
Grid-based Monte Carlo sampling 
 Point-based emission prediction 
𝐸𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
, …   
 Probabilistic-based  
emission prediction 
 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎  𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
− 𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
, …    
 Confidence interval calculation 
𝐶𝐼𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,2.5
𝑎 , 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,97.5%
𝑎  
Phase IV: 
Uncertainty propagation 
The final phase of the methodological framework is the ‘uncertainty
propagation’ phase. It involves three steps. The first one is point-based
prediction of emissions, given a particular air pollutant, over the entire
traffic speed-density region of road network r. Given that predictions over the entire
feasible region is of interest rather than only the exact prediction points, point-based
emissions need to be calculated at each point in the region. This can be specified
depending on the resolution (or smoothness) of predictions required across the region.
It can be for example, every 1 km h-1 in traffic speed and 1 veh km-1 in traffic density
per lane.
Let Eao|r,j,k denote the predicted emissions for air pollutant a evaluated at a traffic
speed-density point o within the [j, k] grid square based on Equation 3.24 such that,{
Eao|r,j,k = g
a
[
γr, (¯
¯
ρ, u¯)o|r,j,k, efa
(
u¯o|r,j,k, ωa
)]
; o ∈ [r, j, k]
}
The uncertainty at each traffic speed-density point can be quantified by adding the
corresponding sampled errors of the same grid square. Depending on the sample size s,
each point o is therefore replaced by s points which represent the captured uncertainty
of point o. The Monte Carlo simulation follows directly. The emission model is run s
times given the s traffic speed-density points. This is considered the probabilistic-based
emission prediction at point o in comparison to the point-based one obtained earlier.
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Let Xao|r,j,k denote the s-sample distribution of emission predictions at the traffic
speed-density point o in [j, k] grid square such that,{
Xao|r,j,k = g
a
[
γr, (¯
¯
ρ, u¯)o|r,j,k − εˆr(¯
¯
ρ, u¯)j,k, ef
a
(
u¯o|r,j,k − εˆr(u¯)j,k, ωa
)]}
The entire distribution at each point o is not exactly informative, given the large
number of points o in any feasible region. Hence, the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of
the distribution Xao|r,j,k,2.5%, X
a
o|r,j,k,97.5% can be evaluated and considered the lower
and upper bounds of the emission prediction at 95% confidence level; this is the last
uncertainty propagation step. Let this Confidence Interval (CI) be denoted as,
CIao|r,j,k = [X
a
o|r,j,k,2.5, X
a
o|r,j,k,97.5%]
Based on this CI, the additive upper and additive lower bounds can also be calculated
by subtracting it from the point-based emission prediction at the same point i.e. Eao|r,j,k.
The selected sample size s determines the precision of calculated percentiles (Morgan
et al., 1992); to be 95% confident that the actual 97.5th (or 2.5th) percentile is between
the estimates of 96.5th and 98.5th (or 1.5th and 3.5th) percentiles, a sample size s = 1000
was found to be sufficient.
Evaluating the lower and upper bounds at equally spaced traffic speed-density pre-
diction points in each grid square provides a surface map of the confidence interval of
the point-based emission predictions of air pollutant a throughout the entire feasible
prediction region.
By applying the described three steps using the calibration and validation sampled
grid-based error distributions separately, two surface maps of confidence intervals can
be deduced for any road network. The only input to doing so is the desired resolution
of equally spaced points o in any grid-square. This will be set out in § 5.5. The surface
maps can be used to predict emissions at the spatiotemporal resolution of measurements
alongside their lower and upper bounds, given a specific time period and top-solution.
They can also be used to predict total emissions alongside their lower and upper bounds.
An example showing the different application of the developed surface maps is provided
separately in the final section of the results, § 5.6.
3.5 Summary
This chapter serves the first objective of this research: developing a data-driven method-
ological framework that enables quantifying and propagating uncertainty in the outputs
of macroscopic traffic flow models to emission predictions. The chapter starts by defin-
ing the ‘traffic flow - emission’ modelling chain to be used as the basis to developing
and applying the methodological framework. The final described modelling chain can
take four forms: CTM-basic, CTM-VSL, M-METANET-basic, and M-METANET-vsl
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average speed-based emission modelling. In describing the modelling chain, two main
points were argued but will be illustrated empirically in § 5.2.2 and § 5.3.1, respectively.
1. The use of a modified fundamental diagram in METANET.
2. The use of aggregated traffic density rather than flow-based density to estimate
emissions.
The chapter follows by describing in details all the sources of uncertainty arising
in the emission and traffic flow model structure, input, and parameter vectors as well
as those arising from their integration, referred to as ‘compatibility’ uncertainty. De-
scribing the modelling chain and it sources of uncertainty have shown that the outputs
of macroscopic traffic flow models are the most recurring input to predicting emis-
sions. Given the availability of real traffic data (assumed to the ‘true’ values), the total
accumulated uncertainty from macroscopic traffic flow models can be estimated and
propagated. As such, the focus on uncertainty in traffic data input is justified and a
methodological framework to doing so is established in a five data-driven phases. Each
phase was described in detail. The final developed framework is quite generic and is
not dependent on the specific choice of the four above-mentioned forms of traffic flow
models or the specific choice of COPERT as an average speed-based emission model.
Hence, the framework is equally valid given a variation of models under the category
of macroscopic traffic flow or average speed-based emission models. Also, as noticed
there is not any dependence on the locations of road networks or the source of traffic
data. The framework is applicable regardless of the location or data source.
In describing the phases of the methodological framework, two main arguments
were also made but will be illustrated empirically in § 5.3.1 and § 5.4.1, respectively.
1. The need for bivariate analysis of traffic flow model outputs.
2. The need for a grid-based approach to sampling prediction errors.
One of the main limitations of the developed framework lies in the ensemble-based
optimisation of phase I, where it is often necessary to aggregate traffic flow model
outputs to the measurement resolution for parameter optimisation. As a result, an
understanding of the errors at the resolution of traffic flow modelling outputs are not
entirely understood. Nevertheless, the developed methodological framework does not
depend on any particular measurement resolution i.e. obtaining higher resolution mea-
surement data improves the implementation of the framework, but not the framework
itself.
To conclude, the results of applying the methodological framework to real road
networks are provided in Chapter 4 for the first preliminary phase, and in Chapter 5
for the four main phases.
Chapter 4
Data Preparation Preliminary
Phase
4.1 Introduction
 Optimisation algorithm selection 
 Objective function selection 
𝐽(𝛽𝑟,𝑚)  
 Ensemble number selection 
𝑒  
 Ensemble parameter optimisation 
𝛽 𝑒 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚  
 Top-solutions selection 
𝛽 𝑒
′
𝑍 𝑟,𝑚 | χ, 𝜉  
 Road networks selection and 
characterisation 𝑟  
 Time periods selection 𝑚  
 Macroscopic traffic flow models 
selection and spatiotemporal 
configuration  
𝑓  
 Data sets extraction and pre-
processing  
𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛾𝑟,𝑚  
Preliminary Phase: 
Data preparation    
Phase I: 
Ensemble-based optimisation 
 
CALIBRATION: 
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑐 𝜌 , 𝑢  =
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚
 
 
VALIDATION:  
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑛, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑣 𝜌 , 𝑢 =
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛
 
Phase II: 
Prediction error estimation 
 Bivariate gridding 
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
 
 Grid-based error evaluation 
𝜀𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Bivariate kernel density estimation   
𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Monte Carlo sampling of size 𝑠  
from 𝜺 𝒓 𝝆 , 𝒖 
𝒋,𝒌
 
Phase III: 
Grid-based Monte Carlo sampling 
 Point-based emission prediction 
𝐸𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
, …   
 Probabilistic-based  
emission prediction 
 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎  𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
− 𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
, …    
 Confidence interval calculation 
𝐶𝐼𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,2.5
𝑎 , 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,97.5%
𝑎  
Phase IV: 
Uncertainty propagation 
Chapter 3 provided a detailed description of the methodological frame-
work, which consists of five connected phases. This chapter focusses
only on the data preparation preliminary phase of the methodological
framework, as it underpins the entire methodological framework. The data preparation
phase involves four main steps: selection and characterisation of road networks; selec-
tion of time periods; selection and space-time configuration of macroscopic traffic flow
models; and extraction and pre-processing of corresponding data sets. These four steps
are not entirely disconnected; the selection of a road network is largely determined by
the existence of long-term historical data, necessary for consequent phases. Hence, this
chapter starts with § 4.2 by providing a generic description of historical traffic data that
the selection of road networks and time periods can then be based on. This is followed
by describing additional data of fleet mix. The generic description includes the data
sources, the data extraction process, and all the necessary data pre-processing, such as
its manipulation and transformation. These are common for any time period of any
road network. Section § 4.3 follows on to provide a detailed description of:
 the selected road networks;
 the selected time periods; and
 the selected macroscopic traffic flow models.
With the data sets from the different identified sources being selected, extracted,
and pre-processed, a summary of the data is provided in § 4.4 and § 4.5. The data
summary mainly helps in setting a background for the analysis of the results, for Phases
I to IV, presented in Chapter 5.
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4.2 Data sources, extraction, and pre-processing
The developed methodological framework requires two types of data: traffic data and
fleet mix data. Traffic data are needed to calibrate and validate the traffic flow models
(and/or simulate the traffic flow models). Fleet mix data are needed for the prediction
of emissions. The present section looks into the sources of such data and the generic
data handling approach adopted.
4.2.1 Traffic data
The traffic data required mainly includes average traffic flow, average traffic speed,
average traffic density, and speed limits, if VSL is under operation. The M otorway
I ncident Detection and Automatic S ignalling (MIDAS) network is a primary source
of traffic data for England’s motorway road network, which is operated by Mott Mac-
Donald on behalf of Highways England (Mott MacDonald, 2016). MIDAS is a network
of more than 8,000 temporary and permanent (and/or long-term) dual loop detector
measurement sites (hereafter referred to as measurement sites) installed and distributed
along England’s motorway road network, as shown in Figure 4.1 below. These measure-
ment sites are divided into seven different regions, reflecting Regional C ontrol C entres
(RCCs) across different geographical locations.
The MIDAS data base contains four years of historical traffic data, which is ac-
cessible to users upon request. A single data file within the data base includes traf-
fic data from all measurement sites located within a selected region, for a selected
day. A measurement site is distinguished by a unique identifier (referred to as “Geo-
graphic.Address”) reflecting the motorway name (for example, “M6”), distance from
a motorway-specific nominal starting point (for example, “6615”), direction of traf-
fic (for example, “A” indicating clockwise direction), and whether it is located on a
motorway’s mainline, on-ramp, or off-ramp (for example, “A” indicating a motorway
mainline). The traffic data of each measurement site during an entire day includes the
following:
 Number of vehicles of four different vehicle categories passing the measurement
site each minute irrespective of the lane. The vehicle categories are based on the
estimated vehicle length. These are vehicles with lengths less than 5.2 metres,
between 5.2 and 6.6 metres, between 6.6 and 11.6 metres, and more than 11.6
metres.
 Average speed of all vehicles passing each lane of the measurement site per minute.
Average speed is calculated arithmetically and is reported in [km h-1].
 Number of vehicles passing each lane of the measurement site per minute. The
number of vehicles across all lanes is equal to the number of vehicles of all four
categories.
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Figure 4.1: Great Britain map (Strategi®, 2015) overlaid by England’s motorway road net-
work managed by Highways England in black (Boundary-Line, 2016) and the MIDAS network
of dual loop detector measurement sites (8,853 in total as of 2014) in dark blue which is operated
by Mott MacDonald on behalf of Highways England (Mott MacDonald, 2016).
 Average occupancy for each lane of the measurement site per minute. This is
reported in percentage, which signifies the percentage of time a lane is occupied
by vehicles.
 Average headway for each lane of the measurement site per minute. This is
reported in metres, which signifies the average distance between passing vehicles.
Here, only the first three are to be extracted and pre-processed. An example of what
a data file looks like for a particular region and a particular day is provided here. This
shows the first five rows of the first three items explained above. The average occupancy
and average headway columns alongside additional equipment-related columns are not
shown here. The example shows that measurement site “M6/6615A” has three lanes.
Hence, data columns for lanes four to seven are set to ‘NA’, with seven lanes being the
maximum number of lanes a measurement site can be located on.
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## example of raw traffic data - top 5 rows
## Geographic.Address Date Time Number.of.Lanes Flow.Category.1. Flow.Category.2. Flow.Category.3. Flow.Category.4.
## 1 M6/6615A 16/04/13 00:00 3 2 1 0 4
## 2 M6/6615A 16/04/13 00:01 3 3 0 1 6
## 3 M6/6615A 16/04/13 00:02 3 2 0 1 2
## 4 M6/6615A 16/04/13 00:03 3 2 0 2 2
## 5 M6/6615A 16/04/13 00:04 3 4 0 1 2
## Speed.Lane.1. Speed.Lane.2. Speed.Lane.3. Speed.Lane.4. Speed.Lane.5. Speed.Lane.6. Speed.Lane.7.
## 1 90 131 NA NA NA NA NA
## 2 90 120 NA NA NA NA NA
## 3 106 129 NA NA NA NA NA
## 4 95 125 NA NA NA NA NA
## 5 99 144 NA NA NA NA NA
## Flow.Lane.1. Flow.Lane.2. Flow.Lane.3. Flow.Lane.4. Flow.Lane.5. Flow.Lane.6. Flow.Lane.7.
## 1 5 2 0 NA NA NA NA
## 2 7 3 0 NA NA NA NA
## 3 3 2 0 NA NA NA NA
## 4 4 2 0 NA NA NA NA
## 5 5 2 0 NA NA NA NA
For each measurement site, few transformations on each row of data have to be
made in order to calculate the following:
 average traffic flow across all lanes (q˜) in [veh h-1];
 average traffic flow per lane (
¯
q˜) in [veh h-1];
 average (space-mean) traffic speed across all lanes (u˜) in [km h-1];
 average traffic density across all lanes (ρ˜) in [veh km-1]; and
 average traffic density per lane (
¯
ρ˜) in [veh km-1].
Average traffic flow is easily calculated using Equation 4.1; summing the number
of vehicles for each lane (n˜λi) and multiplying by 60 minutes per hour since the time
resolution of the measurements is one minute. Dividing by the total number of lanes
allows the calculation of the average traffic flow per lane.
q˜ = 60
∑
i
(n˜λi) ∀i (4.1a)
¯
q˜ = q˜/λ (4.1b)
The space-mean traffic speed across all lanes is required as an input for the macroscopic
traffic flow models. It can be calculated by averaging speeds of individual vehicles
over a stretch of road during a particular time interval, or otherwise, by taking the
harmonic mean of speeds of individual vehicles passing a particular point in space
during a particular time interval. The latter is under the assumption of stationary and
homogeneity state (Van Lint, 2004). The harmonic mean of any quantity x with n
number is defined as:
n/
∑
i
(1/xi) ∀i
If the harmonic mean traffic speed for each lane is reported by the raw data, then space-
mean traffic speed across all lanes can be easily calculated (i.e. by calculating their
harmonic mean, again). However, raw data provides the arithmetic mean traffic speed
for each lane. This is also referred to as the time-mean traffic speed. The arithmetic
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mean of any quantity x with n number is defined as:∑
i
(xi)/n ∀i
Hence, the calculation of the space-mean traffic speed across all lanes using the time-
mean traffic speed for each lane is not straightforward and an approximation is required.
Perhaps, the simplest but most inadequate approach is to calculate the arithmetic mean
of raw speed data for each lane (u˜λi), as represented in Equation 4.2a, and to assume
that this is equivalent to the space-mean traffic speed across all lanes, required for the
models.
u˜ =
∑
i
u˜λi/λ ∀i (4.2a)
u˜ =
∑
i
(n˜λi u˜λi)/
∑
λi
n˜λi ∀i (4.2b)
u˜ =
∑
i
n˜λi/
∑
i
(n˜λi/u˜λi) ∀i (4.2c)
Given that the number of vehicles passing each lane is provided, Equation 4.2a can be
improved by calculating the weighted arithmetic mean of raw traffic speed data for each
lane, as suggested by Treiber and Kesting (2012). This is represented by Equation 4.2b.
The assumption here is that the weighted arithmetic mean is equivalent to the space-
mean traffic speed required, and is considered as a better approximation in comparison
to the non-weighted arithmetic mean traffic speed.
Poole and Kotsialos (2016), have instead suggested the approximation of space-
mean traffic speed across all lanes by assuming that all vehicles passing a particular
lane have the same speed. For instance, if 50 [km h-1] represents the arithmetic mean
of 3 vehicles passing a particular point in space during 7:00 AM and 7:01 AM, then it is
assumed that each of the 3 vehicles have passed with a speed of 50 [km h-1]. With this
assumption, the reported arithmetic mean traffic speed for each lane is equivalent to
the harmonic mean for each lane. Based on that, the space-mean traffic speed across
all lanes is then calculated using Equation 4.2c. A number of studies (Van Lint &
Van der Zijpp, 2003; Van Lint, 2004; Rakha & Zhang, 2005; Seetharaman et al., 2011,
for example) have focussed on developing statistical models which allow estimating
space-mean traffic speed, given the time-mean that is typically reported by dual loop
detectors. Such conversion methods rely heavily on the variance about the time-mean
(or space-mean) traffic speed, which is not directly measured in the case of the MIDAS
network. Here, the focus is on the first three approaches.
A comparison between the non-weighted arithmetic mean traffic speed of Equa-
tion 4.2a, the weighted arithmetic mean of Equation 4.2b, and the approximate har-
monic mean of Equation 4.2c is shown in Figure 4.2 below. The comparison is based on
six hours traffic speed data extracted for a 3.1 kilometres stretch on the M60 motorway
consisting of eight measurement sites.
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[A]
R2 = 0.997
y = 0.97 x +  1.68
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R2 = 0.996
y = 0.969 x +  0.048
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R2 = 0.998
y = 1.003 x +  −1.588
Figure 4.2: Example of the relation between average traffic speed [km h-1] calculated in three
different ways (Equation 4.2): [A] non-weighted versus weighted arithmetic mean; [B] non-
weighted arithmetic versus approximate harmonic mean; and [C] weighted arithmetic versus
approximate harmonic mean. The linear regression (black line), its equation (y = ax + b), and
the coefficient of determination (R2) are reported on each. 1 minute data are extracted for a
3.1 kilometres stretch on the M60 motorway consisting of 8 measurement sites for a period of
6 hours on 13 April 2016.
Figure 4.2 does not compare the above calculations with the ground-truth space-
mean traffic speed as this is unavailable; it does, however, provide a comparison of
the magnitude of differences from available methods. Figure 4.2A and Figure 4.2B
compare the weighted arithmetic mean and the approximate harmonic mean with the
non-weighted arithmetic mean respectively. They show high distances to their linear
fits during both congested time periods (traffic speed between 10 [km h-1] and 40 [km
h-1]) and high traffic speeds. While, Figure 4.2C compares the approximate harmonic
mean with the weighted arithmetic mean traffic speed. The latter shows relatively high
distances to the linear fit only during congested time periods. Figure 4.2C also shows
that the approximate harmonic mean traffic speed is always lower than the weighted
mean, by approximately 1.588 [km h-1] (given that the linear fit slope is approximately
one).
In order to avoid making the rather strong assumption that all vehicles passing
through a lane have the same speed, the weighted arithmetic mean traffic speed is
used. The latter is considered a better estimate in comparison to the non-weighted
arithmetic mean which is sometimes used in calibration and validation studies. Yet, in
the presence of space-mean traffic speed or a better approximation, the methodological
framework remains equally valid.
Given the average traffic speed, the average traffic density across all lanes is then
calculated using the speed-density relationship of Equation 4.3 (Ngoduy & Maher,
2012). Dividing the total number of lanes at a measurement site allows the calculation
of the average traffic density per lane.
ρ˜ = q˜/u˜ (4.3a)
¯
ρ˜ = ρ˜/λ (4.3b)
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The above constitutes the major raw data transformations applied to traffic data
used in this study. While the data extraction and pre-processing scripts are compiled
in an open source R package1, a flow-diagram and a description of the MIDAS-based
developed functions and their integration with the traffic flow modelling functions are
provided in Appendix A.
In addition to the MIDAS network being the major source of traffic data, geo-
graphical coordinates (based on the World Geodetic System 1984 or WGS84) for each
measurement site have also been separately provided by Highways England, using the
Network and Asset Model of the N ational T raffic I nformation Service (NTIS) of 2013
(Highways England, 2016). These are merged with the traffic data in order to identify
the locations of measurements sites on the selected road network as well as the distance
between consecutive sites. In examining the geographical coordinates on geographical
maps, two issues arose:
 the geographical coordinates do not always match the location of the dual loop
detectors identified on pavement; and
 the distance between dual loop detectors is not necessarily 500 metres (0.5 kilo-
metre) as is often assumed to be the case.
The exact geographical coordinates of measurement sites on pavement has been
identified using the street view on Google Earth (Google Inc., 2016) and used in the
analysis rather than the geographical coordinates provided by NTIS. Also, the actual
distance between sites are calculated rather than using the assumption of 500 metres
distance. These two issues and the extent of these discrepancies is expanded upon in
§ 4.5.
An example extract of a final data set is provided here. This shows the same five
rows (presented earlier) after data transformations have led to the calculation of average
traffic flow, flow per lane, speed, density, and density per lane.
## example of traffic data after pre-processing - top 5 rows
## Geographic.Address Number.of.Lanes datetime lon lat
## 1 M6/6615A 3 2013-04-16 00:00:00 -2.335 53.07
## 2 M6/6615A 3 2013-04-16 00:01:00 -2.335 53.07
## 3 M6/6615A 3 2013-04-16 00:02:00 -2.335 53.07
## 4 M6/6615A 3 2013-04-16 00:03:00 -2.335 53.07
## 5 M6/6615A 3 2013-04-16 00:04:00 -2.335 53.07
## avg.flow avg.flow.per.lane avg.spd avg.den avg.den.per.lane
## 1 420 140 101.7 4.129 1.3764
## 2 600 200 99.0 6.061 2.0202
## 3 300 100 115.2 2.604 0.8681
## 4 360 120 105.0 3.429 1.1429
## 5 420 140 111.9 3.755 1.2516
Based on that, a 2-D matrix that captures the space-time dynamics of each of these
variables can be obtained. The space-time resolution of the 2-D matrices is based on
1A compilation of R (R Core Team, 2015) scripts necessary for data extraction and pre-processing in
the form of R package is made available on https://github.com/arwasayegh/mdep. “mdep” package
refers to “MIDAS Data Extraction and Pre-processing”. The package does not provide any traffic data
set. It is thus only useful for users who have access to the MIDAS data base.
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the number of measurement sites and measurement time steps available for a selected
road network and time period. Hence, the transformed data sets are subsetted based
on space (the origin and destination measurement sites) and time (the start and end
of a time period) to obtain a 2-D matrix of each of the traffic variables. An example
extract of the 2-D matrices is provided here. The example is based on six hours traffic
data extracted for a 3.1 kilometres stretch on the M60 motorway consisting of eight
measurement sites. This example only shows the average traffic flow per lane and
density per lane matrices as these are similar to the average traffic flow and density
matrices, respectively.
## example of 2-D matrix of average traffic flow per lane - top 5 rows
## datetime M60/9140A M60/9145A M60/9148A M60/9151A M60/9157A M60/9163A M60/9167A M60/9172A
## 1 2013-04-16 14:00:00 920 1040 980 840 1240 1060 1240 1540
## 2 2013-04-16 14:01:00 1020 960 600 740 900 1060 1040 1540
## 3 2013-04-16 14:02:00 1180 1120 840 840 1000 740 800 1320
## 4 2013-04-16 14:03:00 1360 1320 880 780 1120 1040 940 1280
## 5 2013-04-16 14:04:00 1180 1180 840 960 1240 1040 900 1500
## example of 2-D matrix of average traffic speed - top 5 rows
## datetime M60/9140A M60/9145A M60/9148A M60/9151A M60/9157A M60/9163A M60/9167A M60/9172A
## 1 2013-04-16 14:00:00 105.57 103.73 106.61 108.5 99.84 101.57 99.39 87.69
## 2 2013-04-16 14:01:00 102.35 102.44 104.90 107.6 104.64 99.58 95.56 81.25
## 3 2013-04-16 14:02:00 102.10 102.11 105.48 109.4 103.32 102.78 98.85 84.21
## 4 2013-04-16 14:03:00 96.26 95.86 102.55 107.0 102.39 101.17 101.72 91.20
## 5 2013-04-16 14:04:00 99.44 100.71 99.76 100.9 95.13 98.31 99.04 87.92
## example of 2-D matrix of average density per lane - top 5 rows
## datetime M60/9140A M60/9145A M60/9148A M60/9151A M60/9157A M60/9163A M60/9167A M60/9172A
## 1 2013-04-16 14:00:00 8.715 10.026 9.192 7.745 12.420 10.44 12.476 17.56
## 2 2013-04-16 14:01:00 9.966 9.372 5.720 6.879 8.601 10.64 10.883 18.95
## 3 2013-04-16 14:02:00 11.557 10.969 7.964 7.676 9.679 7.20 8.093 15.67
## 4 2013-04-16 14:03:00 14.128 13.770 8.582 7.290 10.938 10.28 9.241 14.03
## 5 2013-04-16 14:04:00 11.866 11.717 8.420 9.517 13.035 10.58 9.087 17.06
While the average traffic flow and speed at an on-ramp are directly used in the traffic
flow models, calculated average traffic flow at an off-ramp needs to be transformed to
off-ramp split ratios. These are typically calculated as the ratio of measured off-ramp
average traffic flow to the total measured average traffic flow. The latter is defined as
the mainline average traffic flow on the first measurement site downstream an off-ramp,
plus the off-ramp average traffic flow (Mun˜oz et al., 2004).
The last component of the traffic data is speed limits. While these are not part of
the MIDAS data base, they are separately requested from Highways England on road
networks where VSL is under operation. Speed limit data is linked with the MIDAS
network data base by the unique identifier of any measurement site defined earlier.
Speed limit data is provided for each lane of a measurement site in miles per hour and
is reported whenever speed limits change, rather than at specific time intervals. An
indicator of whether speed limits are enforced (vehicles need to comply) or advisory
(vehicles do not need to comply) is also provided for each posted speed limit. It is
assumed that the speed limit on a measurement site is the arithmetic average of speed
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limits across all lanes. This is considered the major data transformation of speed limit
data. In order to match the one minute resolution of traffic data, the speed limit at
any particular minute remains constant until it changes. Also, in order to match the
units of other traffic data, speed limits are converted to [km h-1].
4.2.2 Fleet mix data
The second type of data required for predicting average-speed based emissions on a
particular road network is the fleet mix. COPERT emission factors (selected in this
study) have also been associated with UK fleet composition data developed by the
NAEI. Thus the proportion of vehicles by class, fuel type, Euro standard (and engine
size for certain vehicle classes) are provided at the same level of aggregation of the
developed COPERT emission factors of a particular air pollutant. Fleet mix data since
2011, which are of interest in this study as will be explained next, are based on traffic
projections published by the Department for Transport (DfT) in 2013 (Department for
Transport, 2013; Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs, 2016). Road
network specific assumptions and data summary are provided in § 4.4.2.
4.3 Road networks, time periods, and models
Having provided a background on the sources of traffic data and the generic data
handling approach, this section provides a description of selected road networks and
time periods. Depending on the operation of VSL, the traffic flow models for each road
network are then specified and their space-time configurations are defined.
Three motorway road networks have been selected, i.e. R = 3. Each road network
has different characteristics. These are a 3.1 kilometres road network on the non-VSL
M60 motorway, a 3.8 kilometres road network on the non-VSL M1 motorway, and a 4.8
kilometres road network on the VSL M25 motorway. Each is equipped with a number
of measurement sites as part of the MIDAS network. Figure 4.3 below shows their
location along with the geographical locations of measurement sites on each one of
them. These are based on the actual geographical locations of measurement sites on
the pavement.
The first M60 road network is located on the western side of the Manchester Ring
Motorway between Junction 8 (J8) and J11. Encircling Greater Manchester and with
two on-ramps and two off-ramps located along the mainline route, this section is char-
acterised by its recurrent congestion specifically during the AM and PM peak periods
with a two-way annual average daily traffic on J11 reported to reach 138,000 vehicles
per day during 2013 (Department for Transport, 2016b). Eight measurement sites are
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[A] [B] [C]
Figure 4.3: Map2location of the three selected road networks: [A] non-VSL M60, [B] non-VSL
M1, and [C] VSL M25 represented by the dark blue coloured lines. Light blue coloured circles
indicate the location of measurement sites available along the motorway mainline, excluding
on-ramps and off-ramps measurement sites.
located on the M60 mainline route, and additional four measurement sites located on
each on-ramp and off-ramp.
The second road network is located on the northern end of the M1 motorway be-
tween J31 and J33 near Sheffield City. The M1 motorway is considered to be a major
connection between London and northern UK. It is thus also characterised by recur-
rent congestion during the AM and PM peak periods with a two-way annual average
daily traffic on J31, which is reported to reach 126,000 vehicles per day during 2013
(Department for Transport, 2016b). Eight measurement sites are located on the M1
mainline route with additional measurement site on an on-ramp, the only ramp located
along the route.
The third road network is located on the western side of the M25 London Orbital
Motorway between J14 and J12. Encircling greater London, the M25 motorway is
one of the busiest motorways in the UK with a two-way annual average daily traffic
on J14, which is reported to reach 228,000 vehicles per day during 2013 (Department
for Transport, 2016b). Unlike the first two, this is considered a controlled motorway
section and thus operates VSL. Speed limits on this M25 mainline route are most often
enforced rather than advisory. They can vary by measurement site, motorway lane, and
time period typically between 40 miles per hour, i.e. 65 [km h-1], and 60 miles per hour,
i.e. 96 [km h-1]. In the absence of VSL signs, the motorway speed limit is assumed to
be the NSL, which is 70 miles per hour, i.e. 113 [km h-1]. 11 measurement sites are
located on this mainline route with additional two measurement sites located on an
off-ramp and on-ramp. Between the off-ramp and on-ramp, the number of lanes drops
from five to four lanes, unlike the first two which are three lanes sections throughout.
Table 4.1 below provides a summary of characteristics of each selected road network.
2Maps were plotted using R (R Core Team, 2015) and RgoogleMaps package (Loecher & Ropkins,
2015).
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Table 4.1: summary of selected non-VSL M60, non-VSL M1, and VSL M25 road network
characteristics
Road Network M60 M1 M25
Location Manchester Orbital Sheffield City London Orbital
Direction Northbound Northbound Anti-clockwise
Length in [km] 3.1 3.8 4.8
Start point OS1grid reference [377526, 394773] [448017, 388049] [503129, 174537]
End point OS grid reference [375778, 396773] [444800, 389325] [501650, 170116]
VSL operation No No Yes
Number of lanes 3 3 5 and 4
Number of on-ramps 2 1 1
Number of off-ramps 2 - 1
Location of on-ramps [km] 1.34, 2.69 1.97 2.71
Location of off-ramps [km] 0.66, 2.11 - 1.55
Number of measurement sites2 8 8 11
1 Ordnance Survey.
2 The number includes 1 mainline origin and 1 mainline destination dual loop detector mea-
surement sites but excludes on-ramp(s) and off-ramp(s) measurement sites. There exist a
measurement site on each on-ramp and off-ramp of each road network.
For each of the selected road networks, 6 time periods, i.e. Mr = 6 {r = 1, 2, 3},
from the MIDAS data base have been selected. Time periods of each data set range
between three and six hours and typically includes the AM peak period or the PM peak
period of weekdays only. Notably, congested traffic conditions have been observed to
occur more often during the PM time periods for the M60 road network, but during the
AM time periods for the M1 road network. In 2014, VSL was on operation on the M25
road network. For each selected time period, accident data released by the Department
for Transport (2016a) has been cross checked in order to ensure that major accidents
have not occurred. Selected time periods are summarised in Table 4.2 below for each
road network. From now on, time periods will be referred to by their numbers [1-6] as
indicated in the table.
Table 4.2: summary of time periods for each of the selected non-VSL M60, non-VSL M1,
and VSL M25 road networks
Road Network M60 M1 M251
Time resolution 1 minute 1 minute 1 minute
Number of time periods (Mr) 6 6 6
Length of time periods [h] [6, 6, 6, 6, 3, 3] [3, 3, 3, 3, 5, 4] [3, 3, 3, 3, 5, 5]
Number of AM time periods 0 6 3
Number of PM time periods 6 0 3
Date of time periods [dd-mm-yyyy]
16-04-2013 [1] 01-07-2013 [1] 06-05-2014* [1]
17-04-2013 [2] 02-07-2013 [2] 06-05-2014 [2]
18-04-2013 [3] 03-06-2013 [3] 12-05-2014* [3]
22-04-2013 [4] 04-06-2013 [4] 12-05-2014 [4]
23-04-2013 [5] 25-06-2013 [5] 20-05-2014* [5]
24-04-2013 [6] 26-06-2013 [6] 20-05-2014 [6]
1 Asterisked time periods [1, 3, 5] are the AM time periods.
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In selecting the road networks and time periods and identifying their characteristics,
particularly their VSL operation, traffic flow models used for each road network is
selected and the cell (or space) configuration of each road network can be specified.
Both CTM and M-METANET are used for each road network in order to assess and
compare their performance in each phase. CTM-vsl and M-METANET-vsl are used
for calibration and validation using the time periods of the M25 road network only.
However, CTM-basic and M-METANET-basic are also used for the same road network
in order to compare the performance of both models on a VSL operated road network,
and to check whether the VSL model structure improves upon the basic CTM and
M-METANET model structures or not and provide possible justifications. Based on
that, selected models for each road network are:
 CTM-basic and M-METANET-basic for the M60 road network, hereafter referred
to as M60/CTM-basic and M60/M-METANET-basic traffic flow modelling sce-
narios, respectively;
 CTM-basic and M-METANET-basic for the M1 road network, hereafter referred
to as M1/CTM-basic and M1/M-METANET-basic traffic flow modelling scenar-
ios, respectively;
 CTM-vsl and M-METANET-vsl for the M25 road network, hereafter referred to
as M25/CTM-vsl and M25/M-METANET-vsl traffic flow modelling scenarios,
respectively; and
 CTM-basic and M-METANET-basic also for the M25 road network, hereafter re-
ferred to as M25/CTM-basic and M25/M-METANET-basic traffic flow modelling
scenarios, respectively.
For all three road networks, general guidelines have been followed for the cell con-
figuration. These are:
 the location of an on-ramp or off-ramp always indicates the start of a new cell;
 the identified measurement sites are always located at the end of cells;
 cells are not necessarily of equal lengths; and
 cells might not necessarily have a measurement site since the distance between
these can be more than 600 metres. These cells are referred to here as non-
equipped cells.
Based on these guidelines, cells for the three road networks have been configured
as follows and are summarised in Table 4.3 below:
 The M60 road network has been divided into 15 cells (excluding the mainline
origin and destination cells) with lengths varying between 0.1 kilometres to 0.285
kilometres; nine of which are non-equipped cells.
 The M1 road network has been divided into 13 cells (excluding the mainline
origin and destination cells) with lengths varying between 0.22 kilometres to 0.33
kilometres; seven of which are non-equipped cells.
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 The M25 road network has been divided into 18 cells (excluding the mainline
origin and destination cells) with lengths varying between 0.14 kilometres to 0.38
kilometres; nine of which are non-equipped cells.
Table 4.3: spatiotemporal configuration of selected macroscopic traffic flow models for each
of the selected non-VSL M60, non-VSL M1, and VSL M25 road networks
Road Network M60 M1 M25
Selected models (f)
CTM-vsl;
CTM-basic; CTM-basic; M-METANET-vsl;
M-METANET- M-METANET- CTM-basic;
basic basic M-METANET-basic
Number of cells (N)1 15 13 18
Number of non-equipped cells 9 7 9
Number of equipped cells2 6 6 9
Cell lengths [min,max] in [km] [0.1, 0.285] [0.22, 0.33] [0.14, 0.38]
Model time step in [seconds] 2 3 3
Model time step (Ts) in [h]
3 2/3600 3/3600 3/3600
uf CFL constraint [km h
-1] ≤ 180 ≤ 264 ≤ 168
1 The number excludes the 1 mainline origin cell 0 and 1 mainline destination cell N + 1.
2 The number excludes the 1 mainline origin and 1 mainline destination measurement sites.
Origin cell 0 and destination cell N + 1 are equipped and their measurements are used as
input data.
3 Unit of Ts as input to the models is in hours rather than seconds.
Data sets are then extracted and pre-processed based on the description of § 4.2.
The resulting 2-D matrices of traffic variables provide the input data and the parame-
terisation data needed for any selected traffic flow model. However, it is clear that the
spatial resolution of measurement data (i.e. the number of measurement sites along
a mainline route) does not match the space (cell) configuration of each road network
(i.e. the total number of cells). Also, it is not feasible to simulate the traffic flow
models at a time resolution as low as one minute, which is the time resolution reported
by measurement sites. Typically, the choice of the time step at which the traffic flow
models (investigated in this research) depends on the purpose of the study and the
computational feasibility, since higher time resolution leads to higher computational
time. Also, the selection of time step depends on the minimum cell length on a road
network. Shorter cell lengths require the time step to be reduced as well in order to en-
sure that the constraint on the free-flow speed parameter (set to satisfy CFL condition)
is plausible. Most often, a time step less than or equal to ten seconds is used. This
study uses a time step of three seconds for all road networks except for the M60, in
which a time step of two seconds is used. The use of two seconds time step for the M60
is a result of having a minimum cell length of 0.1 kilometres, the shortest amongst all
other road networks. In order for the spatiotemporal resolution of traffic data to match
the resolution of input data demanded by the traffic flow models, constant interpola-
tion of the data has been applied where necessary, spatially and temporally (similar
assumption has been made in Zhong et al. (2015), as an example).
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4.4 Data summary
Having pre-processed the traffic data sets corresponding to each road network and time
period, a summary of traffic data is provided in this section. There is a particular focus
on those required for the traffic flow models, as this aids the analysis of the method-
ological framework results. Also, given the location of road networks and the years of
selected traffic data sets, fleet mix data is extracted accordingly and summarised here.
4.4.1 Traffic data
Given a total number of 18 data sets for all road networks, only an example of in-
put data extracted and pre-processed on a particular road network and time period
is provided here. Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 below show time series data of main-
line boundary conditions and ramps boundary conditions required for all CTM and
METANET modelling scenarios. The input data corresponds to the M60 road net-
work and traffic conditions of time period [1] (i.e. the PM period of the 16th of April
2013). Figure 4.6, however, corresponds to the additional mainline origin and off-ramps
boundary conditions required for the METANET ones only. The only additional trans-
formation on these input data is the constant interpolation of each time series to match
the spatiotemporal resolution of the traffic flow models.
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Figure 4.4: Summary of input data for time period [1] (14:00 till 20:00 on 16th April 2013)
of the selected M60 road network: [A] time series of traffic demand [veh h-1] at the mainline
origin overlaid by the time series histogram; and [B] time series of traffic density per lane [veh
km-1] at the mainline destination overlaid by the time series histogram.
The model calibration and validation comprises:
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Figure 4.5: Summary of input data for time period [1] (14:00 till 20:00 on 16th April 2013) of
the selected M60 road network: [A] time series of traffic demand [veh h-1] at the two on-ramps
overlaid by the time series (Gaussian) kernel density; and [B] time series of off-ramp split ratios
[%] overlaid by the time series (Gaussian) kernel density.
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Figure 4.6: Time series of [A] traffic speed [km h-1] at the mainline origin overlaid by the
time series histogram, [B] traffic speed [km h-1] at two on-ramps ovarlaid by the time series
(Gaussian) kernel density, and [C] traffic density per lane [veh km-1] at two off-ramps ovarlaid by
the time series (Gaussian) kernel density for time period [1] (14:00 till 20:00 on 16th April 2013)
of the selected M60 road network. These are considered additional input data for METANET
traffic flow models only.
 data required for the ensemble-based optimisation of parameters which are mainly
the 2-D matrices of average traffic speed with the origin, destination, and initial
conditions data removed as these are used as input;
 data required for the selection of top-solutions which are mainly the 2-D matrices
of average traffic density per lane and speed with the origin, destination, and
initial conditions data removed as these are used as input; and
 data required for the estimation of calibration and validation prediction errors
which are mainly the 2-D matrices of average traffic density per lane and speed
with the origin, destination, and initial conditions data removed as these are used
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as input.
Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 below show the distribution of these data for each of the
6 selected time periods on each of the three road networks. The average traffic speed
and density per lane distributions of each data set across all networks show two peaks,
as expected, representing the free-flow traffic conditions (i.e. high traffic speed/low
density per lane) and congested traffic conditions (i.e. low traffic speed/high density
per lane). Data for both free-flow and congested traffic conditions are essential in order
to determine the model parameters relating to both flow regimes. Amongst all road
networks, a minimum average traffic speed and maximum traffic density per lane have
been observed on the M60 with values of 3.8 [km h-1] and 95.6 [veh km-1], respectively,
while a maximum average traffic speed and minimum traffic density per lane have been
observed on the M1 with values of 140.5 [km h-1] and 0.28 [veh km-1], respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Kernel density plots (with the kernel assumed to be Gaussian) for the average
traffic speed data [km h-1] at each of the three road networks: [A] M60, [B] M1, and [C] M25.
Each plot includes 6 curves representing the kernel density of the 6 time periods selected (with
data used as model input removed) for each route (with number of data points: 2160, 2160,
2160, 2160, 1080, and 1080 for the [A] M60 data sets; 1080, 1080, 1080, 1080, 1800, and 1400
for the [B] M1 data sets; and 1620, 1620, 1620, 1620, 2700, and 2700 for the [C] M25 data sets.
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Figure 4.8: Kernel density plots for the average traffic density per lane data [veh km-1] at
each of the three road networks: [A] M60, [B] M1, and [C] M25.
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4.4.2 Fleet mix data
The UK fleet mix data described in § 4.2.2 provides the proportion of vehicle categories
depending on the location of the road network, particularly if it is in or out of London.
It also distinguishes between the different road types, as follows:
 urban, rural, and motorway if the road network is located outside London; and
 central, inner, outer, and motorway if the road network is located inside London.
Accordingly, the proportions of vehicles for the M60 and M1 are considered to
be different than those of the M25 which is located inside London. Obviously, the
proportion of vehicles for motorways is considered for all road networks. Also, given
that the traffic data sets are extracted from year 2013 for the M60 and M1 and from
year 2014 for the M25, the proportion of vehicles for these years is extracted accordingly
for each road network.
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Figure 4.9: Fleet mix proportions used for [A] the M60 and M1 road networks during 2013
and [B] the M25 road network during 2014 (Department for Transport, 2013; Department for
Environment Food and Rural Affairs, 2016). Proportions are split based on vehicle type (PCs
and LDVs), fuel type (Petrol and Diesel), and Euro standard (Euro 0 to Euro 5)
Figure 4.9 above shows the proportion of PCs and LDVs per fuel type (petrol or
diesel) and per Euro standard (Euro 0 to Euro 5 only as Euro 6 does not appear until
2015) used for each of the M60 and M1 (Figure 4.9A) and for the M25 (Figure 4.9B).
The proportion of heavy good vehicles and coaches are assumed to be distributed
equally amongst the proportions of PCs and LDVs. Figure 4.9 distinguishes fleet mix
data based on the corresponding COPERT emission factors; since this the main use
of fleet mix data. For instance, it does not attempt to distinguish the proportion of
vehicles by engine size since the emission factor (the function and its parameters) for a
particular vehicle class and fuel type is the same regardless of the engine size. This is
always the case except for the Euro 0 PCs where its COPERT emission factor depends
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on the engine size (i.e. less than 1.4 Litres, between 1.4 and 2.0 Litres, and higher than
2.0 Litres). Also, COPERT emission factor for London taxis is considered to be the
same as the Diesel LDVs. Hence, proportions of London taxis are added to those of
Diesel LDVs, depending on their Euro standard. Lastly, COPERT emission factor for
vehicles with failed catalyst is considered to be the same as Euro 0 vehicles. This is
reflected in the Euro 0 fleet mix proportion of Figure 4.9. Based on that, Figure 4.9
shows the following:
 on the M25 road network, 81% of vehicles are PCs, 36% of which are petrol
vehicles and 45% are diesel vehicles. The remaining 19% are LDVs, 3.6% of
which are petrol vehicles and 15.4% are diesel vehicles; and
 on the M60 and M1 road networks, 81.4% of vehicles are PCs, 38.4% of which
are petrol vehicles and 43% are diesel vehicles. The remaining 18.6% are LDVs,
3.3% of which are petrol vehicles and 15.3% are diesel vehicles.
4.5 A note on measurement sites’ locations
It was highlighted in § 4.2 that the geographical locations of measurement sites obtained
from the NTIS (referred to here as ‘reported’ locations) can be different than the
location of measurement sites on pavement (referred to here as ‘actual’ locations). In
addition to that, distances between measurement sites are not necessarily 500 metres,
as is typically assumed for the MIDAS network. In fact, standards on spacing of
MIDAS detector loops specified in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB)
(Highways England, 2005) highlights that distances between measurement sites can
be 500 metres (±20%). While the ‘actual’ locations and the ‘actual’ distances have
been used in this study, this section highlights the extent of the discrepancies that
can occur in the case where the ‘reported’ locations and 500 metres distances are used
instead. For example, if the route under study is long enough to prevent the modeller
from extracting the ‘actual’ locations, it can - most often - be time-consuming to
double check geographical coordinates with street level locations unless the process is
automated.
The ‘actual’ locations of all measurement sites used in this study (a total of 27
locations) have been compared with the ‘reported’ locations. The absolute difference
in distance between the ‘reported’ and ‘actual’ locations on the three road networks is
shown in Figure 4.10A. The absolute difference ranges between 0 to 170 metres with
a mean (µ) of 47 metres. Figure 4.10A shows that differences in the data from the
M25 are higher in comparison to those from the M60 and M1. In order to calculate
the confidence interval around the mean, non-parametric bootstrapping is undertaken
to avoid the normality assumption imposed by the margin-of-error method. The confi-
dence interval is estimated by taking a random sample with replacement from the data
to generate 2000 bootstrap replicates. The mean of each bootstrap replicate (µ∗) is
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calculated and the approximate 95% confidence interval is calculated. The distribution
of µ∗ is shown in Figure 4.10B and the approximate 95% confidence interval of the
mean value of difference between ‘actual’ and ‘reported’ locations is [29, 64] metres.
Figure 4.10C shows how the calculated confidence interval changes by changing the
number of bootstrap replicates (from 100 to 10000).
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Figure 4.10: [A] Absolute difference in kilometres between ‘reported’ and ‘actual’ locations of
measurement sites; [B] distribution of µ∗ in kilometres, the mean values of the non-parametric
bootstrap replicates (for R = 2000) with the dotted black line showing the mean, µ, based on
the measurements and dotted golden lines showing the 2.5th and 97.5th quantiles of the mean
values of bootstrap replicates; and [C] the variation of 95% confidence interval with varying
bootstrap replicates, R, between 100 and 10000.
On the other hand, it has also been observed that the mean distance between
measurement sites is 480 metres with minimum distances reaching 210 metres and
maximum distance reaching 930 metres. If a 500 metres distance between measurement
sites is assumed, then the absolute differences from the ‘actual’ distances have been
observed to range between 0 to 430 metres, as shown in Figure 4.11A, with a mean (µ)
absolute difference of 102 metres. Similar bootstrapping exercise has been undertaken
to calculate the confidence interval of the mean absolute difference. Figure 4.11B shows
the distribution of µ∗ (means of the bootstrap replicates) while Figure 4.11C shows
how the confidence interval changes by changing the number of bootstrap replicates
(from 100 to 10000). Using 2000 bootstrap replicates, the approximate 95% confidence
interval around the mean is [67, 145] metres.
The first limitation of such analysis is the sample size (number of points used to
undertake bootstrapping). The second limitation is related to the errors that can arise
from the fact that dual loop detectors in themselves are typically 6.5 metres, which
makes it hard to calculate the exact differences using a single ‘actual’ coordinate and
a single ‘reported’ coordinate. The last limitation is the possibility that discrepancies
at certain motorways can be higher than other motorways. Despite that, this brief
section attempts to highlight the issue of measurement sites’ locations since potential
discrepancies can lead to:
 measured data being compared with modelled data of adjacent cells, rather than
cells on which the measurement site is actually located. This becomes more
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Figure 4.11: [A] Absolute difference in kilometres between the typical assumption of 500
metres and ‘actual’ distances of two consecutive measurement sites; [B] distribution of µ∗ in
kilometres, the mean values of the non-parametric bootstrap replicates (for R = 2000) with
the dotted black line showing the mean, µ, based on the measurements and dotted golden lines
showing the 2.5th and 97.5th quantile of the mean values of bootstrap replicates; and [C] the
variation of 95% confidence interval with varying bootstrap replicates, R, between 100 and
10000.
important when measurement sites are located near on-ramps and off-ramps and
hence ensuring that the correct location of the measurement site (before or after
a ramp) is essential. This of course can be double checked by looking at the
measurements, particularly at the average traffic flow which typically changes
before and after a ramp.
 Changes to the road network layout configuration since the location of measure-
ment sites (in this study) are set to be at the end of each cell. Cell lengths can
easily be altered if the location of a measurement site is not accurate enough.
4.6 Summary
This chapter is considered the results of the preliminary phase of the methodological
framework. It is also considered the main input to the results of subsequent phases of
Chapter 5. The chapter has provided a detailed description of road networks (R = 3)
and time periods (Mr = 6) selected for this study. It has also given a background on
the sources of data and how it is handled, including all the assumptions being made
with reference to scripts which can be used if access to the MIDAS network data base is
acquired. While particular road networks and time periods were selected and described
in earlier sections, such generic background allows the transferability of this phase to
other road networks and time periods of the MIDAS network data base.
Key assumptions made in this chapter are the estimation of space-mean traffic speed
as the weighted arithmetic mean; the existence of non-equipped cells on each road net-
work (i.e. measurement sites are not available on all cells); the constant spatiotemporal
interpolation of traffic data to match the input and parameter estimation requirements
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of traffic flow models; and the assumption of heavy duty vehicles’ proportions being
considered either PCs or LDVs as a result of uni-class traffic flow models.
The selection and description of road networks and time periods provided the neces-
sary background to select the macroscopic traffic flow models to be used in consequent
phases; particularly whether the VSL formulation of the CTM and METANET traf-
fic flow models is to be used or not. A total of eight traffic flow modelling scenarios
have been set. Although three road networks are selected, both the non-VSL and VSL
formulation of CTM and METANET are applied to the VSL-operated road network
for comparison purposes. This gave rise to four CTM-related and four M-METANET-
related modelling scenarios. The extracted and pre-processed data sets have also been
analysed and compared in order to help better understand the results of subsequent
phases.
The last section of this chapter highlighted the extent of the issue regarding the
geographical locations of measurement sites. The analysis has shown that the 95%
confidence interval of mean absolute difference in the ‘reported’ versus ‘actual’ locations
is [29, 64] metres, while that of the mean absolute difference in the typical assumption
of 500 metres and the ‘actual’ distance of two consecutive measurement sites is [67,
145] metres.

Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
5.1 Introduction
Having prepared all the necessary data, Chapter 5 presents and discusses the results
of the four main phases, described in § 3.4. The following four main sections focus
entirely on the results of each phase. Each of these sections are divided into two:
 The first presents and discusses results related to the four CTM modelling sce-
narios; and
 The second presents and discusses the results related to the four M-METANET
modelling scenarios, with a comparison to those obtained from the CTM where
appropriate.
A detailed description of each phase is only provided when presenting CTM-related
results and unnecessary repetition is avoided when presenting those of the M-METANET.
Also, in some cases where additional analysis is provided to illustrate a point, the case
study of M60 road network is considered, while those of other road networks are pro-
vided in an appendix, when necessary.
Both Phases I and Phase III involve making phase-input assumptions. These are
mainly the three ensemble-based input assumptions and the grid-number input as-
sumption. As a result, two sensitivity analysis exercises are performed alongside the
results of original assumptions. The concept behind these is not to find the ‘optimal’
assumption but rather to generally comment on the possible influences of varying as-
sumptions on the ensemble-based optimisation results (given phase I assumptions) and
on the confidence intervals of emission predictions (given phase III assumptions).
Having studied the application of the methodological framework on real road net-
works, § 5.6 ends with a final example of how one can use the final surface maps
obtained for each modelling scenario in Phase IV to predict emissions alongside their
confidence intervals given a choice of a time period and top-solution.
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5.2 Phase I: Ensemble-based optimisation
 Optimisation algorithm selection 
 Objective function selection 
𝐽(𝛽𝑟,𝑚)  
 Ensemble number selection 
𝑒  
 Ensemble parameter optimisation 
𝛽 𝑒 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚  
 Top-solutions selection 
𝛽 𝑒
′
𝑍 𝑟,𝑚 | χ, 𝜉  
 Road networks selection and 
characterisation 𝑟  
 Time periods selection 𝑚  
 Macroscopic traffic flow models 
selection and spatiotemporal 
configuration  
𝑓  
 Data sets extraction and pre-
processing  
𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛾𝑟,𝑚  
Preliminary Phase: 
Data preparation    
Phase I: 
Ensemble-based optimisation 
 
CALIBRATION: 
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑐 𝜌 , 𝑢  =
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚
 
 
VALIDATION:  
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑛, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑣 𝜌 , 𝑢 =
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛
 
Phase II: 
Prediction error estimation 
 Bivariate gridding 
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
 
 Grid-based error evaluation 
𝜀𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Bivariate kernel density estimation   
𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Monte Carlo sampling of size 𝑠  
from 𝜺 𝒓 𝝆 , 𝒖 
𝒋,𝒌
 
Phase III: 
Grid-based Monte Carlo sampling 
 Point-based emission prediction 
𝐸𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
, …   
 Probabilistic-based  
emission prediction 
 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎  𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
− 𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
, …    
 Confidence interval calculation 
𝐶𝐼𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,2.5
𝑎 , 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,97.5%
𝑎  
Phase IV: 
Uncertainty propagation 
Both the optimisation algorithm and optimisation objective function
have been set earlier. The first step in Phase I is to determine an initial
distribution of parameter vectors from which values can be randomly
drawn to initialise the optimisation algorithm. This is followed by determining the other
three inputs of Phase I: the number of optimisation runs E; the threshold percentile
for objective function values χ; and the significance level for the two selected statistical
tests ξ.
Since parameter vectors are model-specific, the distributions of their initial values
are described for the CTM and METANET, separately. In addition to that, the choice
of optimisation runs’ number depends on both the computational power one can afford
but at the same time on the ability to explore all possible top-solutions. The choice of
threshold percentile and significance levels is a trade-off between not rejecting solutions
that should be rejected, and rejecting solutions that should not be rejected. These
inputs are set the same for all modelling scenarios as follows: E = 500, χ = 50%, and
ξ = 0.01 (1%). The influence of varying these inputs on the results are discussed in
§ 5.2.3.
The following sections discuss the results of Phase I obtained for each of the CTM
and M-METANET modelling scenarios. Because prediction errors are to be estimated
for calibration outputs and validation outputs in Phase II, initial results of calibration
performance and validation performance are presented here separately for the CTM in
§ 5.2.1.1 and § 5.2.1.2, and METANET in § 5.2.2.1 and § 5.2.2.2.
5.2.1 First-order CTM
5.2.1.1 Model calibration
The parameters of the CTM are those of the fundamental diagram. The distributions
of their initial values have been deduced using an initial optimisation process on three-
months of normal weekdays (a total of 55 days) traffic data on the M25 road network
described earlier. Similar method has also been proposed in (Zhong et al., 2015).
Here, an SQP optimisation algorithm (Ghalanos & Theussl, 2015; Ye, 1987) is used,
as proposed by Frejo et al. (2012), to minimise the mean absolute errors of predicted
and measured traffic flow per lane for each daily data set. The distribution of each of
the four parameters based on the 55 days are shown in Figure 5.1. Using the mean
and variance of the values of each parameter, an approximate normal distribution
∼ N (µ, σ2) is used to draw the initial parameters of each optimisation run e of the
CTM modelling scenarios. The normal approximation results along with the p-values
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obtained from a commonly used test of normality, Shapiro-Wilk test (Royston, 1982a,
1982b), are:
 uf ∼ N (104, 1.8), p-value = 0.002;

¯
Qmax ∼ N (1558, 4623), p-value = 0.01;
 w ∼ N (18, 27), p-value = 1× 10−4 (p-value = 0.1 in case the outlier value of 42
km h-1 is disregarded); and

¯
ρmax ∼ N (111, 234), p-value = 0.06.
uf  [km h−1] Qmax  [veh h−1] w  [km h−1] ρmax  [veh km−1]
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Figure 5.1: Histograms of the fitted CTM parameter vector on each of the 55 normal weekdays
(from April 2014 to June 2014) traffic flow-density data on the M25 road network overlaid by
their normal distribution approximations ∼ N (µ, σ2).
Parameters are randomly drawn E times to initialise the ensemble of optimisation
runs for each time period of each modelling scenario: M60/CTM-basic, M1/CTM-
basic, M25/CTM-vsl, and M25/CTM-basic. From now on, the results of the four CTM
modelling scenarios follow this order. Figure 5.2 shows the objective function values
of each ensemble and highlights the top-solutions, based on criteria set out earlier, in
dark blue coloured circles. Figure 5.3 shows only those for the top-solutions in order
to better understand the distribution of their objective function values. The range
of values is dependent on the time period, road network, and modelling scenarios.
Relatively higher values are obtained for the M25 optimisation runs which possibly
reflects the complexity of modelling a VSL-operated road network.
Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 show that top-solutions are not identified for all time
periods. Given the population of initial conditions tested in each case and the fact
that N-M optimisation algorithm is a proven and reliable way to find a ‘good’ solution
if one exists, this can be attributed to the CTM model structure itself being unable
to reproduce all features of measured traffic data or at least features that allow to
meet the statistical testing criteria. This can be a result of deficiencies such as the use
of simplified fundamental diagram, use of steady-state speed-density relationship, and
ignored influence of different vehicle classes, lane drops, and lane changing.
The number of top-solutions obtained should always be less than or equal to 250
(since the threshold percentile is 50%). Table 5.1 below shows the total number of
top-solutions which have an objective function value less than the threshold and have
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Figure 5.2: Minimised objective function values obtained from the calibration runs of [A]
M60/CTM-basic, [B] M1/CTM-basic, [C] M25/CTM-vsl, and [D] M25/CTM-basic. From now
on, the results in figures of the four CTM modelling scenarios follow this order. Dark blue
coloured circles highlight the objective function values of top-solutions (the number of top-
solutions for each time period is highlighted on top of each figure). One calibration run for
[C] M25/CTM-vsl and one for [D] M25/CTM-basic did not converge based on the pre-defined
convergence criteria and thus are not shown here.
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Figure 5.3: Minimised objective function values obtained from top-solutions only of each
CTM modelling scenario.
satisfied the two statistical tests using either the predicted and measured traffic den-
sity per lane data (C1) or speed data (C2). It shows that both conditions are rarely
satisfied at once for a single optimisation run. A total of 392 and 1199 are obtained
for the M60/CTM-basic and M1/CTM-basic, respectively. This is relatively higher to
those obtained for the two M25 modelling scenarios. While this can be seen a positive
outcome (i.e. ability to find parameters which reproduce certain features of measured
data), it can also imply that uncertainty around the parameters for these two mod-
elling scenarios is larger in comparison. While uncertainty in the modelling structure
dominates for the VSL-operated road network which makes it difficult to find a top-
solution, uncertainty in the parameter vector dominates for non-VSL road networks
where structural deficiencies are relatively less. For the M25, the CTM-basic resulted
in 209 top-solutions compared to only 163 under the CTM-vsl; top-solutions are ob-
tained for 5 time periods (out of 6) under the CTM-basic model structure but for 2
time periods only under CTM-vsl. This suggests that the CTM-vsl may sometimes be
problematic and may not necessarily be appropriate to describe traffic behaviour for
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all time periods especially when VSL operation changes by time, loop detector, and by
lane as it does for this road network. CTM-vsl assumes a uniform impact of VSL on
traffic behaviour, when this might not be necessarily true. For instance, compliance
to different speed limits on different lanes and different sections during different time
periods might not be necessarily the same. That said, the number of top-solutions for
M25/CTM-basic drops to 11 (for 1 time period out of 6) when the significance level
of statistical test is set to 0.1 instead of 0.01 (i.e. under more demanding criteria).
Since this high drop does not happen for the M60 and M1 road networks, this indicates
that CTM-basic may also be problematic for VSL-operated road networks. For the
CTM-vsl, however, there exist two options to possibly overcome this issue: the first
is adding a single VSL compliance parameter; and the second is adding a space-time
varying compliance parameter. One issue with the first option is the possibility of ob-
taining both positive and negative compliance from different optimisation runs which
can both be counter-intuitive (in terms of loosing its physical meaning) and result in
over-fitting. The second option however leads to an over-parameterised model and to
the problematic issue of fitting parameters based on very few data points.
Table 5.1: number of top-solutions of each CTM modelling scenario satisfying the threshold
percentile and statistical tests criteria
Statistical M60 M1 M25 M25
Condition CTM-basic CTM-basic CTM-vsl CTM-basic
C1 382 1078 1 12
C2 10 202 163 199
C1&C2 0 81 1 2
Total 392 1199 163 209
Few top-solutions obtained based on the above-mentioned criteria involved values
for the maximum traffic density parameter which is lower than traffic density measure-
ments at the destination boundary of other time periods. This was observed during
the validation process where they led to negative outputs. These top-solutions were
removed from the analysis which were only 28 for the M60/CTM-basic and 6 for the
M25/CTM-vsl. This issue can be critical when using an optimised parameter vector
on real-time or future time periods where the destination boundary condition is not
known beforehand.
Now that top-solutions are determined, their parameter vectors are examined in
details. As a start, an example of how the values of the CTM parameter vector translate
to the trapezoidal fundamental diagram is provided. Figure 5.4 shows the fundamental
diagrams obtained based on the top-solutions of each time period of the M60 road
network overlaid on the flow-density measurements of each time period. Time period
[2] does not have any top-solution and thus is not shown. These fundamental diagrams
do not reflect the flow-density prediction points corresponding to each measured point
but rather only the expected relationship since predicted density from CTM is not the
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same as those from measurements. The same plots are generated for the other three
modelling scenarios and are shown in Appendix B.
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Figure 5.4: Measured traffic flow per lane [veh h-1] and density per lane [veh km-1] scatter
plots (black dots) overlaid by fundamental diagrams (shades of blue lines) based on top-solutions
of M60/CTM-basic: 3 for time period [1], 7 for time period [3], 122 for time period [4], 12 for
time period [5], and 248 for time period [6]. Time period [2] does not have any top-solution
and thus is not shown.
Table 5.2 shows the range of values of each parameters for each modelling scenario,
irrespective of time period. Very similar ranges across different modelling scenarios are
obtained for the free-flow speed parameter, uf , in comparison to other parameters.
Table 5.2: [minimum, 99th percentile, maximum] of parameter vector values obtained from
the top-solutions of each CTM modelling scenario
β
M60 M1 M25 M25
CTM-basic CTM-basic CTM-vsl CTM-basic
uf [102, 104, 105] [104, 110, 111] [103, 105, 105] [100, 105, 106]
¯
Qmax [1981, 2832, 2853] [1719, 2045, 2048] [1635, 1823, 1893] [1601, 1788, 1797]
w [21, 50, 51] [4, 26, 29] [14, 40, 41] [10, 37, 43]
¯
ρmax [84, 137, 139] [87, 293, 504] [60, 138, 142] [60, 174, 178]
To better understand and compare the variation across the different parameters, the
C oefficient of V ariation (CV), (i.e. relative standard deviation) of each one obtained
for each time period in each modelling scenario is calculated given the below generic
equation:
CV =
σ
µ
× 100
where σ is the calculated standard deviation of the parameter values and µ is the
calculated mean parameter value. Only time periods which have a minimum of 10
top-solutions were selected, and CV was calculated for each time period. Table 5.3
shows the minimum, mean, and maximum CV of each parameter obtained across these
time periods. Lowest variability is observed in the demand parameters (i.e. the free-
flow traffic speed and maximum flow). Highest variability is observed in the supply
parameters (i.e. backward wave speed and maximum traffic density). This emphasises
the complexity of driving behaviour during congested periods and the possibility of
the supply part to take different values under the CTM assumption of a trapezoidal
fundamental diagram. Of course, the high ranges and high variability in the resulting
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parameters illustrate difficulties in finding a ‘global’ solution for the problem and justify
the use of an ensemble-based optimisation.
Table 5.3: [minimum, mean, maximum] Coefficient of Variation (CV in %) of parameter
vector values obtained across the time periods with more than 10 top-solutions for each CTM
modelling scenario
β
M60 M1 M25 M25
CTM-basic CTM-basic CTM-vsl CTM-basic
uf [0.1, 0.1, 0.1] [0.1, 0.3, 0.6] [0.2, 0.3, 0.4] [0.2, 0.3, 0.4]
¯
Qmax [4, 7, 11] [1, 1, 2] [2, 2, 2] [2, 2, 2]
w [3, 12, 18] [14, 17, 20] [12, 13, 14] [12, 14, 16]
¯
ρmax [1, 6, 10] [10, 18, 25] [8, 9, 9] [11, 11, 11]
While the above shows the results of each parameter separately, it is essential to
understand how values of any two parameters covary. As an example, Figure 5.5 shows
a matrix of scatter plots of each pair of parameters for the M60/CTM-basic modelling
scenario. Such analysis shows that there is a clear nonlinear relationship between the
maximum traffic density parameter
¯
ρmax and backward wave speed parameter w which
is consistent over all modelling scenarios. It is thus essential to account for the depicted
relationship when, for example, considering the sensitivity of CTM to perturbation in
parameter values.
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Figure 5.5: Matrix of scatter plots between each pair of parameters and objective function
values for the top-solutions of M60/CTM-basic. The diagonal shows the parameters along with
their units. The different coloured points represent the 5 time periods with top-solutions.
This relationship is examined in more details in Figure 5.6 which shows the values
of both parameters obtained from all four modelling scenarios. The first observation
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is that low values of
¯
ρmax are accommodated by high values of w and vice versa.
For instance, the lowest
¯
ρmax value for the M60/CTM-basic obtained (84 veh km
-1)
was accommodated by high w value (46 km h-1). Also, the highest
¯
ρmax value for
the M1/CTM-basic obtained (504 veh km-1) was accommodated by very low w value
(4 km h-1). While such extreme cases rarely occur in top-solutions (for instance the
99th percentile of
¯
ρmax for the M1/CTM-basic is only 293 as shown in Table 5.2),
they cannot be entirely ignored as they replicate certain features of measured traffic
conditions given certain top-solution selection criteria.
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Figure 5.6: Scatter plots of maximum traffic density and backward wave speed parameters
obtained from top-solutions of each CTM modelling scenario. Black coloured lines are fitted
[A] on values of each scenario separately and [B] on values of all scenarios.
One possible use of this relationship is reducing the number of parameters to be
optimised by setting one parameter (w) to be a function of another parameter (
¯
ρmax).
One possible fit is the log-log model of the form:
log(w) = a+ b× log(
¯
ρmax) or w = e
a ×
¯
ρbmax
where a is the intercept and b is the slope of the fitted line on a log-log scale. Figure 5.6A
shows four log-log model fits using data points from each modelling scenario separately
while Figure 5.6B shows a single log-log model fit using the entire data points. While
having a single model for any traffic modelling scenario is more convenient, it generates
higher fitting errors (as can be seen in Figure 5.6B) which can be problematic in terms
of finding a top-solution given such an assumption (three parameters rather than four).
This is reflected by the coefficient of determination (R2) measure which drops from
values higher than 0.960 to 0.773; R2 reflects the proportion of total variation in w
which is explained by the log-log model. The intercept, slope, and R2 obtained for
each model are as follows:
 for the M60/CTM-basic: log(w) = 11.4− 1.7× log(
¯
ρmax) - R
2 = 0.991;
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 for the M1/CTM-basic: log(w) = 8.2− 1.1× log(
¯
ρmax) - R
2 = 0.967;
 for the M25/CTM-vsl: log(w) = 8.2− 1.1× log(
¯
ρmax) - R
2 = 0.985;
 for the M25/CTM-basic: log(w) = 8.3− 1.1× log(
¯
ρmax) - R
2 = 0.984; and
 for all modelling scenarios: log(w) = 9.2− 1.3× log(
¯
ρmax) - R
2 = 0.773.
In addition to the clear relationship between these two parameters across all mod-
elling scenarios, relationships between other parameters can also be noted. For instance,
high backward wave speed are typically associated with high free-flow speed, although
the range of free-flow speed values is very low. These are typically dependent on the
modelling scenario and particularly on the range of parameter values obtained across
the different time periods. This leads to another observation on Figure 5.5, which is
the clustering of obtained parameter values based on the calibrated time period. This
is clear for time periods [4] (yellow coloured circles) and [6] (grey coloured circles)
for which the highest number of top-solutions was obtained. While the exact reason
cannot be specified due to the complexity of traffic data across different time periods
and within a time period, possible interpretations are: different fleet mix distributions
which is driving the differences between time periods since fleet mix is not accounted
for in the model; and different distributions of traffic flow and density at different
states leading to different optimisation results. Alternatively (and more specifically),
time period [6] is characterised by higher free-flow data points in comparison to time
period [4]. Thus the optimisation algorithm led to lower objective function values in
comparison to other time periods. This however was accompanied by highest variations
in its supply parameters.
5.2.1.2 Model validation
The resulting top-solutions for each time period are then validated against all other time
periods within the same road network (of a modelling scenario). There exist two ways
to presenting validation results. The first answers the question of how top-solutions
of a particular time period perform on any other time period (hereafter referred to
as ‘method 1’). The second answers the question of how top-solutions of all other
time periods perform on a particular time period (hereafter referred to as ‘method
2’). Typically, a calibrated time period with a calibrated parameter vector is used, for
instance, for the simulation of future scenarios. Method 1 is thus useful to quantify
the performing range of calibrated solution on other time periods. However, method
2 allows to better understand how the characteristics of other time periods influence
such performing range. Validation results are presented in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8
based on these two methods, respectively.
An example of what Figure 5.7 shows is described for the M60/CTM-basic: 3 top-
solutions have been identified for time period [1]; so, time period [1] on the figure shows
the objective function values resulting from their simulation using the input of each of
the 5 remaining time periods. These are shown as dark orange coloured circles. This
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results in 15 simulations (3 × 5). The same is applied for all other time periods with
top-solutions.
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Figure 5.7: Objective function values obtained from the validation of top-solutions, which are
highlighted in dark blue coloured circles, of each CTM modelling scenario (method 1). Total
number of validation runs for each time period is highlighted on top.
Similarly, an example of what Figure 5.8 shows is described for the M60/CTM-
basic: 389 top-solutions have been identified for all time periods except for time period
[1]; so, time period [1] on the figure shows the objective function values resulting from
their simulation using the input data of time period [1]. Unsurprisingly, results show,
almost always, higher values in comparison to those obtained from calibration data.
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Figure 5.8: Objective function values obtained from the validation of top-solutions of each
CTM modelling scenario (method 2).
This increase in values is examined in details in Figure 5.9. The relative increase
(decrease) is calculated as a factor for each validation run (referred to here as validation
factor). These are presented for each time period in Figure 5.9A and Figure 5.9B
depending on the method, as well as for each modelling scenario (i.e. irrespective of
time period) in Figure 5.9C.
As an example, the 3 top-solutions have 15 validation values. Each is linked with a
calibration value depending on the top-solution validated. The factor is the validation
value divided by its corresponding calibration one. The 15 factors are plotted for
time period [1] of the M60/CTM-basic in Figure 5.9A. A factor higher than 1 means
that validation has led to a higher value and vice versa. Similarly, the 389 top-solutions
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mentioned earlier have 389 validation values for time period [1] and also 389 calibration
values depending on which time period they have been calibrated for. These are plotted
for time period [1] of the M60/CTM-basic in Figure 5.9B.
Validation factors range from 0.6 to 5.9 across all modelling scenarios with 583
validation runs (out of a total of 9815) leading to a factor lower than 1. A mean factor of
3, 1.9, 1.6, and 1.7 is calculated for the M60/CTM-basic, M1/CTM-basic, M25/CTM-
vsl, and M25/CTM-basic, respectively. Here, the two most interesting observations,
which follow from re-examining the speed distribution of measurements of Figure 4.7
in Chapter 4, are described below.
1. Measured speed distributions for all 6 time periods of the M25 are the least
dissimilar (qualitatively) in comparison to those of the M60 and M1. In addition
to the fact that lower number of top-solutions are obtained for the M25, this is a
valid reason of why the validation factors for the M25/CTM-vsl and M25/CTM-
basic are the lowest in range and variation (Figure 5.9C).
2. Measured speed distributions which show highest peaks under free-flow conditions
(high speeds) are for time periods [5] and [6] of M60/CTM-basic and time period
[3] for M1/CTM-basic. When top-solutions for these time periods are validated
on other time periods, they produce very high validation factors (Figure 5.9A).
When top-solutions from other time periods are validated on these time periods,
they produce the lowest validation factors, often lower than 1 (Figure 5.9C). This
is mostly because free-flow speed parameter is the least uncertain parameter,
validating a parameter vector on a data set with lower periods of congestion
produces lower errors; but validating parameter vectors obtained from the least
congested time periods might produce highly uncertain supply parameters (i.e.
produces high errors when validated on relatively more congested time periods).
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Figure 5.9: Validation objective function value divided by the calibration objective function
value (factor) of each optimisation run based on [A] each time period of each CTM modelling
scenario using method 1; [B] each time period of each CTM modelling scenario using method
2; and [C] irrespective of time periods of each CTM modelling scenario. The coloured boxes
show the 25th, 50th, and 75th. The whiskers represent the minimum and maximum factor.
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However, in order to better understand the performance of CTM validation outputs
in comparison to CTM calibration outputs, analysis of individual errors need to be
performed. These are discussed in the results of Phase II, § 5.3.1.
5.2.2 Second-order METANET
5.2.2.1 Model calibration
Phase I results of the four M-METANET (i.e. METANET with a modified fundamental
diagram) modelling scenarios are presented here. A justification of why O-METANET
(i.e. METANET with original fundamental diagram) was disregarded is expanded upon
here using an example for the M60 road network and time periods.
Unlike the CTM, only three out of eight parameters of the M-METANET are
fundamental diagram-related. While their initial distributions have been deduced using
the same data and procedure for the CTM, those of the other five parameters have been
obtained from published literature. Poole and Kotsialos (2012, 2016) have proposed
parameter bounds for the METANET model parameter vectors. Uniform distributions,
∼ U(min,max), with the proposed bounds set as ranges, have been used here for the
five non-fundamental diagram parameters. Since the proposed optimisation algorithm
here does not require parameter bounds, an assessment of validity of those used in
other studies can be made.
Figure 5.10 shows the distribution of the three modified fundamental diagram pa-
rameters. The free-flow parameter distribution is comparable to that obtained for the
CTM, ∼ N (104, 1.8). However, when fitting the original fundamental diagram, it re-
sulted with a mean and variance free-flow speed values of 117 and 11.4, respectively,
as expected. The normal distribution approximations is used to draw their initial val-
ues as an input for each optimisation run e of the M-METANET modelling scenarios.
Assumptions of initial distributions (with the test of normality results) are as follows:
 uf ∼ N (104, 1.7), p-value = 0.007;
 α ∼ N (0.5, 0.007), p-value = 0.01;

¯
ρc ∼ N (15, 0.5), p-value = 0.02;
 τ ∼ U(1/3600, 50/3600);
 η ∼ U(1, 90);
 δ ∼ U(0.001, 4);
 φ ∼ U(0.01, 3); and
 κ ∼ U(5, 90).
In the absence of lane drop for the M60 and M1 road networks, φ parameter does
not have to be accounted for/calibrated. This results in only seven parameters to be
calibrated for the M60/M-METANET-basic and M1/M-METANET-basic while it is
eight parameters for the M25/M-METANET-vsl and M25/M-METANET-basic.
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Figure 5.10: Histogram of the fitted modified METANET fundamental diagram-related pa-
rameters on each of the 55 normal weekdays (from April 2014 to June 2014) traffic flow-density
data on the M25 road network overlaid by their normal distribution approximations∼ N (µ, σ2).
For each time period and M-METANET modelling scenario, E parameter vectors
are randomly drawn to initialise the optimisation runs. Figure 5.11 shows the objective
function values of each ensemble of optimisation runs and highlights the top-solutions,
based on selected criteria. While a minimum traffic density can be specified in the
METANET model structure to prevent negative values from occurring for certain pa-
rameter vector values (by limiting the traffic density), these were instead penalised. As
a result a number of penalised solutions were obtained and are not shown in the fig-
ure: 55 for M60/M-METANET-basic, 24 for M1/M-METANET-basic, 84 for M25/M-
METANET-vsl, and 85 for M25/M-METANET-basic. Figure 5.12 shows only those
for the top-solutions.
Similar to CTM, the range of values is dependent on the time period, road network,
and model structure; and relatively higher values are obtained for the M25 optimisation
runs. The latter strengthens previous speculation that this is a result of the complex-
ity of VSL-operated road networks which is harder to model (using either traffic flow
models). Unlike the CTM, Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 show that top-solutions are
identified for each time period and each modelling scenario. This is mostly a result of
second-order models being able to reproduce features of traffic data that at least meet
the statistical testing criteria. This is possibly a result of using a more complex fun-
damental diagram in comparison to the simplified trapezium one for CTM; describing
the dynamics of traffic speed rather than assuming a steady-state traffic speed-density
equation for CTM; and/or taking into account the influence of lane drop and on-ramp
merging. Similar to the CTM, Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 also show that the number
of top-solutions per time period is generally lower for the M25/M-METANET-vsl and
M25/M-METANET-basic modelling scenarios in comparison to those of the M60/M-
METANET-basic and M1/M-METANET-basic.
This again shows that there is a trade-off between uncertainty in model structure
and uncertainty in parameter vectors. While the first is reduced for M-METANET,
higher uncertainty in its parameter vector is observed in comparison to CTM. While
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uncertainty in the M-METANET model structure is reduced for non-VSL road net-
works, higher uncertainty in its parameter vector is observed in comparison to those of
the VSL-operated road network.
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Figure 5.11: Minimised objective function values obtained from the calibration runs of [A]
M60/M-METANET-basic, [B] M1/M-METANET-basic, [C] M25/M-METANET-vsl, and [D]
M25/M-METANET-basic. From now on, the results in figures of the four M-METANET
modelling scenarios follow this order. Few calibration runs did not converge, as explained
in text and thus are not shown here.
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Figure 5.12: Minimised objective function values obtained from the top-solutions only of each
M-METANET modelling scenario.
Table 5.4 shows the number of optimisation runs which have an objective function
value less than the threshold and have satisfied the two statistical tests using C1 and/or
C2. It shows that there are more optimisation runs which satisfy both C1 and C2 (a to-
tal of 670 across all modelling scenarios), in comparison to the CTM (a total of 84 only).
This can be a direct result of M-METANET describing the dynamics of both traffic
density and speed. Nevertheless, satisfying both conditions is still not frequent as sat-
isfying either conditions (i.e. number of top-solutions). The M25/M-METANET-basic
resulted in higher number of top-solutions (483) compared to the M25/M-METANET-
vsl (293). However, unlike the CTM, top-solutions are obtained for all 6 time periods
under both model structures. This suggests that the M-METANET ability to take into
account the dynamics of traffic speed might have accommodated for the deficiencies of
the VSL model structure of both CTM and M-METANET. Nevertheless, whether such
differences have an influence on individual prediction errors or not is better explored
in the next phase.
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Table 5.4: number of top-solutions of each M-METANET modelling scenario satisfying the
threshold percentile and statistical tests criteria
Statistical
M60 M1 M25 M25
Condition
M-METANET M-METANET M-METANET M-METANET
-basic -basic -vsl -basic
C1 1001 596 37 150
C2 844 300 278 386
C1&C2 548 47 22 53
Total 1297 849 293 483
Now that top-solutions for the M-METANET modelling scenarios are determined,
their parameter vectors are examined in more details. An example of how the val-
ues of the three M-METANET’s parameters: uf , α, and
¯
ρc translate to the modified
fundamental diagram is provided in Figure 5.13 for each time period of the M60/M-
METANET-basic. These parameters are only used to calculate the equilibrium traffic
speed equation of M-METANET. The same plots are generated for the time periods of
the other three modelling scenarios and are shown in Appendix B.
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[6]
Figure 5.13: Traffic flow per lane [veh h-1] and density per lane [veh km-1] scatter plots
showing the constructed fundamental diagrams based on top-solutions of M60/M-METANET-
basic: 167 for time period [1], 205 for time period [2], 209 for time period [3], 241 for time
period [4], 225 for time period [5], and 250 for time period [6].
Table 5.5 shows the range of values of each parameter for each M-METANET mod-
elling scenario, irrespective of time period. The range of free-flow speed parameter
is larger in comparison to those obtained for the CTM (despite the same physical
meaning). This results from the fact that high values outside the expected range are
accommodated for by the addition of other four or five parameters to M-METANET.
Nevertheless, this issue is diminished when compared with the O-METANET funda-
mental diagram. Using the original fundamental diagram equation, ensemble-based
optimisation was conducted for the M60 time periods, top-solutions were identified,
and resulting parameter values were compared to those of the M-METANET.
Figure 5.14B shows how very large values of free-flow speed parameters are occa-
sionally present but are accommodated for by a reduction in the α parameter. This
issue is partially resolved when the modified fundamental diagram is used, as shown in
Figure 5.14A. However, another issue arises: very low values of α are obtained for some
scenarios, particularly for time periods with large scatter in the congestion phases. Very
low values of α implies that the congested-part of the resulting fundamental diagram is
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Table 5.5: [minimum, 99th percentile, maximum] of parameter vector values obtained from the
top-solutions of each M-METANET modelling scenario
β
M60 M1 M25 M25
M-METANET M-METANET M-METANET M-METANET
-basic -basic -vsl -basic
uf [103, 121, 135] [106, 114, 118] [98, 117, 141] [95, 116, 149]
α [1× 10−3, 2, 2] [2× 10−3, 1, 2] [1× 10−3, 1, 1] [3× 10−3, 1, 1]
¯
ρc [9, 26, 28] [10, 20, 20] [8, 17, 18] [11, 18, 18]
τ1 [1, 134, 229] [2, 86, 170] [10, 65, 138] [2, 76, 233]
η [6, 273, 693] [7, 209, 4023] [11, 147, 259] [13, 186, 372]
δ [1× 10−7, 4, 9] [2× 10−8, 2, 4] [1× 10−6, 5, 6] [9× 10−8, 5, 7]
φ NA NA [1× 10−6, 1, 2] [6× 10−7, 4, 5]
κ [5× 10−4, 212, 622] [3× 10−3, 179, 3611] [6× 10−3, 146, 203] [1× 10−5, 162, 270]
1 This is τ × 3600 i.e. reported in seconds for convenience
almost a horizontal straight line, as shown for some cases in Figure 5.13: time period [1]
and time period [3]. When one is choosing a single top-solution (rather than an ensem-
ble of top-solutions), those which give large values of free-flow speed parameters might
be disregarded. In this study, however, these are rather kept because they meet statis-
tical testing criteria; and as a result, they highlight issues of the M-METANET model
arising from its parameter vector. As a result of the issue observed in Figure 5.14B for
the O-METANET modelling scenarios, from now on only the M-METANET modelling
results are presented and discussed.
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[B]
Figure 5.14: Scatter plots of α versus uf parameter values obtained from the top-solutions
of [A] M60/M-METANET-basic and [B] M60/O-METANET-basic.
The range of values obtained for other (non-fundamental diagram) parameters pre-
sented in Table 5.5 always exceeds the bounds proposed by Poole and Kotsialos (2012,
2016) which are used to initialise the optimisation runs. However, in most cases, more
than 80% lie within the bounds. Particularly,
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 80%, 95%, 97%, and 92% lie within the proposed range of the parameter τ for each
of the M60/M-METANET-basic, M1/M-METANET-basic, M25/M-METANET-
vsl, and M25/M-METANET-basic, respectively - from now on, the results of the
four M-METANET modelling scenarios follow this order;
 70%, 78%, 84%, and 72% lie within the proposed range of the parameter η for
each modelling scenario;
 58%, 56%, 96%, and 90% lie within the proposed range of the parameter δ for
each modelling scenario;
 96%, and 89% lie within the proposed range of the parameter φ for each of the
M25/M-METANET-vsl and M25/M-METANET-basic, respectively; and
 80%, 87%, 88%, and 84% lie within the proposed range of the parameter κ for
each modelling scenario.
There exist few extreme cases, where a very high value of one parameter is com-
pensated by the values of other parameters, as also highlighted in Papageorgiou et al.
(1990). This has been particularly the case for one top-solution of M1/M-METANET-
basic where κ and η values of 3611 and 4023 are obtained. While one can remove such
solutions, the results allow to examine model structural issues. Such high values illus-
trate the issue of the additional parameters of M-METANET, especially in the context
of a complex optimisation problem.
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Figure 5.15: Matrix of scatterplots between each pair of parameters and objective function
values for the top-solutions of M60/M-METANET-basic. Extreme κ and η point not shown
here but remains in subsequent analysis.
In Figure 5.15 above, an example of the relationship between the values of each
pair of parameters is provided for the M60/M-METANET-basic. There is a positive
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correlation between: τ and η; η and κ; τ and uf ; η and uf ; and α and
¯
ρc. This is also
the case for the other modelling scenarios. However, the high scatter does not permit
to construct particular models similar to those proposed for CTM (i.e. in Figure 5.6).
Figure 5.15 also does not show clear clustering of parameter values across time periods,
unlike what has been observed for CTM. One possible interpretation is the additional
four (directly unobservable) parameters of METANET. These play a key role in the
optimisation process and possibly accommodate for relationships that could otherwise
be observed for those of the fundamental diagram.
Table 5.6: [minimum, mean, maximum] CV in % of parameter vector values ob-
tained across the time periods with more than 10 top-solutions of each M-METANET
modelling scenario
β
M60 M1 M25 M25
M-METANET M-METANET M-METANET M-METANET
-basic -basic -vsl -basic
uf [1, 2, 4] [0.4, 1, 2] [2, 3, 5] [2, 3, 5]
α [37, 56, 104] [14, 29, 69] [19, 26, 32] [16, 29, 45]
¯
ρc [8, 12, 18] [3, 7, 16] [3, 4, 5] [3, 4, 6]
τ1 [31, 51, 72] [27, 39, 65] [23, 30, 38] [32, 52, 84]
η [50, 59, 77] [40, 107, 340] [41, 51, 69] [38, 56, 93]
δ [115, 192, 297] [142, 208, 286] [46, 59, 72] [68, 79, 89]
φ - - [63, 72, 84] [75, 103, 120]
κ [59, 71, 85] [58, 139, 448] [35, 47, 61] [65, 77, 88]
1 This is τ × 3600 i.e. reported in seconds for convenience
Table 5.6 above shows the high CVs obtained for each parameter across the dif-
ferent time periods and modelling scenarios. Lowest CV values are obtained for the
demand parameters of the fundamental diagram (uf and
¯
ρc) in comparison to the sup-
ply parameter α as a result of the large scatter in the congested time periods; and in
comparison to other parameters which do not carry the physical meaning of the funda-
mental diagram. Similar to CTM, the high ranges, large scatter, and high CV values
obtained generally illustrate the difficulties in finding a ‘global’ solution for the problem
and justify the use of an ensemble-based optimisation for the case of M-METANET as
well.
5.2.2.2 Model validation
Resulting top-solutions for each time period and road network are then validated
against all other time periods within the same road network. Figure 5.16 shows the
distribution of the relative increase (decrease) in objective function values obtained
from the validation of top-solutions of each time period validate against all other time
periods (method 1 described earlier in § 5.2.1.2); and validation of top-solutions of all
other time periods against each remaining time period (method 2).
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Figure 5.16: Validation objective function value divided by the calibration objective function
value (factor) of each optimisation run based on [A] method 1; [B] method 2; and [C] irrespective
of time periods of each M-METANET modelling scenario.
Results obtained are very similar to those of the CTM validation but also clearer
since the number of M-METANET top-solutions are generally higher. These are as
follows.
1. Range of factors is exactly the same which is between 0.6 and 5.9 across all mod-
elling scenarios. In most cases, factors are higher than 1 indicating lower model
performance when the parameter vectors are simulated on other time periods.
2. Top-solutions of the least congested time periods have led to highest factors when
validated against other more congested time periods. Top-solutions of the more
congested time periods have led to lowest validation factors (often lower than 1)
when validated against the least congested time periods.
3. Mean factors are higher for the M60/M-METANET-basic and M1/M-METANET-
basic (2.3 and 2.2, respectively) in comparison to the M25/M-METANET-vsl and
M25/M-METANET-basic (1.5 and 1.7, respectively) where speed measurements
are least dissimilar.
Having said that, validation results of the M-METANET modelling scenarios are
compared with those obtained from the CTM modelling scenarios in more details in
Phase II by examining the distributions of individual errors rather than a single measure
(i.e. rather than only the objective function values of mean absolute errors in speed).
5.2.3 A note on ensemble-based optimisation parameters
To study the influence of the three ensemble-based optimisation parameters (or inputs)
on the results, three scenarios were devised and compared with the initial scenario (here,
it is referred to as the ‘base-case’ scenario). The three scenarios are:
 Scenario 1: reducing the number of optimisation runs to 100 while keeping both
the threshold percentile and significance level as the ‘base-case’ scenario, E = 100,
χ = 50%, and ξ = 0.01;
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 Scenario 2: reducing both the threshold percentile to 10% and the significance
level to 0.1 while keeping the number of optimisation runs as the ‘base-case’
scenario, E = 500, χ = 10%, and ξ = 0.1; and
 Scenario 3: reducing all 3 inputs to E = 100, χ = 10%, and ξ = 0.1.
The influence of these three is examined using the M60/CTM-basic and M60/M-
METANET-basic modelling scenarios, in two ways: the number of top-solutions ob-
tained from each scenario is compared with the ‘base-case’ scenario; and the distribution
of each parameter of top-solutions is compared with that of the ‘base-case’ scenario.
Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 below show the number of top-solutions based on the dif-
ferent scenarios for the M60/CTM-basic and M60/M-METANET-basic, respectively.
Reducing the number of optimisation runs E from 500 to 100 (scenario 1) has a consis-
tent influence for both the CTM and M-METANET. This is a reduction in the number
of top-solutions by approximately a factor of 5. Since the number of top-solutions is
high for the M-METANET across all time periods, top-solutions are still found for each
one. This is not the case for time periods [1-3] using CTM, where top-solutions are not
found.
Table 5.7: number of top-solutions obtained from each ensemble-based input scenario for the
M60/CTM-basic
Time ‘Base-case’ Scenario Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 2
Period E = 500; χ = 50%; ξ = 0.01 100; 50%; 0.01 500; 10%; 0.1 100; 10%; 0.1
[1] 3 0 0 0
[2] 0 0 0 0
[3] 7 0 0 0
[4] 122 27 0 0
[5] 12 1 0 0
[6] 248 50 50 10∑
392 78 50 10
Table 5.8: number of top-solutions obtained from each ensemble-based input scenario for the
M60/M-METANET-basic
Time ‘Base-case’ Scenario Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 2
Period E = 500; χ = 50%; ξ = 0.01 100; 50%; 0.01 500; 10%; 0.1 100; 10%; 0.1
[1] 167 38 37 7
[2] 205 39 33 8
[3] 209 48 41 10
[4] 241 46 44 8
[5] 225 48 0 0
[6] 250 50 49 10∑
1297 269 204 43
When the threshold percentile χ is restricted to 10% and significance level is in-
creased to 0.1 (i.e. scenarios 2 and 3), top-solutions are found for a single time period
in the case of CTM but for all time periods in the case of M-METANET. Dropping the
threshold percentile to 10% directly drops the remaining solutions in the ensemble to
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100 or 10, depending on the value of E. Increasing the significance level also reduces
the chance of not rejecting the null hypothesis of the two statistical tests. Here, it
is important to mention that while both inputs E and χ do not have any underly-
ing assumptions, this is not the case for the ξ input. Relaxing the significance level
(for e.g. 0.01 as in the ‘base-case’) reduces type-I error of statistical testing at the
expense of increased type-II error. This implies that while the risk to rejecting a top-
solution which captures the distribution and variance of measured traffic variable is
reduced, the risk to accepting a top-solution which does not capture the distribution
and variance of measurements is increased. Here, the reason behind relaxing the sig-
nificance level to 0.01 is mainly due to difficulty of getting a top-solution for the CTM
under demanding condition, which prevents further analysis and comparison. At the
same time, such result exposes the structural issues of the CTM in comparison to M-
METANET. M-METANET was almost always able to find solutions. The flexibility in
the M-METANET in terms of additional parameters, modified fundamental diagram,
and additional speed dynamics equation allows for finding top-solutions even under
demanding criteria.
In addition to that, the ranges of parameter values obtained for the three scenarios
become much lower for the CTM given scenarios 2 and 3, as shown in Figure 5.17.
The distribution of parameter values is maintained in scenario 1. However, the range
of parameter values for the M-METANET remains almost the same across the three
scenarios, as shown in Figure 5.18. While the fact that finding top-solutions across
all time periods is advantageous of the M-METANET model structure, it is at the
expense of higher uncertainty in its parameterisation, not only in terms of the number
of top-solutions but also in terms of parameter values.
To conclude, this section shows that results remain almost the same for CTM and
M-METANET when reducing the number of optimisation runs only to 100, suggesting
that 100 can be enough for the purpose of our analysis, at the expense of reducing the
population of prediction error points for analysis in subsequent phases. This section
also shows that reducing the significance level influences the results, especially for the
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Figure 5.17: Cumulative distribution of the four M60/CTM-basic parameter values of top-
solutions obtained based on the ‘base-case’ scenario and the three scenarios.
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Figure 5.18: Cumulative distribution of the seven M60/M-METANET-basic parameter values
of top-solutions obtained based on the ‘base-case’ scenario and the three scenarios.
CTM, suggesting that the original input of 0.01 is needed in order to at least get top-
solutions across different time periods of the modelling scenario, which would allow
examining the results of subsequent phases. This is, of course, at the expense of higher
risk in examining top-solutions that does not capture the distribution and variance of
measurements.
5.3 Phase II: Prediction error estimation
 Optimisation algorithm selection 
 Objective function selection 
𝐽(𝛽𝑟,𝑚)  
 Ensemble number selection 
𝑒  
 Ensemble parameter optimisation 
𝛽 𝑒 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚  
 Top-solutions selection 
𝛽 𝑒
′
𝑍 𝑟,𝑚 | χ, 𝜉  
 Road networks selection and 
characterisation 𝑟  
 Time periods selection 𝑚  
 Macroscopic traffic flow models 
selection and spatiotemporal 
configuration  
𝑓  
 Data sets extraction and pre-
processing  
𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛾𝑟,𝑚  
Preliminary Phase: 
Data preparation    
Phase I: 
Ensemble-based optimisation 
 
CALIBRATION: 
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑐 𝜌 , 𝑢  =
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚
 
 
VALIDATION:  
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑛, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑣 𝜌 , 𝑢 =
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛
 
Phase II: 
Prediction error estimation 
 Bivariate gridding 
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
 
 Grid-based error evaluation 
𝜀𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Bivariate kernel density estimation   
𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Monte Carlo sampling of size 𝑠  
from 𝜺 𝒓 𝝆 , 𝒖 
𝒋,𝒌
 
Phase III: 
Grid-based Monte Carlo sampling 
 Point-based emission prediction 
𝐸𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
, …   
 Probabilistic-based  
emission prediction 
 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎  𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
− 𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
, …    
 Confidence interval calculation 
𝐶𝐼𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,2.5
𝑎 , 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,97.5%
𝑎  
Phase IV: 
Uncertainty propagation 
The main input of Phase II is the top-solutions obtained in the previous
phase. Unlike Phase I, there is not any additional parameters (or inputs)
that need to be made here. Given the top-solutions, the following two
sections present and discuss the results of the outputs of Phase II obtained for the four
CTM modelling scenarios in § 5.3.1, and the four M-METANET modelling scenarios
in § 5.3.2. Calibration and validation results are separately discussed in each section.
5.3.1 First-order CTM
5.3.1.1 Model calibration
The main outputs of Phase II are the two bivariate calibration and validation error dis-
tributions for each modelling scenario. These are obtained by simulating top-solutions
obtained earlier on relevant time periods, extracting and aggregating the calibration
or validation outputs to the measurement spatiotemporal resolution, and subtracting
measurement values from the aggregated prediction outputs.
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The calibration error distributions are shown in Figure 5.19, which shows the
bivariate distribution, εcr(¯
¯
ρ, u¯), for each CTM modelling scenario. As an example,
[3, 0, 7, 122, 12, 248] top-solutions (a total of 392) have been identified for each time
period of the M60/CTM-basic modelling scenario. The first panel [A] in Figure 5.19
shows the estimated calibration errors from all 392 simulations with a total of 568272
aggregated traffic speed-density error points.
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Figure 5.19: Bivariate calibration error distributions of aggregated traffic speed and density
estimated from the top-solutions of each CTM modelling scenario.
The four estimated bivariate error distributions are summarised in Table 5.9. While
these have been obtained from the simulation of top-solutions only, errors can be of
high values. For instance, a maximum over-prediction (under-prediction) of 76 (52)
veh km-1 and 98 (102) km h-1 for the M60/CTM-basic modelling scenario is reached.
This is alongside the high standard deviation values of both variables. The standard
deviation ranges between 7 and 13 for traffic density and between 13 and 20 for speed
across the four modelling scenarios. Such high values, particularly of traffic speed,
can be a direct result of the assumed steady-state traffic speed-density relationship,
i.e. traffic speed adapting instantaneously to density. In addition to that, bivariate
error distributions of M25/CTM-vsl and M25/CTM-basic have similar characteristics
in terms of their summary statistics, suggesting that structural errors in using the
basic CTM on a VSL-operated road network might have been compensated for by the
optimisation problem. It is otherwise possible that M25/CTM-vsl structure does not
improve upon the basic CTM structure, given the complexity of VSL-operation along
with the fact that top-solutions were only found on 2 time periods out of 6. In either
cases, the precise reason to such observation is hard to know in the context of this
analysis, due to the complex interactions between the different components.
In order to examine how (and if) these bivariate error distributions vary by time pe-
riod and top-solutions, the best perceived way (given the large number of top-solutions)
is to present the summary statistics of the errors in each traffic variable. Figure 5.20
and Figure 5.21 show the [0, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, 100]th percentiles of errors in traffic den-
sity and speed, respectively, for each top-solution and time period; the 0th percentile
and the 100th percentile is the minimum and maximum, respectively. As an example,
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Table 5.9: summary statistics of calibration errors in aggregated traffic density and speed,
[εcr(¯
¯
ρ), εcr(u¯)], for each CTM modelling scenario
Summary M60 M1 M25 M25
Statistics CTM-basic CTM-basic CTM-vsl CTM-basic
Mean [4, -1] [1, 3] [1, -1] [0, 0]
Std. Dev. [11, 13] [13, 19] [7, 20] [7, 20]
Covariance -102 -206 -126 -133
Minimum [-52, -102] [-44, -103] [-49, -63] [-48, -76]
Maximum [76, 98] [213, 91] [24, 89] [33, 96]
NR. of points 568272 1537554 357327 396621
time period [1] of the M60/CTM-basic has 3 top-solutions. 3 calibration error distri-
butions of each variable are estimated. Each error distribution produces 3 error values
of each percentile. Time period [1] of the M60/CTM-basic shows these values using
different colours for the different percentiles. The figures show that differences from
one top-solution to another and from one time period to another are mainly in the
extreme values (i.e. minimum and maximum only) of both traffic variables. This is
especially the case for time periods with high numbers of top-solutions, such as time
period [4] of M60/CTM-basic and time periods [1-3] of M1/CTM-basic.
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Figure 5.20: [0, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, 100]th percentiles of calibration errors in aggregated traffic
density for each top-solution and time period of each CTM modelling scenario.
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Figure 5.21: [0, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, 100]th percentiles of calibration errors in aggregated traffic
speed for each top-solution and time period of each CTM modelling scenario.
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Figure 5.19 shows that there is a negative relationship between error distributions
in traffic speed and density. This is also reflected in the negative covariances calculated
in Table 5.9 for each modelling scenario. Hence, an over-prediction (i.e. positive errors)
of traffic speed indicates an under-prediction (i.e. negative errors) of density and vice
versa; this is a consequence of the traffic speed-density fundamental diagram. To better
understand the strength of the linear relationship between the two variables, correlation
coefficients (or Pearson’s r) are estimated for each bivariate error distribution arising
from each top-solution across the four CTM modelling scenarios. Estimated correla-
tion coefficients were in the range of [−0.82,−0.70], [−0.92,−0.60], [−0.92,−0.84], and
[−0.92,−0.84] for each of the four CTM modelling scenarios, respectively. This indi-
cates that the distribution of each variable cannot be treated separately. For instance,
a traffic speed error point of 100 km h-1 should not be sampled along with a density
error point of 50 veh km-1. Similar results have been observed for the validation error
distributions of CTM as well as the calibration and validation errors of METANET.
These are listed here instead.
 a range of [−0.94,−0.89], [−0.96,−0.58], [−0.92,−0.90], and [−0.93,−0.89] based
on the validation outputs of each of the four CTM modelling scenarios, respec-
tively.
 a range of [−0.83,−0.51], [−0.83,−0.56], [−0.89,−0.57], and [−0.91,−0.66] based
on the calibration outputs of each of the four M-METANET modelling scenarios,
respectively.
 a range of [−0.95,−0.68], [−0.93,−0.76], [−0.93,−0.80], and [−0.93,−0.83] based
on the validation outputs of each of the four M-METANET modelling scenarios,
respectively.
Another previously made assumption is shown here empirically, regarding the use of
traffic density instead of flow-based density. The above results clearly use aggregated
traffic density predictions. When both predictions and errors of aggregated traffic
density are compared with flow-based density (aggregated flow divided by aggregated
speed), an almost one-to-one relationship is observed. This is considered the main
reason behind choosing one variable to continue with in the analysis.
Figure 5.22 illustrates this point. Figure 5.22A shows the similarity in the prediction
outputs of the two variables while Figure 5.22B shows that of the estimated errors of
the two variables. Although the aggregated values are not exactly the same, an R2
of 0.99 has been calculated for each CTM modelling scenario. This is for both the
relationship between the prediction outputs as well as the prediction errors. The same
has been observed for the validation outputs of CTM as well as the calibration and
validation outputs of METANET.
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Figure 5.22: Calibration prediction [A] outputs and [B] errors of aggregated traffic flow-based
density versus density for each CTM modelling scenario.
5.3.1.2 Model validation
By simulating each top-solution of each time period using the input data of each of
the other 5 time periods, separately, validation errors of the variables of interest are
estimated for each simulation run. Figure 5.23 shows the estimated validation errors
of all top-solutions of each modelling scenario. For instance, the first panel [A] of
Figure 5.23 shows those from all the 392 × 5 = 1960 simulations, with a total of
3679440 aggregated traffic speed-density error points.
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Figure 5.23: Bivariate validation error distributions of aggregated traffic speed and density
estimated from the top-solutions of each CTM modelling scenario.
Summary statistics of the estimated bivariate error distributions are provided in
Table 5.10. In comparing the results with those obtained from the calibration errors
(Table 5.9), the ranges of validation errors in traffic speed and density is slightly higher
than that of the calibration errors by a factor of [1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.1] and [1.3, 1, 1.3, 1.3],
respectively, for each modelling scenario. However, validation errors are characterised
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by their higher variability. For instance, the standard deviation for the M60/CTM-
basic has increased from 11 veh km-1 and 13 km h-1 to 18 veh km-1 and 35 km h-1.
The standard deviation of traffic speed and density errors increased by a factor of
[2.7, 1.9, 1.5, 1.6] and [1.6, 1.4, 1.6, 1.6], respectively, for each modelling scenario. This il-
lustrates that while the maximum ranges of calibration errors might have been reached,
their variability are still lower than the validation ones. Although this is expected since
the simulated parameters are not optimal on the other time periods, it can be a direct
result of higher bivariate error points. Such differences, however, are compared in the
context of their propagation to emission predictions in the next phases.
Table 5.10: summary statistics of validation errors in aggregated traffic density and speed,
[εvr(¯
¯
ρ), εvr(u¯)], for each CTM modelling scenario
Summary M60 M1 M25 M25
Statistics CTM-basic CTM-basic CTM-vsl CTM-basic
Mean [-7, 17] [0, 7] [0, -1] [-2, 7]
Std. Dev. [18, 35] [18, 36] [11, 29] [11, 32]
Covariance -590 -595 -281 -332
Minimum [-86, -106] [-67, -110] [-55, -90] [-56, -90]
Maximum [79, 100] [202, 105] [38, 97] [38, 97]
NR. of points 3679440 7570050 1587915 2097585
5.3.2 Second-order METANET
5.3.2.1 Model calibration
The estimation process of calibration and validation errors based on M-METANET is
the same to those of the CTM. Since the arguments for using bivariate analysis and
aggregated traffic density have been set earlier, the results of most interest here are
the estimated bivariate traffic speed-density calibration and validation errors for each
M-METANET modelling scenario.
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Figure 5.24: Bivariate calibration error distributions of aggregated traffic speed and density
estimated from the top-solutions of each M-METANET modelling scenario.
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Figure 5.24 presents the calibration error distributions obtained from the simulation
of the top-solutions on relevant time periods for each modelling scenario, separately.
Table 5.11 shows the range and distribution of the calibration errors obtained. While
the ranges of calibration errors are very similar to those obtained for CTM modelling
scenarios, their standard deviation are consistently lower, particularly for those of the
traffic speed. For instance, a standard deviation of [11, 11, 14, 17] km h-1 is obtained
for M-METANET modelling scenarios in comparison to [13, 19, 20, 20] km h-1 for the
CTM ones. This can be a direct implication of the additional traffic speed dynamics
equation used in the M-METANET model structure which reduced the variability in
speed errors.
Table 5.11: summary statistics of calibration errors in aggregated traffic density and speed,
[εcr(¯
¯
ρ), εcr(u¯)], for each M-METANET modelling scenario
Summary
M60 M1 M25 M25
Statistic
M-METANET M-METANET M-METANET M-METANET
-basic -basic -vsl -basic
Mean [1, -1] [2, 0] [0, 1] [1, 0]
Std. Dev. [8, 11] [7, 11] [7, 14] [8, 17]
Covariance -65 -52 -90 -114
Minimum [-71, -98] [-57, -102] [-50, -65] [-52, -74]
Maximum [93, 96] [120, 92] [60, 82] [89, 90]
NR. of points 2296302 962334 487017 930447
Similar to the CTM, summary statistics of calibration errors in traffic density and
speed showing differences from one top-solution to another and from one time period
to another are plotted in Figure 5.25 and Figure 5.26. The figures also show that most
apparent differences are in the extreme values. This of course justifies the importance
of using a single error distribution in order to account for such differences, but also
to avoid bias in comparing a single arbitrary top-solution from CTM with a single
arbitrary top-solution from M-METANET.
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Figure 5.25: [0, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, 100]th percentiles of calibration errors in aggregated traffic
density for each top-solution and time period of each M-METANET modelling scenario.
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Figure 5.26: [0, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, 100]th percentiles of calibration errors in aggregated traffic
speed for each top-solution and time period of each M-METANET modelling scenario.
5.3.2.2 Model validation
As for the estimated M-METANET validation errors, a comparison to those obtained
from the M-METANET calibration errors as well as from the CTM validation errors
can be made. Figure 5.27 presents the validation error distributions obtained from the
simulation of the top-solutions on relevant time periods for each modelling scenario,
separately. Table 5.12 shows summary statistics of the validation errors obtained.
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Figure 5.27: Bivariate validation error distributions of aggregated traffic speed and density
estimated from the top-solutions of each M-METANET modelling scenario.
Comparison results are summarised in four points below.
1. The estimated range of M-METANET validation errors in traffic speed is higher
than that of calibration errors by a factor of [1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.3] for the four mod-
elling scenarios, respectively.
2. The estimated range of M-METANET validation errors in traffic density is higher
than that of calibration errors by a factor of [1.1, 1.1, 1.9, 1.4] for the four mod-
elling scenarios, respectively.
3. The standard deviation of M-METANET validation errors in traffic speed is
higher than that of the calibration errors by a factor of [2.4, 2.5, 1.5, 1.6] for the
four modelling scenarios, respectively.
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4. The standard deviation of M-METANET validation errors in traffic density is
higher than that of the calibration errors by a factor of [1.9, 2.1, 1.6, 1.5] for the
four modelling scenarios, respectively.
Such result can directly be attributed to overfitted models on calibration data sets
leading to higher errors values when calibrated parameters are used on validation data
sets. However, the number of error points are highest for the validation outputs due to
the high number of simulation runs across each modelling scenario. This is also a po-
tential reason for the differences between calibration and validation error distributions.
On average, however, there is not a substantial difference between the comparison of
validation and calibration results of M-METANET to those obtained from validation
and calibration of the CTM ones. Having said that, the variation of these errors across
the region of predictions and the influence of such differences on emission predictions
are investigated in the following phases.
Table 5.12: summary statistics of validation errors in aggregated traffic density and speed,
[εvr(¯
¯
ρ), εvr(u¯)], for each M-METANET modelling scenario
Summary
M60 M1 M25 M25
Statistic
M-METANET M-METANET M-METANET M-METANET
-basic -basic -vsl -basic
Mean [-3, 5] [1, 3] [-2, 7] [0, 5]
Std. Dev. [15, 26] [15, 27] [11, 21] [12, 28]
Covariance -354 -360 -207 -314
Minimum [-86, -102] [-66, -114] [-52, -106] [-55, -111]
Maximum [100, 104] [128, 104] [157, 87] [136, 95]
NR. of points 11757990 5486670 3009645 4833675
5.4 Phase III: Grid-based Monte Carlo sampling
 Optimisation algorithm selection 
 Objective function selection 
𝐽(𝛽𝑟,𝑚)  
 Ensemble number selection 
𝑒  
 Ensemble parameter optimisation 
𝛽 𝑒 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚  
 Top-solutions selection 
𝛽 𝑒
′
𝑍 𝑟,𝑚 | χ, 𝜉  
 Road networks selection and 
characterisation 𝑟  
 Time periods selection 𝑚  
 Macroscopic traffic flow models 
selection and spatiotemporal 
configuration  
𝑓  
 Data sets extraction and pre-
processing  
𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛾𝑟,𝑚  
Preliminary Phase: 
Data preparation    
Phase I: 
Ensemble-based optimisation 
 
CALIBRATION: 
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑐 𝜌 , 𝑢  =
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚
 
 
VALIDATION:  
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑛, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑣 𝜌 , 𝑢 =
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛
 
Phase II: 
Prediction error estimation 
 Bivariate gridding 
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
 
 Grid-based error evaluation 
𝜀𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Bivariate kernel density estimation   
𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Monte Carlo sampling of size 𝑠  
from 𝜺 𝒓 𝝆 , 𝒖 
𝒋,𝒌
 
Phase III: 
Grid-based Monte Carlo sampling 
 Point-based emission prediction 
𝐸𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
, …   
 Probabilistic-based  
emission prediction 
 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎  𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
− 𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
, …    
 Confidence interval calculation 
𝐶𝐼𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,2.5
𝑎 , 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,97.5%
𝑎  
Phase IV: 
Uncertainty propagation 
Given the prediction outputs from which the error distributions have
been calculated in Phase II, the only remaining input to Phase III is
the number of grids in predicted traffic density and speed, J and K,
respectively. The choice of which is a trade-off between having low error data points
per grid square and assigning error data points that can under or over-estimate their
contribution to the grid square. In this study, a basic sensitivity analysis was performed,
based on which appropriate values of J and K were determined. While a value of 15
for both variables was found to be appropriate, the influence of varying the grid-size
of J and K on emission predictions is explored in § 5.5.3. Once the gridding criteria is
known, the four steps to Phase III directly follow: bivariate gridding of predicted traffic
data, evaluating bivariate error distributions, estimating the bivariate kernel density
of errors, and sampling of bivariate errors for each grid square which are to be used in
Phase IV. The results for each of the four CTM and M-METANET modelling scenarios
are presented and discussed in § 5.4.1 and § 5.4.2, respectively.
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5.4.1 First-order CTM
Before presenting the results of bivariate gridding, this section starts by empirically
justifying the use of a grid-based approach. Figure 5.28A and Figure 5.28B show how
errors in traffic density vary across density predictions and how errors in traffic speed
vary across speed predictions given the top-solutions and time periods of M60/CTM-
basic, respectively.
Figure 5.28: Scatter plots of predicted [A] traffic density and [B] speed versus their calibration
errors obtained from the top-solutions and time periods of M60/CTM-basic modelling scenario.
Both figures illustrate that over (under)-predictions are associated with high traf-
fic density (low speed) predictions; this is when the model fails to predict free-flow
conditions. Similarly, under (over)-predictions are associated with low traffic density
(high speed) predictions; this is when the model fails to predict congested conditions.
Of course, these errors also have a joint distribution, as established earlier. Hence, it
is inappropriate, for instance, to associate traffic speed-density error point [−100, 50]
with speed-density prediction point of [100, 10]. If traffic speed of 100 km h-1 is under-
predicted by 100 km h-1, then it means that the actual measurement is 200 km h-1, a
very high measurement. If traffic density of 10 veh km-1 is over-predicted by 50 veh
km-1, then it implies that the actual measurement is −40 veh km-1, a negative-valued
measurement. As such, it is inappropriate to associate the entire bivariate error distri-
butions obtained from Phase II with all traffic speed-density predictions. Alternatively,
associating an error distribution for each predicted traffic speed-density point implies
very low data occupancy of errors for many prediction points. For instance, traffic
speed-density prediction point [40, 50] and [88, 3] of M60/CTM-basic are associated
with only 10 and 1 calibration error points, respectively. Therefore a grid-based ap-
proach to associating errors with the predicted traffic speed-density data is undertaken.
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Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30 show the gridding of predicted traffic speed and density
based on the calibration and validation outputs, respectively. For instance, the first
panel [A] of Figure 5.29 represents the calibration outputs of 392 top-solutions using
the M60/CTM-basic modelling scenario. As noticed, these predictions do not always
follow the equilibrium speed-density relationship of the parameter vectors since they
are 1-minute aggregated outputs. For this modelling scenario, a total of 33 grid squares
is obtained. A total of 33, 48, and 31 grid squares are obtained for M1/CTM-basic,
M25/CTM-vsl, and M25/CTM-basic.
Similarly, the first panel [A] of Figure 5.30 represents the validation outputs of 392
top-solutions using the M60/CTM-basic modelling scenario. A total of 44 grid squares
is obtained. A total of 35, 53, and 42 grid squares are obtained for the other three
modelling scenarios, respectively.
Figure 5.29: Aggregated traffic speed-density calibration outputs obtained from the top-
solutions of each CTM modelling scenario. Black squares show the 15× 15 grid squares. Grid
squares with data points less than 100 are not considered/removed.
Figure 5.30: Aggregated traffic speed-density speed validation outputs obtained from the
top-solutions of each CTM modelling scenario.
Based on the gridding of prediction points, a bivariate error distribution is evalu-
ated and associated with each grid square. This is a subsetting exercise of two variables
(of errors) based on the corresponding values of another two variables (of predictions).
In order to better understand the variation of evaluated errors across the grid squares,
Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32 show summary statistics of evaluated calibration and val-
idation errors of the M60/CTM-basic modelling scenario, respectively. For example,
the mean and standard deviation of calibration traffic density errors are shown in
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Figure 5.31A and Figure 5.31B, respectively. The mean and standard deviation of cal-
ibration speed errors are shown in Figure 5.31C and Figure 5.31D, respectively. Those
obtained for the M1/CTM-basic, M25/CTM-vsl, and M25/CTM-basic are presented
in Appendix C.
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Figure 5.31: Summary statistics of calibration error distributions obtained for each grid
square of the M60/CTM-basic modelling scenario: [A] mean and [B] standard deviation of
traffic density errors and [C] mean and [D] standard deviation of speed errors.
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Figure 5.32: Summary statistics of validation error distributions obtained for each grid square
of the M60/CTM-basic modelling scenario: [A] mean and [B] standard deviation of traffic
density errors; and [C] mean and [D] standard deviation of speed errors.
While the actual values vary from one modelling scenario to another or from cali-
bration to validation errors, summary statistics of errors, especially of the mean values,
across the grid squares of predictions have similar characteristics. These are:
 mean values of traffic density errors are typically large negatives or blue coloured
grids (under-predictions) at free-flow predictions while those for speed errors are
large positives or green coloured grids (over-predictions);
 mean values of traffic density errors are typically large positives (over-predictions)
at congested-condition predictions while those for speed errors are large negatives
(under-predictions);
 mean values of traffic density (speed) errors change gradually from large negatives
(positives) to large positives (negatives) across the grid squares of traffic speed-
density predictions i.e. from free-flow predictions to congested-flow predictions;
and
 standard deviation of both traffic density and speed errors depend on the mod-
elling scenario and varies across the feasible prediction region.
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 the range of mean values and standard deviation values per grid square is generally
always higher for the validation errors in comparison to the calibration ones; this
is consistent with results of the single bivariate error distribution obtained earlier
in Phase II.
Bivariate gridding and error evaluation are only the first two steps of Phase III. The
last two steps are the bivariate kernel density estimation of errors at each grid square
and their random sampling. Given the large number of grid squares of calibration
and validation errors across four CTM and four METANET modelling scenarios, an
example is provided here, only to illustrate the method empirically.
First, consider grid square [j = 6, k = 8] of calibration outputs of the M60/CTM-
basic modelling scenario. This corresponds to [36, 43] veh km-1 in traffic density and
[52, 60] km h-1 in speed, and is shown in Figure 5.33 below. The evaluated bivariate
error distribution associated with any point o within the entire [6, 8] grid square, is
shown in Figure 5.34A. Traffic density and speed errors range between [−43, 32] and
[−59, 53], respectively. The large range of errors is expected since the selected grid
square is neither within free-flow nor within congested-flow predictions. The estimated
bivariate kernel density, here assuming a bivariate normal kernel (Venables & Ripley,
2002), is shown in Figure 5.34B. The latter is used to randomly sample s = 1000 points
to be propagated to emission predictions. A random sample for this grid is shown in
Figure 5.34C.
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[6, 8] grid square
o = (40.15,53.05)
Figure 5.33: Example grid square of traffic speed-density calibration outputs of M60/CTM-
basic. The grid is divided into finer grids of 1/4 resolution in each direction. Point o =
(40.14, 53.05) is used as an example in the next phase.
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Figure 5.34: Example of the last three steps of Phase III: [A] evaluated traffic speed-density
error points for grid square [6, 8] of traffic speed-density calibration outputs of M60/CTM-
basic; [B] corresponding estimated bivariate kernel density with blue-green indicating low-high
density; and [C] random sample of 1000 error points from the estimated bivariate kernel density
associated with each point in Figure 5.33.
This process is repeated for each grid square in each modelling scenario: four cal-
ibration and four validation CTM modelling scenarios, and four calibration and four
validation M-METANET modelling scenarios. The main interest here is the process,
and their results in terms of their use as input in the last ‘uncertainty propagation
phase, § 5.4.
5.4.2 Second-order METANET
Similar analysis for the M-METANET modelling scenarios is provided here, specifi-
cally for the first two bivariate gridding and error evaluation steps. Figure 5.35 and
Figure 5.36 show the gridding of predicted traffic speed and density based on the cal-
ibration and validation outputs, respectively. For instance, the first panel [A] of Fig-
ure 5.35 represents the calibration outputs from the simulation of 1297 top-solutions
of all time periods using the M60/M-METANET-basic modelling scenario. For this
modelling scenario, a total of 61 grid squares is obtained. A total of 56, 41, and 41
grid squares are obtained for M1/M-METANET-basic, M25/M-METANET-vsl, and
M25/M-METANET-basic, respectively. The first panel [A] of Figure 5.36 represents
the validation outputs of the M60/M-METANET-basic. A total of 79 grid squares
is obtained. A total of 64, 43, and 43 grid squares are obtained for the other three
modelling scenarios, respectively.
In comparison to CTM-based predictions, the number of grid squares are higher
i.e. the traffic speed-density prediction region is much larger. This is a result of the
speed dynamics equation and the variability around the fundamental diagram induced
by the M-METANET model structure. This is in addition to the higher number of
top-solutions identified for each modelling scenario. The general trends in the mean
and standard deviation of error values per grid square is similar to those described for
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Figure 5.35: Aggregated traffic speed-density calibration outputs obtained from the top-
solutions of each M-METANET modelling scenario.
Figure 5.36: Aggregated traffic speed-density validation outputs obtained from the top-
solutions of each M-METANET modelling scenario.
the CTM modelling scenarios. Figure 5.37 and Figure 5.38 show summary statistics
of evaluated errors of the M60/M-METANET-basic modelling scenario, respectively.
Appendix C shows the detailed trends of calibration and validation errors per grid
square for the other three M-METANET modelling scenario.
Because of the differences in the feasible regions and number of grid squares between
CTM and METANET, the best perceived way to examining the differences between
the two is through the last ‘uncertainty propagation’ phase
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Figure 5.37: Summary statistics of calibration error distributions obtained for each grid
square of the M60/M-METANET-basic modelling scenario: [A] mean and [B] standard devia-
tion of traffic density errors and [C] mean and [D] standard deviation of traffic speed errors.
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Figure 5.38: Summary statistics of validation error distributions obtained for each grid square
of the M60/M-METANET-basic modelling scenario: [A] mean and [B] standard deviation of
traffic density errors and [C] mean and [D] standard deviation of traffic speed errors.
5.5 Phase IV: Uncertainty propagation
 Optimisation algorithm selection 
 Objective function selection 
𝐽(𝛽𝑟,𝑚)  
 Ensemble number selection 
𝑒  
 Ensemble parameter optimisation 
𝛽 𝑒 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚  
 Top-solutions selection 
𝛽 𝑒
′
𝑍 𝑟,𝑚 | χ, 𝜉  
 Road networks selection and 
characterisation 𝑟  
 Time periods selection 𝑚  
 Macroscopic traffic flow models 
selection and spatiotemporal 
configuration  
𝑓  
 Data sets extraction and pre-
processing  
𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛾𝑟,𝑚  
Preliminary Phase: 
Data preparation    
Phase I: 
Ensemble-based optimisation 
 
CALIBRATION: 
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑚, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑐 𝜌 , 𝑢  =
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑚
 
 
VALIDATION:  
 
 Model simulation 
𝜌, 𝑢
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
 = 𝑓 𝐼 𝑟,𝑛, 𝛽 
𝑒′ 𝑍 𝑟,𝑚   
 Spatiotemporal aggregation 
𝜌 , 𝑢  
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
= 𝑓  
 Error estimation 
𝜀𝑟
𝑣 𝜌 , 𝑢 =
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛|𝑚
𝑒′
− 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑛
 
Phase II: 
Prediction error estimation 
 Bivariate gridding 
𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
 
 Grid-based error evaluation 
𝜀𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Bivariate kernel density estimation   
𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
 
 Monte Carlo sampling of size 𝑠  
from 𝜺 𝒓 𝝆 , 𝒖 
𝒋,𝒌
 
Phase III: 
Grid-based Monte Carlo sampling 
 Point-based emission prediction 
𝐸𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
, …   
 Probabilistic-based  
emission prediction 
 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎  𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
− 𝜀 𝑟 𝜌 , 𝑢 
𝑗,𝑘
, …    
 Confidence interval calculation 
𝐶𝐼𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,2.5
𝑎 , 𝑋𝑜|𝑟,𝑗,𝑘,97.5%
𝑎  
Phase IV: 
Uncertainty propagation 
With a random sample of bivariate errors for each grid square, the final
phase focusses on their propagation to emission predictions. Here, an
example of results is provided for NOx air pollutant, i.e. a = NOx.
Keeping in mind, that any other air pollutant of interest can be used in this phase.
The only parameter to this phase is the resolution of points o of each grid square. This
mainly depends on the smoothness desired of the final surface maps; it does not affect
the results since every point in the grid is assigned the same error distribution. Here,
a resolution of 1/4 in each direction (i.e. traffic density and speed) is proposed.
Sections § 5.5.1 and § 5.5.2 present and discuss the results for the four CTM and
METANET modelling scenarios, respectively. Section § 5.5.1 starts by providing an
example of how errors are propagated for a single grid square, as a continuation to the
previously introduced example of Phase III, § 5.4.1. Section § 5.5.3 comments on the
influence of varying the grid size on the final outputs of confidence intervals.
5.5.1 CTM-based emission predictions
Given the sampled errors associated with each point o in grid square [6, 8], consider
a single point o = (40.15, 53.05) in traffic density and speed, respectively. By adding
the 1000-sampled errors to point o, Figure 5.39A shows the distribution of possible
corresponding measured traffic speed-density points for the predicted point o i.e. the
uncertainty in the predicted point o.
Given that, a point-based emission prediction uses the predicted point o as in-
put. This prediction is shown as the red point in Figure 5.39B. A probabilistic-based
emission prediction uses the distribution of possible corresponding measured points as
input. This is shown as the distribution in Figure 5.39B which ranges between 0 and
25 grams of NOx and includes the point-based emission prediction, 16 grams. The
estimated 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles are 4 and 18 grams, respectively. The additive
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Figure 5.39: Example of uncertainty propagation at one prediction point in the feasible
calibration output region of M60/CTM-basic: [A] shows the uncertainty in traffic speed-density
point o of grid square [6, 8], and [B] shows point-based NOx emission prediction (red point/line)
as well as the distribution reflecting its uncertainty. The 2.5th lower and 97.5th upper bounds
are represented by the grey vertical dotted lines.
lower and upper bounds are thus −12 and 2 grams, respectively. This amounts to
−75% (−1216 × 100) and 12.5% ( 216 × 100) of the point-based prediction, respectively.
Predicted NOx emissions here are in grams produced on a one kilometre-lane during
one minute; this is in order to compare between the results from different modelling
scenarios.
This is repeated for each point o in the selected grid square and for each grid
square in a modelling scenario, in order to obtain a probabilistic-based emission pre-
diction surface throughout the feasible prediction region. These surfaces are presented
in Figure 5.40 and Figure 5.41 based on calibration and validation errors, respectively.
For example, Figure 5.40A shows the point-based emission prediction for the feasi-
ble prediction region of M60/CTM-basic consisting of 33 grid squares [1A] as well
as their upper bounds [2A] and lower bounds [3A]. Figure 5.40B, Figure 5.40C, and
Figure 5.40D show those for M1/CTM-basic, M25/CTM-vsl, and M25/CTM-basic.
Here it is important to note that COPERT recommends the use of emission fac-
tors’ functions for average speeds higher than 5 or 10 km h-1 (depending on the vehicle
category). Because of that, the percentages reported next cut these out of the feasible
prediction region. However, even when removing these, there is still a risk of emis-
sions being calculated below these bounds when adding the sampled errors to original
prediction points. Another issue observed at the boundaries of the feasible region is
the possibility of getting negative values of traffic speed or density when adding the
sampled errors (i.e. before calculating emissions). In such rare circumstances, they are
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set to be bounded by 1 km h-1 or 1 veh km-1. Of course, the lower the number of grid
squares, the more these negative values would appear, and vice versa.
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Figure 5.40: Coloured contours showing NOx emission predictions in grams produced in one
kilometre space and one minute time as a function of modelled traffic speed and density using
COPERT emission factors over the feasible calibration output region of [A] M60/CTM-basic,
[B] M1/CTM-basic, [C] M25/CTM-vsl, and [D] M25/CTM-basic. Black lines show the grid
squares of each modelling scenario. [1] shows point-based emission predictions. [2] and [3] show
the upper and lower bounds of emission predictions at 95% confidence level, respectively. Dark
grey rectangles in [1] represent uncertain emission predictions due to COPERT being restricted
to > 5 km h-1 or > 10 km h-1.
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Figure 5.41: Coloured contours showing NOx emission predictions in grams over the feasible
validation output region of each CTM modelling scenario.
Before analysing the results of Figure 5.40 and Figure 5.41, it is also essential to
reiterate on the main limitation of using the obtained prediction errors in this phase.
Prediction errors are considered a result of uncertainty in the traffic flow model outputs.
However, uncertainty in COPERT emission predictions using CTM or METANET
arise from other sources such as the emission factors (and their parameters) but more
importantly from the compatibility of uni-class traffic flow models with multi-class
emission models. Deployed traffic flow models in this study use a single fundamental
diagram for all traffic modes (e.g. passenger cars versus heavy duty vehicles) and
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thus outputs average traffic speed for all vehicles on a road network. This results
in uncertainty in traffic speeds (and density) used to predicting emissions as well as
uncertainty in the fleet mix proportions used to predict total emissions. While this
source can partly be reduced using multi-class traffic flow models (i.e. multi-class
CTM or METANET), acquiring multi-class traffic density and speed data in order
to optimise the traffic flow models and estimate their prediction errors becomes more
challenging.
By calculating the additive upper and lower bounds based on these surfaces, the
following can be observed for the four CTM modelling scenarios and their calibration
surfaces, noting that all statistics are based on emission predictions in grams produced
on one kilometre-lane during one minute:
 the range of additive upper bounds [−5, 18], [−10, 20], [1, 9], and [1, 10] grams for
each modelling scenario, respectively;
 the mean of additive upper bounds are 2, 4, 5, and 5 grams;
 upper bounds are on average 8%, 24%, 39%, and 41% higher than their corre-
sponding point-based emission predictions;
 the range of additive lower bounds [−23, 1], [−19, 1], [−7, 0], and [−9,−1] grams;
 the mean of additive lower bounds are −8.8, −7.3, −3.8, and −4.4 grams; and
 lower bounds are on average 60%, 57%, 32%, and 36% lower than their corre-
sponding point-based emission predictions.
The following can be observed for the four CTM modelling scenarios and their
validation surfaces:
 the range of additive upper bounds [−6, 21], [−16, 23], [−1, 13], and [1, 12] grams
for each modelling scenario, respectively;
 the mean of additive upper bounds are 2, 5, 6, and 6 grams;
 upper bounds are on average 15%, 42%, 57%, and 55% higher than their corre-
sponding point-based emission predictions;
 the range of additive lower bounds [−20, 1], [−25, 2], [−9, 9], and [−11, 2] grams;
 the mean of additive lower bounds are −10, −8, −3, and −4 grams; and
 lower bounds are on average 67%, 57%, 25%, and 32% lower than their corre-
sponding point-based emission predictions.
The above results show the complexity of uncertainty propagation when comparing
those across calibration and validation outputs, and across VSL and non-VSL operated
road networks. Generally, the results are road network-specific (or even modelling
scenario-specific), and are dependent on each grid-specific sampled error points. Such
complexity is a result of the potential interactions with the emission model and its
embedded emission factors; examples of which were provided in Figure 3.6. Each
prediction of emission rely not only on the traffic speed-density point, but also on the
proportion of vehicles at each point and their corresponding emission factors.
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In addition to that, negative additive upper or positive additive lower bounds show
that point-based emission prediction is outside the estimated bounds. This is also a
direct result of the non-linearity of the emission model; uncertainty in a traffic speed-
density point does not map linearly to uncertainty in emission predictions. The main
two conclusions from these results are listed below.
1. Percentage differences of upper and lower bounds with respect to the point-based
emission prediction are almost always slightly higher given the validation outputs
in comparison to the calibration outputs. One possible reason why it is not
‘always’ higher despite the fact that standard deviation of validation errors are
higher than the calibration ones, is a result of the complex interactions of the
results of each grid with the emission model.
2. Differences between M25/CTM-vsl and M25/CTM-basic are negligible, which is
expected due to the similarities in their error distributions discussed earlier.
5.5.2 METANET-based emission predictions
The same method is used to calculate the surface maps given the calibration and
validation errors of the four M-METANET modelling scenarios. These surfaces are
presented in Figure 5.42 and Figure 5.43. For example, Figure 5.42A shows the point-
based emission prediction for the feasible prediction region of M60/M-METANET-basic
consisting of 61 grid squares [1A] as well as their upper bounds [2A] and lower bounds
[3A]. Figure 5.42B, Figure 5.42C, and Figure 5.42D show those for M1/M-METANET-
basic, M25/M-METANET-vsl, and M25/M-METANET-basic.
In calculating the additive upper and lower bounds based on these surfaces, the
following can be observed for the four M-METANET modelling scenarios and their
calibration surfaces:
 the range of additive upper bounds [−3, 14], [−6, 12], [−1, 9], and [−5, 11] grams
for each modelling scenario, respectively;
 the mean of additive upper bounds are 5, 3, 3, and 4 grams;
 upper bounds are on average 91%, 35%, 31%, and 38% higher than their corre-
sponding point-based emission predictions;
 the range of additive lower bounds [−15, 4], [−11, 2], [−11,−2], and [−13, 2]
grams;
 the mean of additive lower bounds are −4, −4, −4, and −5 grams; and
 lower bounds are on average 43%, 38%, 38%, and 40% lower than their corre-
sponding point-based emission predictions.
The following can be observed for the four M-METANET modelling scenarios and
their validation surfaces:
 the range of additive upper bounds [−4, 17], [−8, 17], [−9, 20], and [−5, 17] grams
for each modelling scenario, respectively;
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 the mean of additive upper bounds are 6, 5, 5, and 5 grams;
 upper bounds are on average 115%, 84%, 51%, and 53% higher than their corre-
sponding point-based emission predictions;
 the range of additive lower bounds [−15, 2], [−18, 4], [−24, 4], and [−23, 2] grams;
 the mean of additive lower bounds are −5, −5, −6, and −6 grams; and
 lower bounds are on average 49%, 48%, 41%, and 47% lower than their corre-
sponding point-based emission predictions.
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Figure 5.42: Coloured contours showing NOx emission predictions in grams over the feasible
calibration output region of each M-METANET modelling scenario.
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Figure 5.43: Coloured contours showing NOx emission predictions in grams over the feasible
validation output region of each M-METANET modelling scenario.
Similar to the CTM results, M-METANET results show that the percentage differ-
ences are always slightly higher given the validation errors in comparison to the calibra-
tion ones. Also, differences in using M25/M-METANET-vsl and M25/M-METANET-
basic are negligible.
In order to check the influences of such differences given the prediction outputs of
a single model (i.e. single top-solution and time period), an example is provided in the
last section to make the final conclusion.
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5.5.3 A note on grid-size parameters
To study the influence of the number of grids on the results, two scenarios were devised
and compared with the initial scenario of [J = 15,K = 15]. These are a lower number
of grids with [J = 10,K = 10] and higher number of grids with [J = 20,K = 20].
Phase III and Phase IV were repeated given these two scenarios for the M60/CTM-
basic and M60/M-METANET-basic only. The final additive upper and lower bounds
of the point-based emission predictions were obtained. Figure 5.44 shows the final
cumulative distributions of additive upper and lower bounds for the two scenarios in
comparison with the initial scenario.
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Figure 5.44: Cumulative distributions of additive upper and lower bounds of point-based
NOx emission predictions for the M60/CTM-basic and M60/M-METANET-basic modelling
scenarios based on three scenarios of the number of grids.
The analysis shows that while the distribution of additive upper bounds on errors
does not change significantly based on the three gridding choices, the range can increase
for lower grid-number, and reduce with an increased grid-number up to a point at
which the range of additive upper bounds ceases to decrease. This is especially the
case for the calibration outputs of CTM where the lowest number of points is obtained
in comparison to the validation outputs or to those of M-METANET. Generally, as
the choice of the grid-number increases, the number of points within each grid square
decreases, especially at the boundaries of the feasible region. As the choice of the
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grid-number decreases, there is a risk of over-estimating the bounds especially if the
population of points used for the grid-based approach is relatively low, as is the case
of the calibration outputs of M60/CTM-basic.
5.6 Probabilistic-based emissions: Final example
In principle, the results of the methodological framework can be used to determine
probabilistic-based emissions at different levels of spatiotemporal resolution, described
as follows.
 The most aggregate level is predicting total emissions on an entire road network
and during the entire time period alongside the upper and lower bounds.
 The least aggregate is predicting emissions on each cell and time step alongside
their upper and lower bounds. However, since the errors are based on the spa-
tiotemporal resolution of traffic measurements, then the least aggregate is doing
so at such spatiotemporal resolution.
 In between these two, one can predict the total emissions either on each cell along-
side the upper and lower bounds while keeping the high temporal resolution of
predictions, or for the entire time period while keeping the high spatial resolution
of predictions.
Given the predictions surfaces of emissions provided earlier and their upper and
lower bounds, the following describes major steps to determining probabilistic-based
emission predictions. Given a single top-solution and its predicted traffic density and
speed calibration or validation output,
 For each traffic speed and density per lane point, the corresponding prediction of
emissions can be easily extracted alongside its upper and lower bounds.
 Each of the three values are multiplied by their corresponding number of lanes and
distance (of two measurement sites). This is made in order to transform grams
produced on a one kilometre-lane to grams produced on the relevant section.
Values can be divided by 1000 to convert emission predictions to kilograms.
By keeping the spatiotemporal resolution of aggregated traffic speed and density
points, this will provide the least aggregate output of probabilistic-based emissions of
a single traffic flow model. These, however, can be summed up in space (or in time) to
produce time series data (or spatial data), as well as in both space and time to produce
total emissions on a road network during an entire time period.
Here an example of total emissions and their upper and lower bounds for a single
time period is provided. These are time period [6] for the M60 and time period [2]
for M1 and M25; all of which are 3-hour time periods. Their top-solutions allow to
calculate confidence intervals, given the calibration outputs. The top-solutions of all
other time periods allow to calculate confidence intervals, given the validation outputs.
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Figure 5.45 below shows the results for the four CTM and four M-METANET modelling
scenarios. Green coloured points represent the total emission predictions in kilograms
during the 3-hours, given each top-solution. Red coloured points represent their upper
and lower bounds. In order to make the results comparable, the total emissions for each
road network were divided by the total length of each road network. However, while
both the M60 and M1 are three lanes road networks, those of the M25 are either 4 or
5; the main reason behind the higher total emissions. The following has been observed
from the example results.
 additive bound on total emission predictions can reach 28% and 48% higher for
calibration and validation CTM models, respectively;
 additive bound on total emission predictions can reach 37% and 55% lower for
calibration and validation CTM models, respectively;
 additive bound on total emission predictions can reach 24% and 50% higher for
calibration and validation M-METANET models, respectively; and
 additive bound on total emission predictions can reach 33% and 49% lower for
calibration and validation M-METANET models, respectively.
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Figure 5.45: Total NOx emission predictions [kg] alongside their upper and lower bounds on
each road network during a 3-hour time period, given the calibration and validation CTM and
M-METANET outputs of a single time period. Time period [6] is selected for M60, and time
period [2] is selected for M1 and M25. Total emissions are normalised by the road network
length Table 4.1.
5.7 Summary
This chapter achieves the second objective of this research which is the application
of the methodological framework on multiple road networks and different modelling
scenarios in order to ensure transferability of results, but also to identify differences or
similarities in the probabilistic-based emission prediction results.
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The main differences between CTM and M-METANET starts in the results of the
ensemble-based optimisation phase. The following were the main conclusions from the
application of the first phase.
 The number of top-solutions obtained for each modelling scenario reflects the
complexity of the optimisation problem.
 Uncertainty in the modelling structure dominates when CTM is applied whereas
uncertainty in parameter vector dominates when M-METANET is applied.
 Uncertainty in the modelling structure dominates when CTM and M-METANET
are applied on a VSL-operated road network, whereas uncertainty in the param-
eter vectors dominates when they are applied on a non-VSL road network.
 The validation of top-solutions for congested time periods on less congested ones
performs better than the validation of those obtained for less congested time
periods, reflecting the higher uncertainty in supply parameters in comparison to
the demand parameters.
Using the ensemble of top-solutions across the different time periods of each road
network, estimated calibration prediction errors were observed to always be lower (or at
least equal) to the validation prediction errors, given both the CTM and M-METANET
modelling scenarios. In addition, there was no substantial difference between the error
distributions obtained when using the VSL-model structure on a VSL road network and
those obtained when using the basic structure on a VSL road network. This reflects the
complexity and the interaction between the impact of VSL on traffic dynamics and the
optimisation problem. This of course prevents a better understanding of the impact of
VSL in the context of this work.
Such differences or similarities were finally investigated in the context of their influ-
ence on emission predictions, using a a grid-based Monte Carlo simulation approach.
The methodology was explained empirically in details. Final results of confidence inter-
vals obtained for each traffic speed-density point in the feasible region of each CTM and
M-METANET modelling scenarios were presented. The main limitation found in the
estimation of such surfaces were at the boundaries of the feasible region. This is where
possibly very high (or negative) traffic speed and density points can be obtained upon
the addition of errors. This suggests that a varying grid square size across the feasible
region might improve upon the developed grid-based phase; a possible future work to
refining the developed methodology. Nevertheless, the following can be concluded in
terms of the confidence intervals obtained.
 Confidence intervals when using VSL model structure on VSL-operated road net-
works are similar to those obtained when using the basic model structure (CTM
or M-METANET).
 Regardless of the CTM modelling scenario used, additive bounds can on average
be 41% (60%) higher (lower) their corresponding point-based emission predic-
tions, given calibration outputs and errors.
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 Regardless of the CTM modelling scenario used, additive bounds can on average
be 57% (67%) higher (lower) their corresponding point-based emission predic-
tions, given validation outputs and errors.
 Regardless of the M-METANET modelling scenario used, additive bounds can on
average be 91% (43%) higher (lower) their corresponding point-based emission
predictions, given calibration outputs and errors.
 Regardless of the M-METANET modelling scenario used, additive bounds can on
average be 115% (49%) higher (lower) their corresponding point-based emission
predictions, given validation outputs and errors.
However, these upper and lower bounds vary from modelling scenario to modelling
scenario, depending on the grid-based sampled errors and their interactions with the
emission model. Of course, such interactions are quite complex given the non-linearity
of vehicle-category specific emission factors’ functions embedded in the emission model.
The developed surfaces are finally used to calculate total emission predictions over
a particular time period on each of the three road networks, given the top-solutions
obtained from Phase I. The last section illustrated how these surfaces can be put to use
to calculating confidence intervals at different levels of detail, mainly: total emissions
across the entire road network and during the entire time periods; total emissions across
the entire road network at each time step; and total emissions during the entire time
period at each measurement site.

Chapter 6
Conclusion
In Chapter 1, the aim of this research was set to quantify uncertainty in average speed-
based emission predictions given the uncertainty in the predictions of macroscopic
traffic flow models. To achieve this aim, two main objectives were proposed as follows.
1. To develop a data-driven methodological framework that enables quantifying and
propagating uncertainty in the outputs of macroscopic traffic flow models to emis-
sion predictions.
2. To apply the developed methodological framework on multiple road network in
order to ensure transferability of the framework as well as to allow rigorous quanti-
tative comparison of results amonsgst the utilised macroscopic traffic flow models.
Accomplishing these two objectives has led to four main contributions to current
knowledge. These were realised based on the identified gaps of the literature review
of Chapter 2. While the outcomes of this research have been discussed at length in
the final sections of Chapters 3, 4, and 5, this chapter starts with § 6.1 by providing
only an overview of findings with particular focus on the four original contributions
and the accomplished objectives. The chapter then discusses in § 6.2 the limitations
of this research associated with the development and application of the methodological
framework. The chapter finally ends with suggestions of potentially productive future
research in § 6.3, which can be built based on the contributions of this research.
6.1 Overview of research findings
The literature review of Chapter 2 has identified four major issues on the topic of
predicting emissions using macroscopic traffic flow models. Two of which has led to
the first two major contributions of this research and ultimately to accomplishing the
first objective. These two issues are summarised below.
 The first issue was identified in § 2.2. While a number of studies on the parameter
optimisation problem of macroscopic traffic flow models were found, the selection
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criteria of a ‘good’ solution is often based on subjective judgment or single-valued
quantitative assessment. Also, most of these studies appreciate the complexity
of the optimisation problem along with the fact that multiple ‘good’ solutions
can exist, and typically vary depending on the time period selected. Yet, a single
‘good’ solution is often selected and reported, disregarding the landscape of all
potential ‘good’ solutions.
 The second issue was identified in § 2.3, § 2.4, and § 2.5. While uncertainty arising
from emission factors (major component of emission models) has been studied,
uncertainty propagating from macroscopic traffic flow model outputs (another
major component of emission models) has not been investigated before, despite
their common use to predicting emissions and the complexity of the sources of
uncertainty involved.
The above illustrated the need for a methodology which can quantify uncertainty
in emission predictions given the uncertainty inherent in the outputs of macroscopic
traffic flow models, but also the need to resolving the issues surrounding the optimisa-
tion problem of macroscopic traffic flow models. The latter helps to better quantify the
uncertainty in their outputs, which is necessary for their propagation to emission pre-
dictions. As a result, a five-phase methodological framework contributing to existing
knowledge in two major aspects, listed below, has been devised.
1. A novel data-driven ensemble-based optimisation approach has been proposed,
which includes the selection of ‘good’ solutions (also referred to as top-solutions)
objectively using a statistical testing method. The approach takes into account
the landscape of all possible top-solutions i.e. it considers uncertainty around the
choice of a solution for a particular time period. The approach also takes into
account differences in the landscape of top-solutions across different time periods
i.e. it considers uncertainty around the choice of a typical day of traffic flow to
model. The availability of historical data that matches the requirements of the
ensemble-based optimisation approach has indeed facilitated the application of
such approach. It also facilitated the estimation and comparison of calibration
and validation prediction errors that are considered the total accumulated uncer-
tainty in the outputs of calibration or validation macroscopic traffic flow models.
This ultimately led to the first three phases of the methodological framework:
the data preparation preliminary phase, the ensemble-based optimisation phase,
and the prediction error estimation phase.
2. A novel approach to propagating prediction errors to average speed-based emis-
sion predictions has been proposed, which involves both: the use of bivariate
analysis of traffic speed-density prediction outputs and prediction errors; and the
use of a grid-based Monte Carlo simulation approach to uncertainty propagation.
The population of points resulting from the third prediction error estimation
phase allows to better understand the relationship between the bivariate traffic
speed-density errors and the bivariate traffic speed-density outputs. As a result,
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the problem was not restricted to estimating the confidence intervals of emissions
resulting from a single traffic flow model simulation, but rather to estimating the
confidence intervals (upper and lower bounds) of emissions at each potential traf-
fic speed-density point of a road network. These are referred to as surface maps
of emission predictions and their confidence intervals over the feasible prediction
region of a road network. These can ultimately be used to construct confidence
intervals given the outputs of any single traffic flow model simulation (i.e. based
on any top-solution and time period). To do so, two final methodological phases
were devised: the Grid-based Monte Carlo simulation phase, and the uncertainty
propagation phase.
Chapter 3 of this thesis was dedicated to the development of each phase of the
methodology. Since it is not restricted to a specific choice of a macroscopic traffic flow
model or average speed-based emission model (i.e. was intentionally built as a generic
methodology), it allows:
 to examine and compare the influence of first-order and second-order traffic flow
models on the confidence intervals of emission predictions using any average
speed-based emission model. In this research, particular focus was on CTM
and METANET due to their common use in many applications, specifically in
predicting emissions.
 to examine the influence of variations (or modifications) of first-order CTM and
second-order METANET. In this research, particular focus was on VSL-modified
traffic flow models.
Both of the above were found to be gaps in the literature review of § 2.2. While
the quantitative comparison of CTM and METANET was undertaken in terms of their
parameter optimisation problem, studies have not been found to compare their influence
on emission predictions. This is despite the fact that both CTM and METANET have
been integrated with, for example, average speed-based emission models. Also, as a
result of the widespread implementation of VSL on motorway road networks, studies
were found to have modified the initial structures of CTM and METANET models to
incorporate the impact of VSL on traffic dynamics; such impacts are typically studied
outside the context of traffic flow models, as described in § 3.2. Nevertheless, such
modified model structures were not found to be assessed using real traffic data, as noted
in § 2.2.2, and not used in the context of studying uncertainty in emission predictions.
These two gaps has led to the other two contributions of this research, and ultimately
to accomplishing the second objective.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 contributed to these two issues through the application
of the developed methodological framework on three motorway road networks, one of
which operating of VSL. Chapter 4 focussed entirely on the data preparation prelimi-
nary phase of the developed methodology, whereas Chapter 5 focussed on developing
surface maps of emission predictions and their confidence intervals, given eight different
modelling scenarios:
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 two CTM-basic and two METANET-basic modelling scenarios on two non-VSL
motorway road networks; and
 one CTM-vsl and one METANET-vsl modelling scenarios on a VSL-operated
motorway road network. These were compared to CTM-basic and METANET-
basic modelling scenarios on the same road network.
The results of Chapter 5 highlighted the complexity and interactions in the sources
of uncertainty in macroscopic traffic flow models, primarily in their structure and their
parameter vectors. This was illustrated in the outputs of § 5.2 and § 5.3. Chapter 5
also highlighted the complexity and interactions in the propagation of uncertainties and
errors from the outputs of macroscopic traffic flow models to emission predictions due
to the non-linearity of the emission model and the vehicle category-specific emission
factors involved. This was illustrated in the final surface maps produced for each
modelling scenario in § 5.4 and § 5.5.
6.2 Research limitations
Despite the above-mentioned contributions and accomplished objectives, limitations
did exist in both the development as well as the implementation stages of the four
main phases of the methodological framework. These limitations provide a scope for
future work in the context of uncertainty in average speed-based emission predictions
using macroscopic traffic flow models. These are discussed below separately for each
of the four main phases.
Phase I: Five key limitations can be identified in the first phase, three of which
arise at the development stage whereas the last two arise at the implementation stage.
The first limitation concerning the chosen optimisation algorithm is identified. Phase
I has focussed on the use of a relatively fast and simple one, the N-M direct search
method. The literature review of § 2.2.2 has shown the different optimisation algorithms
that are being used or developed specifically for macroscopic traffic flow models. The
potential of these algorithms, for example the kernel-based cross entropy method pro-
posed by Ngoduy and Maher (2012), is worth investigating to study their influence
on the resulting uncertainty in parameter vectors, and ultimately on emission predic-
tions. Generally, optimisation algorithms are compared in the context of traffic flow
modelling outputs only. Given the objectives of this research, it would be preferable to
compare optimisation algorithms in terms of the ensemble-based optimisation frame-
work, and ultimately on emission predictions. It is worth noting, however, that the
increased complexity of optimisation algorithms generally results in increased compu-
tational requirements; this can be particularly disadvantageous here as the phase is
already computationally demanding.
The second limitation concerning the statistical testing approach is noted. Phase I
has proposed the use of two statistical tests to objectively select top-solutions. However,
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in using the two statistical tests, two key assumptions were made. The first is that
the comparison between predicted and measured traffic variables disregards the timing
or ordering of each. This implies that the distribution of predicted traffic is compared
with the entire distribution of measured traffic, instead of applying the statistical tests
on the errors themselves (which would be more demanding). The second assumption
is that the model outputs are not correlated. In the case of spatiotemporal traffic
data, this is often not the case. Ni et al. (2004) proposed a ‘batch’ technique that can
potentially resolve the issue of correlation. However, in the context of an ensemble-
based optimisation approach, such technique can be computationally demanding as
well. It does, however, offer the potential to improving the process of selecting top-
solutions, and is thus worth investigating. Here it is worth noting that the main risk
in any approach is selecting a top-solution that should not be selected. The question
that arises is thus: what is the impact of including a ‘poor’ parameter vector in the
top-solutions, on the confidence intervals of emission predictions?
The third limitation concerning the ‘optimal’ number of optimisation runs is iden-
tified. The influence of changing the number of optimisation runs has been studied
and reported in § 5.2.3. Upon implementation, the number of optimisation runs was
assumed fixed. While the ensemble-based approach allows exploration of top-solutions,
and provides a more rigorous approach to identifying the distribution of possible pa-
rameter vectors, the computational requirement limits the ability to find the ‘optimal’
number of runs.
Upon the implementation of Phase I, a distribution for each parameter had to be
set out in order to draw initial parameters required for the optimisation algorithm.
While the distributions of those related to the fundamental diagram were obtained
using multiple days of real traffic data,
 ranges of few (unobservable) METANET-related parameters were obtained from
previous studies, which are not always within the corresponding parameter ranges
of the final top-solutions;
 initial parameters were drawn from approximate normal distributions rather than
directly from the obtained empirical distributions; and
 initial parameters were drawn independently from each other, while the study
has ultimately shown correlation between different model parameters.
The influence of changing the ranges of unobservable parameters on the final top-
solutions can be explored in further studies. Also, sampling parameters directly from
the joint empirical distributions can be a better and more consistent alternative to
initialise the ensembles of optimisation runs.
In addition to that, also upon the implementation of Phase I, top-solutions for the
CTM modelling scenarios were not found for all time periods. In the context of this
work, it was not possible to pinpoint the exact reason of why this is the case. The
fact that METANET modelling scenarios were able to always find solutions suggests
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structural issues lie behind failing to find top-solutions for those few time periods using
CTM or similarly enhanced structural properties lie behind METANET’s performance.
Investigating the characteristics of a time period where top-solutions cannot be found
and the potential consequences in terms of using CTM to real-world applications (i.e.
not only for emission predictions), are two questions that can further be investigated
to provide more insights on such observations and to enable suggesting new techniques
to resolving them.
Phase II: In the second phase, three key limitations arise. The first is due to the
resolution of measurement data i.e. it can be viewed as arising from the data prepara-
tion preliminary phase. It thus has an influence not only on this phase but also on the
first phase. Although measurement data fitting the requirements of macroscopic traffic
flow model simulation (or calibration and validation) is abundant, most measurement
data does not completely match the resolution of macroscopic traffic flow models. This
necessitated (in this study but more generally in any other study - the reason behind
aggregation being a key step of Phase II): the interpolation of measurement data to
match the input requirements to model simulation; the aggregation of model outputs
to the resolution of measurements to minimise the objective function value; and the
aggregation of model outputs to estimate the calibration and validation prediction er-
rors of Phase II. This implied that errors at the spatiotemporal resolution of traffic
flow models are not entirely understood. First, an optimal parameter vector obtained
based on aggregate model outputs might not be the optimal parameter vector if the
initial resolution is considered, possibly leading to underestimation of errors at the
aggregate level. Second, the magnitude of prediction errors at the initial resolution
(if these were used for the optimisation problem) might be lower or higher, depending
on the structural performance of the macroscopic traffic flow models at its resolution
(which might not necessarily be worse). While the methodological framework itself
does not depend on the resolution of the measurements, nor on the resolution of the
final prediction errors, the influence of higher measurement resolution on the confidence
intervals obtained at the end would be worth investigating.
Another limitation at the development stage concerning what constitute uncer-
tainty in a future scenario is noted. Phase II involved estimating validation errors in
an attempt to understand potential prediction errors of future scenarios. However, un-
certainty in modelling future scenarios is much more complex as noted in Chapter 3. It
is thus worth investigating how uncertainty in the input to traffic flow models of future
scenarios can add up to the prediction errors if they were also considered. This can be
a step closer to better understanding confidence intervals of emission predictions for
future scenarios. The main challenge here is devising a new methodological framework
to quantifying uncertainty in model input of future scenarios. More challenging to
investigate is the uncertainty in model structure in future scenarios. Changes in in-
frastructure (road network), driving behaviour (drivers), and vehicle characteristics (or
technology) can all potentially necessitate new model structures that can describe the
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impact of such changes on traffic dynamics. Perhaps one way to tackle such problem
is by looking into how the present system has changed in comparison to the past in
order to infer future uncertainties; although future changes at the three levels of road
network, drivers, and technology are different to those of the present and/or past.
In addition to the above, the estimation of both calibration and validation errors
during the implementation stage involved using the top-solutions of six time periods of a
road network. Alongside the challenge of obtaining the optimal number of optimisation
runs, there is the challenge of obtaining the optimal number of time periods which allows
capturing the uncertainty associated with modelling traffic flow on a typical day. Again,
while this does not influence the methodology and the steps involved, it is rather an
implementation problem, reflecting the computational demand of the ensemble-based
approach.
Phase III: Main limitations of the third phase arise at the development stage. The
first is related to the selected sampling method. Monte Carlo is one simple approach
to random sampling, and it has been chosen in order to first illustrate the method
for uncertainty propagation. However, this work can be extended to more complex
sampling approaches of the bivariate error distributions. Examples of these are the
Markov-Chain Monte Carlo sampling and Latin Hypercube Sampling.
In terms of the gridding approach, the influence of changing the size of the sampling
grids has been studied and reported in § 5.5.3. However, in any scenario, there remains
the assumption that errors are equally important across the entire grid square. Re-
finements to this approach could be investigated, with their impact on the surfaces of
confidence intervals monitored. Examples of such refinements include the use of moving
average methods, or weighted contribution of errors across the grid. The complexity
of the problem implies that there might not be a single solution to assigning errors
to respective prediction points. The aim of such investigation is rather to check the
sensitivity of the results to the different approaches.
The last limitation of Phase III is that prediction errors are not distinguished by
space and time. This is also related to the idea of correlation in model outputs de-
scribed earlier (on the assumptions of statistical testing in Phase I). In the final example
provided in § 5.6, traffic speed-density predictions and their associated upper and lower
bounds involve the assumption that predictions (and their errors) are not correlated.
This assumption may be challenged since, for instance, congestion builds up and dis-
sipates in space and time. As a result, high errors at a particular measurement site
and measurement time step can also imply high errors at the next measurement site
or next time step. A potential remedy would be to refine the gridding approach to be
dependent on the location and time of prediction, not only on where the prediction
is within the feasible region. Although this would not necessarily affect the existing
results, it would help to reveal any dependence of errors in space and time. Depending
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on the results, one can decide whether the gridding approach needs to take this into
account or not.
Phase IV: The main limitation of the last phase is that probabilistic-based emis-
sion predictions only take into account uncertainty in the traffic flow modelling outputs,
which was set from the start as the scope of this research. So, it arises at the develop-
ment stage. Chapter 2 identified studies which have focussed on quantifying uncertainty
in emission factors. Given the complexity of interaction between traffic flow model out-
puts and the emission model (or embedded emission factors), the interaction between
uncertainty in traffic flow model outputs and uncertainty in emission factors is also
worth investigating. This would lead to a better understanding of the confidence inter-
vals in the final emission predictions. The main challenge here is incorporating different
uncertainty quantification methods for the different sources, while taking into consid-
eration the difficulties of obtaining emission measurement data in comparison to traffic
measurement data. Chapter 3 also highlighted other potential sources of uncertainty in
the modelling chain studied, in addition to those of the traffic flow model outputs. In
§ 5.5, uncertainty due to incomplete ‘compatibility’ of the uni-class traffic flow models
and the multi-class emission model was focussed upon. This source of uncertainty can
be accommodated for using multi-class traffic flow models instead, such as multi-class
CTM or multi-class METANET. The main challenge behind using multi-class traffic
flow models, however, is obtaining the necessary traffic data (mainly traffic speed and
density) which allows the optimisation of traffic flow models (as described in Phase I)
and the estimation of prediction errors (as described in Phase II). Of course, the use of
more complex traffic flow models can also influence uncertainty in the parameters; this
has been one of the main conclusions of Phase I, where uncertainty in model structure
is shown to be related to that in model parameters.
6.3 Future research
The above has highlighted the main limitations of the methodological framework and
suggested refinements that could potentially improve upon the final results, or at least
provide a better understanding of the problem being studied in this research. However,
these refinements are focussed on the propagation of uncertainty from macroscopic
traffic flow models to average speed-based emission predictions. In this section, further
potential research is explored in the broader areas of: the ‘traffic flow - emission’
modelling chain; and the five-step ‘traffic assignment - traffic flow - emission - air
quality - human exposure’ modelling chain introduced in Chapter 1.
Chapter 2 of this thesis showed that emissions are not only predicted based on aver-
age speeds, nor are they predicted using the outputs of macroscopic traffic flow models.
Various integration approaches have been developed and are used to informing policies.
The availability of historical and adequate data to quantify uncertainty in prediction
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errors of macroscopic traffic flow models was one main reason (but not the only reason)
to selecting these as the basis for the methodological framework. The question that
arise is how can the methodological framework be used in other integration approaches?
The answer to such question depends on the complexity of the integration approach
in comparison to that of this research. For instance, macroscopic traffic flow models
were shown to be indirectly used with driving mode emission models or even instan-
taneous emission models. In such integration approaches, the first two phases (I and
II) can arguably remain the same. Potential future work remains on how to use the
prediction outputs and their errors so that they could be propagated efficiently to driv-
ing mode models or instantaneous emission models (for example). This would involve
propagating uncertainty to the intermediary step (for example to the derived driving
modes) and then to emission predictions. Achieving this could help reveal differences
between first-order and second-order traffic flow models which might not have been
captured through the use of average speed-based emission models. In the more com-
plex integration of microscopic traffic flow models with instantaneous emission models,
modifications starts from the data preparation phase. With the recent emergence of
individual vehicle data, there is a potential to developing similar methodological frame-
work to estimate prediction errors and to propagate them to instantaneous emission
models. However, the nature of individual vehicle data is quite different than aggre-
gate traffic data which makes it difficult (or even impractical) to estimate prediction
errors of each modelled vehicle trajectory in a relatively straightforward manner. One
reason is that vehicle data cannot be assigned individually to modelled data. As such,
the problem becomes more challenging; while the use of microscopic approaches might
become easier as a result of data availability, the study of uncertainty becomes more
crucial.
Alternatively, the ‘traffic flow - emission’ modelling chain was positioned in Chap-
ter 1 within a much more complex five-step ‘traffic assignment - traffic flow - emission
- air quality - human exposure’ modelling chain. As a result, it is argued here that
further research needs to be neither restricted to the choice of macroscopic traffic flow
models and average speed-based emission models, nor to the sub-modelling chain of
‘traffic flow - emission’ modelling. Many of the studies reviewed in Chapter 2 have
used this sub-modelling chain to further model air quality and human exposure. As
such, potential future work is incorporating the resulting confidence interval surfaces
in the prediction of, for example, air quality levels.
This also leads to another (and perhaps more interesting) research area which is
the automatic incorporation of uncertainty in real-time (or on-line) applications. The
proposed framework here focusses on the use of historical data and develops a method-
ology accordingly. Currently, technological advancements and the demand of real-time
information provide research opportunities (or challenges) to answering how uncer-
tainty can be incorporated in real-time systems in order to improve upon the reported
information.
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A final note on potential future work is motivated by the conclusion in Evans (2012)
which says: “...it is also worth highlighting an alternative viewpoint put forward by
Beck (1987), who suggests that rather than asking what the future will be, given
parameters now, we instead ask what parameters would be necessary now, to create
a reasonable future...”. In this work, a ‘bottom-up’ approach has been suggested into
quantifying uncertainty in emission modelling systems. Following this point of view,
an important question is, how these can be used in a ‘top-down’ manner to devise
policies that can create a notably better environment to live in? For instance, if policy
and decision makers decided to demand certain emissions levels (from transport) with
certain confidence, then what are the maximum traffic levels (including how congestion
behaves with or without traffic management operation) that would then meet these
emission levels, and with what confidence?
Appendix A
MIDAS-based R Functions
Both the simulation and optimisation of CTM-basic, CTM-vsl, METANET-basic, and
METANET-vsl traffic flow models given MIDAS traffic data have been implemented
in R (R Core Team, 2015) through developing the functions of Figure A.1. A total
of 12 functions are built for the extraction and pre-processing of traffic data, three
functions are built to initialise the simulation or optimisation of CTM or METANET
(i.e. regardless of the model to be used), and two main functions were built for the
simulation or optimisation of CTM and METANET. Each of these take a number of
arguments, providing the user appropriate flexibility. A description of each of these
functions is provided below in terms of their purpose and main inputs.
downloadMIDAS 
readMIDAS 
DATA EXTRACTION AND 
PRE-PROCESSING 
TRAFFIC FLOW 
MODELLING 
addDescMIDAS 
 laneNrMIDAS 
reduceMIDAS 
coordinatesMIDAS 
rbindMIDAS 
boundaryTFM 
initialiseTFM 
objfunTFM 
runCTM 
runMETANET  
datetimeMIDAS 
cutTimeMIDAS 
routeMIDAS 
macroMIDAS 
wideMacroMIDAS 
Figure A.1: Flow-diagram of MIDAS-based R functions developed for the implementation of
CTM and METANET traffic flow models.
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1. downloadMIDAS downloads traffic data file, unzips it, and decodes it to .csv
format using MIDAS decoder. The function first asks for the MIDAS user name
and password. If available, the function additionally requires for the destination
directory, RCC, and day of traffic data needed.
2. readMIDAS reads .csv MIDAS traffic file and outputs a ‘midas’ object which
is a list of two elements. The first is a data frame of raw traffic data, while
the second is a description of the read traffic data which includes its date and
weekday. Once the object is created, a number of functions can be applied on
it. Functions of interest to traffic flow modelling are listed and described briefly
below.
 datetimeMIDAS transforms the date and time columns of raw traffic data
to appropriate ‘date-time’ column which makes it easier to manipulate. The
main input is a ‘midas’ object with separate day and time columns.
 cutTimeMIDAS uses the date-time column in order to subset the traffic
data based on a start and end time. The main input is a ‘midas’ object and
a specific start and end times in hours.
 routeMIDAS uses the geographic address column in order to subset a
specific route to be studied i.e. all measurement sites between a start point
and an end point. The main input is a ‘midas’ object, motorway name, and
optionally start and end points along the route; if these are not specified,
traffic data for the entire motorway is extracted. Of course, the shorter the
selected route, the better in terms of checking data, for instance in terms of
potential duplicates. The user can also specify whether mainline, on-ramps,
and/or off-ramps need to be extracted.
 macroMIDAS calculates macroscopic traffic variables of average flow, speed,
and density using raw traffic data per lane. The main input is a ‘midas’ ob-
ject with raw traffic data.
 wideMacroMIDAS reshapes ‘midas’ data frame element from long format
to wide format i.e. to columns per measurement site rather than columns
per traffic variable. The main input is a ‘midas’ object alongside the traffic
variables to be reshaped and the main output is a list of data frames for
each traffic variable.
 addDescMIDAS extracts details from the geographic address of each mea-
surement site in a ‘midas’ object. Details include the road, its code, its
location (mainline, on-ramp, or off-ramp), and its direction (clockwise or
anti-clockwise). The main input is a ‘midas’ object with geographic ad-
dresses as one of its columns.
 laneNrMIDAS tabulates the number of lanes of each measurement site in
the a ‘midas’ object. The main input is a ‘midas’ object with raw traffic
data.
 reduceMIDAS removes columns where all entries are NA - these corre-
spond to measurement sites with less than seven lanes. The main input is a
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‘midas’ object.
 coordinatesMIDAS adds XY coordinates of measurements sites in a ‘mi-
das’ object. Coordinates for each geographic address is separately provided
by Highways England. The main input is a ‘midas’ object with geographic
addresses as one of its columns.
 rbindMIDAS row binds multiple ‘midas’ objects to a single one. The main
input is a list of ‘midas’ objects.
3. boundaryTFM extracts necessary inputs (initial and boundary conditions) for
the macroscopic traffic flow modelling of a specific route. The main input is
a ‘midas’ object with macroscopic traffic data (rather than per lane) on the
mainline, on-ramps, and/or off-ramps. If off-ramps exist, traffic flow rates are
also calculated and prepared.
4. initialiseTFM initialises the matrices of traffic variables to be modelled. This is
mainly used in conjunction with ‘runCTM’ or ‘runMETANET’. The main input
is the initial and boundary conditions outputs of ‘boundaryTFM’, as well as
modelling related inputs such as time step and total number of cells which allows
preparing the matrices with appropriate size (number of rows and columns).
5. objfunTFM calculates the objective function value to be optimised. This is
mainly used in conjunction with ‘runCTM’ or ‘runMETANET’. The main input
is the matrices of observed and modelled traffic variables. Other inputs include
specifying the objective function. This function currently supports the use of
either Root Squared Mean Error (RMSE) or Mean Absolute Error (MAE).
6. runCTM simulates CTM given a specific set of parameters or optimises any or
all of the CTM parameters. The main input is the road network and time period
characteristics, observed traffic data necessary for the calculation of objective
function, and most importantly whether simulation or optimisation is required.
If variable speed limits are provided as inputs, CTM-vsl is simulated or optimised,
otherwise CTM-basic is used. In the case of simulation i.e. the parameters are
specified, the main output of the function is a list of data frames of modelled
traffic variables, as well as the performance measure value (similar to the objective
function used) given the observed traffic data. In the case of optimisation i.e. one
or more parameter is not specified, the output is a function by itself to be used
as input in an optimisation algorithm function chosen by the user; it mainly
calculates the objective function at each iteration of the optimisation algorithm.
7. runMETANET simulates METANET given a specific set of parameters or opti-
mises any or all of the METANET parameters. The inputs and outputs are similar
to those of the ‘runCTM’ function. Similarly, if variable speed limits are provided
as inputs, METANET-vsl is simulated or optimised, otherwise METANET-basic
is used.

Appendix B
Ensemble-based Optimisation
The following shows the fundamental diagrams based on top-solutions obtained for
each time period of the three CTM and M-METANET modelling scenarios. Those
for the M60/CTM-basic and M60/M-METANET-basic are provided as an example in
§ 5.2.1.1 and § 5.2.2.1, respectively.
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[6]
Figure B.1: Measured traffic flow per lane [veh h-1] and density per lane [veh km-1] scatter
plots (black dots) overlaid by fundamental diagrams (shades of blue) based on top-solutions of
M1/CTM-basic: 250 for time period [1], 245 for time period [2], 250 for time period [3], 2 for
time period [4], 202 for time period [5], and 250 for time period [6].
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[5]
Figure B.2: Overlaid fundamental diagrams based on the parameter vectors of top-solutions
of M25/CTM-vsl: 78 for time period [2] and 85 for time period [5].
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[6]
Figure B.3: Overlaid fundamental diagrams based on the parameter vectors of top-solutions
of M25/CTM-basic: 7 for time period [2], 1 for time period [3], 149 for time period [4], 50 for
time period [5], and 2 for time period [6].
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[6]
Figure B.4: Overlaid fundamental diagrams based on the parameter vectors of top-solutions
of M1/M-METANET-basic: 155 for time period [1], 105 for time period [2], 249 for time period
[3], 250 for time period [4], 22 for time period [5], and 68 for time period [6].
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[6]
Figure B.5: Overlaid fundamental diagrams based on the parameter vectors of top-solutions
of M25/M-METANET-vsl: 13 for time period [1], 149 for time period [2], 10 for time period
[3], 112 for time period [4], 8 for time period [5], and 1 for time period [6].
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ρ~  [veh km−1]
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[6]
Figure B.6: Overlaid fundamental diagrams based on the parameter vectors of top-solutions
of M25/M-METANET-basic: 41 for time period [1], 119 for time period [2], 41 for time period
[3], 149 for time period [4], 20 for time period [5], and 113 for time period [6].
Appendix C
Grid-based Monte Carlo
Sampling
The following shows summary statistics (in terms of mean and standard deviations)
of evaluated calibration and validation errors of the three CTM and M-METANET
modelling scenarios. Those for the M60/CTM-basic and M60/M-METANET-basic are
provided as an example in § 5.4.1 and § 5.4.2, respectively.
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Figure C.1: Summary statistics of calibration error distributions obtained for each grid square
of the M1/CTM-basic modelling scenario: [A] mean and [B] standard deviation of traffic density
errors and [C] mean and [D] standard deviation of speed errors.
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Figure C.2: Summary statistics of validation error distributions obtained for each grid square
of the M1/CTM-basic modelling scenario.
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Figure C.3: Summary statistics of calibration error distributions obtained for each grid square
of the M25/CTM-vsl modelling scenario.
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Figure C.4: Summary statistics of validation error distributions obtained for each grid square
of the M25/CTM-vsl modelling scenario.
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Figure C.5: Summary statistics of calibration error distributions obtained for each grid square
of the M25/CTM-basic modelling scenario.
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Figure C.6: Summary statistics of validation error distributions obtained for each grid square
of the M25/CTM-basic modelling scenario.
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Figure C.7: Summary statistics of calibration error distributions obtained for each grid square
of the M1/M-METANET-basic modelling scenario: [A] mean and [B] standard deviation of
traffic density errors and [C] mean and [D] standard deviation of speed errors.
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Figure C.8: Summary statistics of validation error distributions obtained for each grid square
of the M1/M-METANET-basic modelling scenario.
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Figure C.9: Summary statistics of calibration error distributions obtained for each grid square
of the M25/M-METANET-vsl modelling scenario.
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Figure C.10: Summary statistics of validation error distributions obtained for each grid square
of the M25/M-METANET-vsl modelling scenario.
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Figure C.11: Summary statistics of calibration error distributions obtained for each grid
square of the M25/M-METANET-basic modelling scenario.
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Figure C.12: Summary statistics of validation error distributions obtained for each grid square
of the M25/M-METANET-basic modelling scenario.
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